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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with various methods for the control and investigation of pulse
dynamics in a Photonic Crystal Fibre (PCF) and of the radiation driven by a short pulse.
In particular the focus is on pulses in the anomalous dispersion region which would form
solitons in the absence of higher order effects. Several different types of radiation can be driven
by such pulses if they are perturbed by higher order dispersive and non-linear effects - for
example Resonant Radiation (RR) and Negative Resonant Radiation (NRR) two dispersive
waves which gain energy at the expense of the pulse.
The feature of NRR which is of particular importance is that it is the first observed example
of a coupling between positive and negative frequencies in optics. This has only been possible
due to recent advances in fields such as PCFs, lasers and analogue systems. As with many
scientific discoveries, NRR was found by bringing together ideas and techniques from these
different fields.
Both the pulse and the driven radiation are investigated using a number of different pulse
and PCF parameters. These include power, chirp, polarisation and PCF dispersion. These
are used to vary the wavelengths at which the driven radiation occurs as well as its generation
efficiency. Furthermore the power and chirp are used to vary where in the PCF the driven
radiation is generated by controlling where the driving pulse compresses and spectrally expands.
This property is used to investigate different stages in the evolution of the pulse and driven
radiation as well as to optimise the generation efficiency of the driven radiation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
The focus of this work is the evolution of pulses in a PCF and the radiation driven by such pulses
- in particular the generation of negative frequency radiation. In the next few paragraphs I will
briefly introduce these terms and over the remainder of this literature review they will be described
in more detail.
The pulses are infrared (IR) electromagnetic pulses of light ranging between 7 fs and 12 fs in
length. Each pulse is composed of a range of different wavelengths with a bandwidth of about
200 nm. How these pulses evolve as they pass through a medium (such as a fibre) depends on
the interaction of the light with the medium. Two of the main ways in which the medium affects
the pulse are via dispersion and non-linearity. Dispersion occurs because the different wavelength
components of the pulse travel at different speeds in the medium. In general this leads to the pulse
length increasing. Non-linearity refers to the non-linear response of the bound electrons in the
medium to the electric field of the pulse. The field realigns the electrons leading to a polarisation
of the medium which adds a component to the total electric flux density in the medium. Both
dispersion and non-linearity will be discussed further in part II and appendix 15.
A PCF is a type of optical fibre designed to have particular dispersion properties. A pulse
propagating through a PCF can evolve in different ways depending on the relative strengths of
the dispersion and non-linearity. Under certain conditions dispersion and non-linearity can balance
leading to a pulse which propagates without changing its shape or speed or with a periodic evolution.
Such a pulse is known as a soliton. Under slightly different conditions the pulses will transfer
energy to electromagnetic radiation at different wavelengths. This is typically due to higher order
dispersive and non-linear effects. Types of radiation produced by such a transfer include the well
known phenomena of supercontinuum generation, Third Harmonic Generation (THG), Four Wave
Mixing (FWM) and RR. The focus of this work is on RR although the other phenomena will also
be considered in more detail in section 4.
An example a transfer of energy from the pulse to RR can be seen in figure 1. This shows the
spectrum of a pulse entering a 5 mm long PCF1 (figure 1(a)) and the spectrum at the end of the
fibre in the visible and IR (figure 1(b)) and in the ultraviolet (UV) (figure 1(c))2. In this case the
1All of the fibres used in the experiments are only a few mm long. The behaviour investigated occurs within such
distances and using short fibres reduces overall loss, an issue which will be discussed in section 13.4.4.
2The IR/visible and UV spectra are presented separately as they are recorded using different detectors and the
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input pulse transfers energy to signals at two different wavelengths. The first is RR and is seen at
500 nm in figure 1(b). The second is NRR and is see at 223 nm in figure 1(c).
The RR and NRR will be discussed in more detail in sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Their
generation and evolution are the focus of most of the experiments described in this thesis. The
NRR is of particular interest as it forms due to a conversion of positive frequencies to negative
frequencies. As a brief introduction to this idea the conversion can be seen by considering the
phase matching condition for the transfer of energy from the pulse to RR and NRR (both share the
same phase matching condition). This is a condition which has to be obeyed in order to conserve
energy and momentum. It defines the wavelengths at which the RR and NRR are generated. The
condition will be derived in part II and discussed further in section 8.4. It can be expressed as
a conservation of frequencies in a frame of reference moving with the pulse (i.e. Doppler shifted
frequencies ω′). These frequencies are defined by
ω′ = ω
(
1− n (ω) vg
c
)
, (1.1)
where ω is the frequency in the lab frame, vg is the pulse group velocity, n (ω) is the frequency
dependent refractive index of the fibre and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
RR and NRR will form at wavelengths which have the same ω′ as the pulse. How ω′ varies
with wavelength is defined by the dispersion relation of the PCF. An example dispersion relation
is shown in figure 2, the y-axis shows ω′ relative to ω′s its value at the pulse wavelength. The
graph includes both positive and negative wavelength branches3. As the figure shows there are two
wavelengths with the same ω′ as the pulse, one close to 500 nm (RR) and one in the UV with a
negative wavelength (NRR). This indicates the conversion from positive to negative frequencies.
I will now outline the structure of this literature review and the key areas which will be discussed.
The experiments, which will be described in section 12, show how pulse evolution and the generation
of RR and NRR are controlled and investigated by varying the pulse and PCF parameters. For the
majority of the work carried out the pulses under consideration would, in the absence of higher order
effects (dispersive and non-linear) form a soliton. Therefore it is appropriate to begin this literature
review with an overview of solitons - starting with a brief mention of the initial observations of
UV signal is orders of magnitude smaller.
3The figure could also have been plotted with lab frame frequency (positive and negative) replacing wavelength.
However as all experimental results are recorded in terms of wavelengths that is the parameter used here
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(a) Input pulse spectrum
(b) Output spectrum in the visible and IR - showing the pulse between
650 nm and 950 nm and the RR at 500 nm
(c) Output spectrum in the UV - showing the NRR indicated by the vertical line
Figure 1: Input and output spectra from a 5 mm long PCF
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Figure 2: Dispersion relation for one of the PCFs used in the experiments. Showing the the input
pulse (1) RR (O) and NRR ( )
solitons in water waves and their subsequent theoretical description and then moving on to consider
solitons in other media before reaching the early work carried out on optical solitons.
The next part of the review will look at the development of PCFs and how their properties
have been used to further the research into solitons and radiation driven by solitons4. As a large
body of research has been carried out by many different research groups over the past few decades
into effects in PCFs, this literature review will only include an overview of some of the key results
including supercontinuum generation, THG and FWM.
The non-linear phenomenon of RR driven by pulses will then be considered in greater detail.
The new discovery of negative frequency light (NRR) arose from research into RR. As mentioned
previously, the two types of radiation are both driven by short pulses and share the same phase
matching condition. They differ in that RR has a frequency with the same sign as the driving pulse
whilst NRR has a frequency with the opposite sign.
Finally a section will be devoted to the work on event horizon analogues in PCFs and other
systems, particularly focusing on attempts to generate the optical analogue of Hawking Radiation
(HR). The work of our research group in this field lead us to the idea of negative frequencies,
which was necessary in developing the theory for NRR. Additionally some of the experimental
4A pulse which transfers energy to other radiation due to higher order effects cannot strictly be called a soliton -
here I refer to pulses which would form solitons but are perturbed by higher order effects.
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results indicating how the generation of NRR can be optimised may also be applicable to HR.
2 Solitons
2.1 Earliest discovery
A soliton or solitary wave is a wave which propagates without changing its shape or speed over
large distances. This is possible due to the balance between non-linear and dispersive effects. Neg-
lecting loss and higher order effects a fundamental soliton would propagate unchanged indefinitely.
The phenomenon occurs naturally when water waves propagate in channels with particular prop-
erties. This led to the first in depth investigation of solitons in the 19th century. A water wave was
observed propagating along the Union canal near Edinburgh by naval engineer John Scott Russell
[20]. He was able to follow the wave for a distance of several miles before it gradually became too
small to see.
“I was observing the motion of a boat which was rapidly drawn along a narrow
channel by a pair of horses, when the boat suddenly stopped – not so the mass of water
in the channel which it had put in motion; it accumulated round the prow of the vessel
in a state of violent agitation, then suddenly leaving it behind, rolled forward with great
velocity, assuming the form of a large solitary elevation, a rounded, smooth and well-
defined heap of water, which continued its course along the channel apparently without
change of form or diminution of speed. I followed it on horseback, and overtook it still
rolling on at a rate of some eight or nine miles an hour, preserving its original figure
some thirty feet long and a foot to a foot and a half in height. Its height gradually
diminished, and after a chase of one or two miles I lost it in the windings of the channel.
Such, in the month of August 1834, was my first chance interview with that singular
and beautiful phenomenon which I have called the Wave of Translation.”
Russell proceeded to recreate the phenomenon in a water tank, again observing a wave that did not
22
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change shape or speed. This contradicted the water wave theories of the day which stated that for
long wavelength waves propagating in a rectangular canal even with the effect of friction neglected
the waves should become steeper in the front and less steep behind. A theoretical description of
solitons was provided in 1871 by Boussinesq [17] and again in 1876 by Lord Rayleigh [131]. However,
in an attempt to find agreement with the standard theories of the day, Lord Rayleigh postulated
that the soliton was only an approximation to a stationary wave.
The full theory of water wave solitons was developed in 1895 by Korteweg and de Vries [35].
They formulated their well known equation for waves on a shallow water surface (Korteweg-deVries
equation). The solutions to this exactly solvable equation turned out to include perfectly stationary
solitons - providing agreement with the experimental observations of Scott Russell.
The field of soliton research then lay almost dormant for a number of decades until the 1960s
when Zabusky and Kruskal [99] demonstrated computationally the existence of solitons in a medium
obeying the Korteweg-deVries equation using a finite difference numerical method. They found that
interactions between solitons had almost no affect on the pulses involved.
Since that time solitons have been theoretically and computationally studied by many groups
in different contexts.
2.2 Solitons in different systems
Since their first discovery solitons have been found to exist in several different systems. These
can all be described by integrable differential equations. One aspect of such integrable systems is
that they exhibit a number of conserved quantities leading to the observation of stable solitons.
The term soliton is also used to describe topological solitons [125], which display many of the same
properties as solitons from integrable systems. However these solitons are stable due to topology
rather than integrability, for example they may have to obey non-trivial boundary conditions. This
type of soliton is outside of the scope of this project and will not be considered further.
Solitons have been observed in water waves as well as in Bose-Einstein condensates and magnetic
systems. In all of these systems the soliton is formed by a balance between non-linear and dispersive
effects. Molecular solitons form in Bose Einstein condensates if a coupling exists which performs
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a role analogous to second harmonic generation5 by forming one molecule from two atoms. This
allows a coupled Bose Einstein condensate to form in which solitons can be observed [103]. A
magnetic soliton is a bound state of magnons (elementary magnetic excitations) [5].
2.3 Optical solitons
One area in which solitons have received a large amount of attention is the field of fibre optics.
A pulse propagating in a fibre provides a relatively simple and stable system in which to observe the
effect of solitons. A coiled fibre can be many meters long allowing large propagation distances in a
small laboratory space. Also large variations as well as fine tuning of the various system parameters
are achievable. These parameters include, the power, shape and length of the input pulses as well
as the properties of the fibre used as a propagation medium.
Solitons in fibres have been considered as carriers of information for use in telecommunications.
This potential for commercial use explains the large amount of research carried out into optical
solitons in the past few decades. In telecommunications the effects of non-linearity can be detri-
mental to signal propagation. By using solitons it is possible to make the fibre non-linearity an asset
rather than a hindrance [83]. The non-linearity balances the effects of dispersion allowing stable
pulses to propagate. This allows for much longer error free propagation distances than for other op-
tical telecommunication systems. Furthermore solitons have been shown to be stable against many
perturbations and to be almost totally transparent to other solitons when collisions occur [99]. This
latter property makes them particularly suited to use in wavelength-division-multiplexing applic-
ations where light of different wavelengths is used to carry different signals [48]. Unfortunately
various technical issues have meant that solitons have not yet been used in telecommunications
systems commercially [122]. One example of such an issue is the need to compensate for loss using
amplifiers. If this is not done then the balance of non-linearity and dispersion will destroyed and the
dispersion will dominate lengthening the pulses in time. The amplifiers used (for example Erbium
doped fibre amplifiers) will have different dispersion characteristics to the main fibre. This must
be taken into account when designing the system. Additionally amplifiers add noise to the system.
This will cause the phase, and therefore carrier frequency, of the soliton to vary randomly. As
5Harmonic generation will be considered in more detail in section 4.2. Second harmonic generation is a non-linear
optical process where two photons of the same frequency combine to produce a photon with twice that frequency.
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different frequencies travel at different speeds, this will lead to a timing jitter which will in turn
reduce the allowed bit rate for a particular bit error rate (probability that the soliton pulse arrives
outside of its correct time slot). This effect is known as the Gordon Haus effect [50].
In this thesis the focus is on pulses of light which would form stable solitons apart from the
destabilising action of higher order non-linear and dispersive effects. These are detrimental to the
use of such pulses in communications - however they do allow the pulse to lose energy and drive
various types of radiation. The uses of some of these types of radiation will be discussed in section
4.
The formation of solitons in optical fibres occurs, similarly to water wave solitons, due to the
balance of non-linear and dispersive effects. The equivalent equation to the Korteweg-deVries
equation in water waves is the Non-linear Schro¨dinger Equation (NLSE) [2]. This governs the
propagation of light in an optical fibre in the absence of higher order dispersive and non-linear
effects.
In 1972 Zakharov and Shabat showed that the NLSE was integrable using the inverse scattering
transform method [153]. Soliton solutions to the equation were found in 1973 by Hasegawa and
Tappert [57]. In the same year Bullough [67] working independently developed a mathematical
framework to describe optical solitons and also suggested their use in telecommunications.
Over the next decade a variety of theoretical and computational studies found that optical
solitons could form which were robust against perturbations. The family of soliton solutions to the
NLSE was found to consist of fundamental solitons, which retain their original shape on propagation,
and higher order solitons, which are stationary waves in the sense that they evolve periodically.
The order of a soliton is described by
N2 =
LD
LNL
, (2.1)
where N is the soliton order, LNL and LD are the non-linear and dispersion lengths. The latter
two parameters represent the length scales over which the evolution of a pulse is affected by non-
linear and dispersive effects respectively. If the two are equal then the effects are balanced and a
fundamental soliton will form.
Experimental verification of optical solitons had to wait until 1980. The long delay was due to
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Figure 3: Refractive index n for bulk silica and for a typical PCF used in the experiments
a lack of suitable fibres and light sources. An input pulse will only form a soliton if it is in the
anomalous dispersion spectral region of the fibre used (negative Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD)
)6. This allows the effects of dispersion to counteract the effects of self-phase modulation (a non-
linear effect). Therefore a fibre with low loss in the anomalous dispersion region and a laser source
tunable to the same wavelength range are both required.
The first experiments were carried out by Mollenauer, Stolen and Gordon [22]. They coupled
infra-red pulses into a single mode optical fibre. For input power levels corresponding to higher
order solitons they observed a compression in time of the input pulse followed by a splitting into a
series of fundamental solitons.
3 Solitons in photonic crystal fibres
In this section I will begin by discussing conventional fibres and how the dispersion character-
istics of these fibres limit the spectral regions in which solitons can form. I will then explain how
dispersion in PCFs can be tailored to overcome this limit. I will also discuss in more detail the
principles of waveguiding in PCFs and the advantages using this type of fibre.
As mentioned previously one limitation on the ability to produce solitons in optical fibres is the
need to have low loss in the anomalous dispersion region of the fibre and a suitable laser source
6The terms GVD and anomalous dispersion will be explained in the next section (3). The former is a measure of
how fast frequencies travelling at different speeds in a fibre will move apart. Its sign indicates whether low or high
frequencies will travel faster.
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in this spectral region. Dispersion occurs because different frequencies ω of light will propagate
at different velocities through a medium. The velocity at which they propagate is determined
by the frequency dependent refractive index of the medium n (ω). Anomalous dispersion occurs
when the second order dispersion parameter (β2 = d
2 (n (ω)ω/c) /dω2, where c is the speed of
light in vacuum) is negative. The refractive index as a function of wavelength for bulk fused silica
(calculated using the Sellmeier equation [2]) is shown in figure 3. From this refractive index it
can be calculated that β2 is zero at 1270 nm. This wavelength is known as the Zero Dispersion
Wavelength (ZDW). For longer wavelengths the material has anomalous dispersion.
For a conventional fibre there will also be a waveguide contribution to the dispersion. At the
ZDW of bulk silica the waveguide contribution to β2 may not be zero, hence the fibre will have a
non-zero overall dispersion. The fibre ZDW will occur at a wavelength where the bulk silica and
waveguide contributions to the dispersion are equal and opposite in sign. This shift of the ZDW
will alter the spectral region for which the fibre has anomalous dispersion and therefore the spectral
region in which solitons can form. For a typical fibre the ZDW shifts to about 1310 nm [2].
The waveguide contribution arises due to the guided nature of light in the fibre. For a particular
fibre there will be a discrete set of guided modes which solve the wave equation and obey the
transverse resonance condition (no component propagating perpendicular to the fibre axis). Each
mode will have a constant propagation constant [75] along the fibre axis determined by solving an
eigenvalue equation [128]
[
J ′m (κa)
κJm (κa)
+
K ′m (γa)
γKm (γa)
] [
J ′m (κa)
κJm (κa)
+
n22
n21
K ′m (γa)
γKm (γa)
]
=
(
mβk0
(
n21 − n22
)
an1κ2γ2
)2
. (3.1)
Here Jm and Km are the Bessel and modified Bessel functions respectively, a is the fibre core radius,
κ =
(
n21k
2
0 − β2
)1/2
, γ =
(
β2 − n22k20
)1/2
, n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the fibre core and
cladding respectively, m is an integer value, k0 = ω/c and β is the propagation constant. Solving
the equation gives the propagation constants for the allowed guided modes. Each β will have a
frequency dependence. This will come from the frequency dependence of the refractive indices
(material dispersion) and from the frequency dependence of κ (waveguide dispersion).
The above equation is applicable to cylindrical waveguides such as an optical fibre. However the
principle of waveguide dispersion is seen in a simpler way by considering a planar waveguide such
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Figure 4: Ray optics picture of guided light in a planar waveguide with core refractive index n1
and cladding refractive index n2.
as that shown in figure 4. As with the fibre this waveguide confines light by multiple total internal
reflections at the boundary between the core and the cladding. This will occur if the refractive index
of the core n1 is greater than the refractive index of the cladding n2 and if the angle of incidence at
the cladding θm is greater than the critical angle sinθc = n2/n1. These two conditions suggest that
waveguiding will occur for a continuum of angles greater than the critical angle. However this is not
the case. There is an additional condition that guided light must have no component propagating
perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide. This means that the perpendicular component of the
beam must form a standing wave i.e.the total phase change after two successive reflections from the
upper and lower boundaries of the waveguide must equal an integer multiple of 2pi (the transverse
resonance condition). Mathematically for the parameters in figure 4 this is expressed as
2dkx − 2φ (λ) = 2mpi, (3.2)
where kx = 2pi/λx = 2pin1cosθm/λ is the propagation constant in the x direction (axes defined in
figure 4), λ is the vacuum wavelength of the light, m is an integer and φ (λ) is the phase change at
each boundary which occurs due to the field slightly penetrating the boundary (evanescent field).
This can be rearranged to give a condition for the ray angle θm
d
2pin1cosθm
λ
− φ (λ) = mpi, (3.3)
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cosθm =
λ
2pin1d
(mpi + φ (λ)) . (3.4)
This condition leads to a discrete set of allowed modes labelled by the integer m. Each mode is
also characterised by ne, the effective refractive index which is the ratio of the speed of light in a
vacuum c to the phase velocity of the mode along the waveguide axis vpz,
ne =
c
vpz
=
c
c/(n1sinθm)
= n1sinθm. (3.5)
The effective refractive index depends on the material via n1, which has a frequency dependence
leading to material dispersion. The waveguide dispersion arises from the dependence of ne on the
angle θm, which as seen in (3.4) also has a dependence on the wavelength (frequency) of the light.
Whilst the above discussion is for the simpler case of a planar waveguide, the same principles
hold for fibre waveguides. The boundary conditions allow only a discrete set of guided modes with
particular angles of propagation in the ray optics picture. This introduces an additional component
to the dispersion.
As mentioned previously, the effect of the waveguide dispersion is to increase the ZDW to longer
wavelengths than for bulk silica (from 1270 nm for silica to about 1310 nm for a conventional fibre).
This means that the anomalous dispersion region of the spectrum lies at wavelengths longer than
1310 nm, limiting the spectral region in which a soliton can form.
The development of PCFs [75] allowed for much greater flexibility in generating solitons at
different wavelengths. The waveguide contribution to dispersion in a PCF can be much greater
than in a conventional fibre and can be varied significantly to allow tailoring of the dispersion
profile. The differences between the refractive index for bulk silica and for one example of a PCF
can be seen in figure 3. The PCF data was obtained using the method described in section 12.6.1.
The ZDW of a PCF can be shifted to shorter wavelengths, thus moving the anomalous dispersion
region to shorter wavelengths and allowing the formation of solitons from input light in the visible
and near IR. At the same time that PCFs were being developed Ti:Sapphire lasers generating pulses
of light in the visible and near IR were also gaining widespread use. The combination of such fibres
and lasers allowed for huge advances in the study of solitons in optical fibres.
Many PCF designs have been produced but the common idea is to create a pattern of wavelength-
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(a) NL-1.5-590 PCF end
(b) NL-1.5-670 PCF end
(c) NL-1.5-590 - zoomed out image of the whole
PCF end
Figure 5: Figures (a), (b) and (c) show SEM images of the ends of two different PCFs. Images
recorded by Dr Di Falco and Dr Kehr at the University of St Andrews
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scale air holes running the length of the PCF with either a hollow core or a missing hole at the
centre leaving a solid core. To illustrate this, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of two
different PCFs are shown in figure 5.
The PCFs used in the experiments are all of the solid core type shown in figure 5. These
guide light in the same way as conventional fibres by total internal reflection at the core-cladding
boundary. The difference is that for PCFs the optical properties of the cladding are varied by
changing the pattern of air holes allowing the waveguiding properties of the PCF to be tailored.
Hollow core PCFs guide light by means of a photonic band gap. For interest hollow core guiding is
explained in appendix 14.
To illustrate guidance, the diagram in figure 6, shows the allowed modes for conventional fibres
and for PCFs (solid and hollow core). The diagrams show the frequency ω as a function of the
propagation constant along the fibre axis β (both normalised using Λ the inter-hole spacing or
pitch). The different regions in the two figures indicate the range of ω and β values which can
propagate in each part of the fibre. These regions are restricted by the requirement that for a
particular ω the axial propagation constant β will have a maximum value βmax = nω/c. Therefore
for any ω the lower the refractive index n, the smaller the cut-off value of β will be.
In the diagram for the conventional fibre there are four regions. In region 1 light can propagate
in air, the silica cladding and the Ge:silica doped core. In region 2 the light cannot propagate in
air where the refractive index is lowest. In region 3 the light can propagate in the core but not
in the cladding which has a lower refractive index. This is equivalent to the explanation at the
start of this section where it was stated that modes would be guided only if total internal reflection
occurred at the core cladding boundary i.e. only if the cladding refractive index were lower than
the core refractive index.
The diagram for the PCF is more complicated, in this case the fibre has a lattice of air holes,
with an air filling fraction of 45%, surrounding a core (hollow or solid). The area marked 1 indicates
the parameters for which light can propagate in air, the photonic crystal and a solid silica core.
In area 2 the light can no longer propagate in air. In area 3 light cannot propagate in air or in
the photonic crystal cladding and in area 4 it can also not propagate in a solid silica core. For the
case of a solid core PCF the guided modes will be in area 3, this is considerably larger than the
corresponding guided mode area for the conventional fibre. The reason for this is the much larger
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difference between the effective refractive index of the photonic crystal and the larger index of the
silica core compared to the difference between the conventional fibre core and cladding indices. The
refractive index of the photonic crystal cladding will lie between the refractive index of silica and
that of air with the value depending on the size and separation of the air holes [111].
For a hollow core PCF guided modes will occur when light can propagate in air but not in the
photonic crystal cladding. This occurs for certain modes in the photonic band gap regions indicated
by the black “fingers” in figure B. For the reasons explained in appendix 14 light is not able to
penetrate the cladding but as indicated by the letter P it can for certain parameters propagate in
air and therefore form a guided mode in the core.
The PCFs used in the experiments are all solid core PCFs and therefore they are able to guide
modes in region three of figure B in figure 6. In the early stages of PCF development the technology
required to produce fibres with suitable hole sizes and spacing to create photonic band gaps was
not available. Therefore hollow core PCFs could not be used to guide light in the way described
above. Hence the first PCF, developed by Knight et al. in 1996, had a solid core [72]. This allowed
guiding without the need for a full photonic band gap.
The first PCF had a hole spacing (pitch) of 2.3µm, hole diameters of 0.2µm to 1.2µm and a core
diameter of approximately 4.6µm. When light from the visible to the near IR was coupled into the
PCF it was found to support a low loss single mode. This result resolved some uncertainty about
whether a solid core PCF would be able to guide light or whether the light would be able to leave
the core via the supporting struts in the cladding. The confinement in the core of a single mode is
due to a property known as “mode sieving” [119], where the low index air holes act as a sieve to
block propagation into the cladding. The fundamental mode has a particular shape characterised
by having a single central lobe, higher order modes have more complicated multi-lobe shapes with
smaller lobes. The fundamental mode is unable to escape the mode sieve formed by the air holes
whereas the smaller higher order mode lobes can fit through. Some of the modes of one of the
PCFs used in our experiments are shown in figure 7. The top left hand mode is the fundamental
mode and the other three are a selection of higher order modes. Also shown to the same scale is
the end of one of the PCFs used.
The number of modes that the PCF supports depends on the size of the air holes. The larger
the holes the greater the air fill fraction and the smaller the struts between the holes. This means
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Figure 6: Figure A shows the propagation diagram (normalised ω as a function of normalised β) for
a conventional single-mode fibre (Ge-doped silica core and a pure silica cladding). Figure B shows
the propagation diagram for a PCF (silica glass with 45% air-filling fraction). © From Russell,
Philip, Photonic Crystal Fibers, Science 299, 5605 (2003), pp. 358–362. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS.
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Figure 7: The fundamental and a selection of higher order modes for the NL-1.5-590 PCF used
in the experiments. The mode shapes were calculated using a Matlab model with hole size and
spacing parameters taken from SEM images of the PCF end. Images produced by Dr Kehr at the
University of St Andrews
that the holes in the “sieve” are smaller and more of the higher order modes are trapped in the
core.
As mentioned previously, one of the main advantages in using PCFs is the ability to tailor the
dispersion of the fibre. This can be used to move the ZDW in order to allow soliton formation in
different wavelength regions [95]. It can also be used to produce PCFs with very flat second order
dispersion over a wide range of wavelengths [120, 121, 110, 42]. This has been used to suppress
Third Order Dispersion (TOD) and efficiently generate a supercontinuum [108, 29].
Tailored dispersion in PCFs has been studied for its potential uses in telecommunications [90,
26, 9]. Dispersion broadens pulses limiting the distance over which they can be transmitted before
requiring regeneration. If PCFs can be produced with zero second order dispersion at wavelengths
used for telecommunications, then this problem is greatly reduced. Alternatively, PCFs tailored
to have anomalous dispersion over a particular wavelength range are used to shorten a pulse again
after it has passed through a particular length of fibre with normal dispersion. The latter solution
is beneficial as the dispersed pulses will have a lower peak power and therefore be less affected by
non-linearity in the fibre.
The dispersion tailoring is achieved by varying the size and separation of the air holes in the
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photonic crystal cladding and the size of the core. In general the relationship is complicated
and numerical calculation is required to ascertain the parameters required to achieve a particular
dispersion profile or to determine the dispersion profile for a particular set of parameters. Many
methods have been developed to investigate dispersion in PCFs. Some of the main ideas are
described in the following publications [49, 53, 52, 96, 150].
If the air holes are large then the core can be approximated as a single strand of silica in air
[13, 73]. The light will be confined in the core and, as in the case of conventional fibres, it is this
confinement which adds a waveguide dispersion component to the material dispersion of the PCF.
This approximation can be used to model the dispersion characteristics of the PCF. In section 12.6,
I describe how we use this method to fit experimental data and find the dispersion curves for some
of our fibres.
If the air holes are smaller then the silica struts in the photonic crystal cladding cannot be
neglected. The cladding can be characterised by having an effective refractive index which will
depend on the air filling fraction [111]. The combination of the material dispersion, the waveguide
dispersion and the effective refractive index of the cladding will determine the overall dispersion.
Other properties of the PCFs are also controlled by varying their design. One such property is
the range over which the PCF is single mode. As mentioned previously, this is varied by changing
the size of the air holes to alter the “mode sieve.” As in the case of the first PCF, this is used to
produce fibres which are single mode over a very broad range of wavelengths in the visible and IR
[72]. It has been shown that only the cladding hole size and spacing are important in determining
whether or not a PCF will be single mode [12] - below a particular ratio of these two properties,
d/Λ < 0.4 (where d is the hole size and Λ is the spacing) the PCF will be single mode regardless
of the size of the core. Therefore PCFs with large mode areas can be produced [74]. These can
transmit high power beams with low intensity which are less affected by fibre non-linearity and also
less susceptible to high intensity damage.
The birefringence of the PCF can also be varied. An ideal symmetric PCF should have no
birefringence. However, in practice, slight asymmetries both intentional and unintentional will lead
to the PCF having fast and slow optical axes. In some PCFs this effect is deliberately enhanced in
order to produce polarization maintaining fibres [100, 132]. Conventional polarisation maintaining
fibres are highly sensitive to temperature fluctuations as they are constructed from two different
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types of glass. PCF polarisation maintaining fibres do not have this sensitivity and therefore are
more useful in applications such as Sagnac interferometers [71, 155].
The field of PCFs has matured to the point where many of the fibres which were at the cutting
edge of research in the late 1990s and early 2000s are now available from commercial companies.
In figure 8 examples of some of these PCFs are shown.
The development of PCFs allows stronger confinement than in conventional fibres and con-
sequently larger peak pulse intensities. This leads to enhanced non-linear effects in the PCF. Hence
the development of PCFs made possible a large number of experiments where solitons are perturbed
by higher order non-linear effects and undergo significant changes in pulse shape, length and ve-
locity. In addition, perturbations can lead to the transfer of energy to other types of radiation.
Examples include the generation of RR, supercontinuum, FWM and higher harmonics. These will
be explored in section 4. Such effects typically only occur if the pulse length is short (T0 < 1ps)[2].
For longer pulses the higher order effects are small enough to allow stable solitons to form.
4 Radiation driven by solitons
In the previous sections I discussed the early research into solitons and, in particular, optical
solitons. I also explained some of the progress in soliton-related research that was made possible
by the development of PCFs. In particular how tailored dispersion allows the formation of solitons
over a broader range of wavelengths than in conventional fibres and how increased confinement
leads to enhanced non-linear effects.
In this section I will consider various types of radiation which are driven by solitons when they
are perturbed by higher order effects. Strictly a pulse driving such radiation will not be completely
stable and hence cannot be referred to as a soliton. However in the following we will assume that
“soliton” refers to a pulse which would, in the absence of higher order effects, propagate unchanged
or with a periodic evolution.
Many of the types of radiation I will discuss can be driven by pulses of light in media other
than fibres, for example bulk glasses. However fibres have a number of advantages. One key benefit
is the long interaction lengths that are easily possible in a fibre. In particular the use of PCFs
with tailored ZDWs can minimise pulse broadening in the fibre at a particular wavelength and
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(a) Endlessly single mode PCF
(b) Large mode area PCF 5 µm core
(c) Large mode area PCF 25 µm core
(d) Polarisation maintaining large mode area PCF 5 µm core
Figure 8: A selection of PCFs produced by NKT Photonics. Including endlessly single mode PCFs
(no higher order mode cut-off wavelength), large mode area PCFs and polarisation maintaining
PCFs (using stress rods to introduce the birefringence). For each PCF the attenuation and dis-
persion as a function of wavelength are shown along with a drawing of the PCF end. Images and
dispersion curves produced by NKT Photonics [105]
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hence allow non-linear interactions over long distances in the PCF. A second advantage is the large
intensities which are achieved for relatively low powers due to the high degree of confinement in the
PCF core. This enhances non-linear effects and leads to high conversion efficiencies. As discussed
previously, confinement can be particularly high for PCFs. Other advantages include the low losses
which are possible over broad wavelength ranges in PCFs and the use of tailored dispersion to
achieve phase matching. Mode matching can also be achieved as fibres can be made single mode
over wide wavelength ranges. In addition fibre based systems can be designed to be robust, portable
and small.
There are many reasons why research has been carried out into the various types of radiation
that are driven by solitons and a number of these will be discussed in the following sections. One
of the key reasons is the generation of new frequency components particularly in the visible and
the UV. These have applications in many fields including biophotonics [139], optical coherence
tomography (analogous to ultrasound or radar but using light) [10], astrocomb generation [55] and
the generation of squeezed states [137].
A further reason for interest in radiation driven by solitons is that such radiation will perturb
the soliton and potentially reduce its usefulness in telecommunications. As explained in section 3 it
is possible to design PCFs to minimise or compensate the effects of dispersion and also to produce
large mode area PCFs where the lower light intensity will reduce the effects of non-linearities.
4.1 Supercontinuum generation
Supercontinuum generation refers to the broadening of an initial spectrum to a bandwidth of
several hundred nanometres [38]. The resulting light will have a low temporal coherence (weak
phase relationship between components of the beam at different times but the same location) but
a high spatial coherence (strong phase relationship between components of the beam at different
locations but the same time) [102]. The effect can be achieved using light coupled into PCFs and
occurs due to the fibre non-linearity and dispersion. Depending on the parameters of the original
light, the supercontinuum is formed by different effects. One effect which helps to extend the
spectrum is the generation of RR.
The main focus of the research described in this thesis is the generation and evolution of RR
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and NRR. Both are types of phase matched dispersive radiation driven by solitons and, in our
experiments, they lie in the visible and the UV respectively. In order to drive the RR and NRR
the soliton must contain components which oscillate at their respective phase matched frequencies.
This requires extreme broadening of the input pulse spectrum.
For the experiments described in this thesis, supercontinuum generation does not occur. How-
ever some of the non-linear effects, which, under different pulse and PCF conditions, would produce
a supercontinuum, help to broaden the spectrum and drive the generation of RR and NRR. This
justifies the inclusion of a brief description of the phenomenon of supercontinuum generation.
The original discovery of supercontinuum generation occurred in bulk glasses in 1970 [4]. In these
experiments high energy (5 mJ) laser beams were used to achieve the non-linear effects necessary
for supercontinuum generation. A spectrum was produced which spanned the whole of the visible
range. In 1976 comparable results were achieved in conventional step-index fibres [84]. Since then
considerable research, both experimental and theoretical, has been carried out in both fields.
The discovery of supercontinuum generation in solid core PCFs [109] opened up a huge new area
of research. The advantages of using a PCF over a conventional fibre have been described in section
3. The high non-linearity, dispersion tailoring and long interaction lengths made possible many new
advances in supercontinuum generation. Broader bandwidths with higher average powers could be
produced and input sources no longer had to have the high energies required in bulk materials or
conventional fibres [38]. For example the first experiment to measure supercontinuum generation
in PCFs used pulses with only nJ energy and was able to produce a spectrum of over an octave in
width.
A fibre generated supercontinuum has an additional advantage over using bulk materials. In
a fibre the spatial shape of the light is determined by the mode characteristics of the fibre. As
mentioned previously, PCFs can be made single mode over large wavelength ranges so the whole
of the generated supercontinuum can have a uniform spatial profile [38]. Only temporal non-linear
effects act to produce the supercontinuum. In bulk materials the supercontinuum is generated by
a combination of temporal and spatial effects including pulse filamentation. This increases the
difficulty in developing a theoretical description of the phenomenon and means that the broad
spectrum will not have a uniform spatial profile, making it harder to use in practical applications.
Several applications for PCF generated supercontinuum have been suggested. One key use is
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in the production of frequency combs for use in precise measurements of frequencies in optical
metrology [34, 69, 142]. Further uses are in the fields of time-resolved absorption and excitation
spectroscopy [36] and optical coherence tomography [56].
One key broadening mechanism, in both bulk materials and fibres, is self-phase modulation
(SPM). This is an effect where a pulse propagating through a medium will gain an intensity de-
pendent phase. This occurs because the refractive index of the medium will have an intensity
dependent contribution. This will be seen in more detail in part II. The phase change will have the
same temporal shape as the pulse
φ (z, t) ∝ |U (0, t)|2 z. (4.1)
Here φ (z, t) is the phase of the light at position z along the fibre axis and at time t. U (0, t) is the
amplitude of the pulse at position z = 0 and time t 7.
This dependence of the phase on time means that across the pulse the instantaneous frequency
will vary [2]. This leads to the generation of new frequencies of light, with higher frequencies being
produced at the back of the pulse and lower frequencies at the front. The dependence on z in (4.1)
indicates that the generation of new frequencies will occur continuously as the pulse propagates.
In bulk materials the process of supercontinuum generation also depends on other non-linear ef-
fects such as space-time focusing and self-steepening [38]. As mentioned previously, the combination
of spatial and temporal effects makes a theoretical description of the process complicated.
In conventional fibres supercontinuum generation is again due to several different effects. SPM
and Raman scattering are the most important effects if the input light is in the normal dispersion
region (positive β2), with FWM and Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) having a smaller effect.
These effects act together to form a broad, smooth spectrum. Raman scattering is due to the non-
instantaneous, non-linear response of a medium to the light pulses propagating through it. The light
can excite one of the vibrational modes of silica. In this process a photon in the pulse is converted
to a lower energy photon and an optical phonon associated with the vibrational mode [102]. Within
the spectrum of the pulse this process will amplify lower energy components at the expense of higher
energy components. This results in a shifting of the pulse towards longer wavelengths, helping to
create the long wavelength side of the supercontinuum. FWM will be described in more detail
7Fibre losses have been neglected in (4.1), inclusion of loss will affect the dependence of the phase on z
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in section 4.3. It is the process whereby two input photons (which can have same frequency) are
converted to two output photons at different frequencies [102]. XPM is similar to SPM however it
occurs when two beams are present and the effect of one beam is to produce an intensity dependent
contribution to the refractive index experienced by the second beam. As in the case of SPM this
then leads to a phase change for the second beam and corresponding spectral broadening.
If the input light is in the anomalous dispersion region (negative β2) then, as discussed pre-
viously, solitons can form. If higher order effects are neglected (a reasonable approximation for
pulses with a length greater than 1 ps) then, due to a balance between non-linearity in the form
of SPM and dispersion, a fundamental soliton will not change as it propagates along the fibre and
a higher order soliton will undergo periodic evolution, therefore a supercontinuum will not form.
However higher order effects can perturb a soliton and lead to spectral broadening. One example of
this is Raman scattering which, as discussed, will shift the soliton to longer wavelengths. Another
example is the generation of RR (see section 5) where the soliton is perturbed by higher order
dispersion and loses energy to radiation in the normal dispersion region. Typically this helps to
form the short wavelength edge of the supercontinuum.
The key effect leading to supercontinuum formation from solitons is the splitting up of a higher
order soliton in a process known as soliton fission. Any higher order soliton can be described as a
bound state of fundamental solitons. However the name is somewhat of a misnomer as there is no
binding energy, hence the state can be easily broken apart by higher order perturbations such as
Raman scattering, self steepening and two photon absorption [76]. Raman scattering has already
been discussed. Self steepening is a non-linear effect that arises from the intensity dependence of
the group velocity. As with SPM this is due to the intensity dependence of the refractive index of
a medium. The intensity of a pulse varies across its length and the higher the intensity the larger
the intensity dependent contribution to the refractive index. Therefore the slower that part of the
pulse will travel. This shifts the peak of the pulse towards the trailing side creating an increasingly
steep edge [2]. Two photon absorption occurs when two photons are absorbed by an atom to excite
it, with the increase of the energy of the atom being equal to the sum of the two photon energies.
This process is a non-linear intensity dependent process [102]. An initial pulse chirp (changing
instantaneous frequency across the pulse) can also help to make a higher order soliton more prone
to breaking apart [81].
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Soliton fission leads to multiple fundamental solitons, all of which continue to propagate and
generate new frequencies through Raman scattering or the generation of radiation in the normal
dispersion region. This can lead to a smooth supercontinuum forming.
In PCFs the processes leading to supercontinuum generation are also dependent on whether the
input pulse lies in the normal or anomalous dispersion region of the spectrum and also on how far
away the pulse is from the ZDW. The mechanisms are the same as those described for conventional
fibres but, in many cases, these effects can be enhanced or reduced by dispersion tailoring and
greater confinement in the PCF core. Research into PCFs has again pointed out the importance
of soliton fission [61, 63] in the formation of a supercontinuum from a soliton along with Raman
scattering and the generation of radiation in the normal dispersion region [147, 86]. A smooth
supercontinuum forms if the input pulse is close to the ZDW. In this case the input pulse and the
radiation in the normal dispersion region will be close to each other and a smooth spectrum can
form between them.
Since the first supercontinuum experiments in PCFs, the phenomenon has been explored in
many ways. Both the long and short wavelength edges have been extended further using pulses in
both the normal and anomalous dispersion regions [138, 25]. The sensitivity of the supercontinuum
to input pulse noise has also been investigated extensively [37, 38]. This has been with a view to
forming a low noise supercontinuum for use in the practical applications mentioned earlier.
In this section we have seen that supercontinuum generation in PCFs is due to a number of
different effects, some of which will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. In our
experiments, the pulse and PCF parameters used are not designed for the formation of supercon-
tinuum. However the same processes that have been described will lead to spectral broadening
and the generation of new types of radiation. Typically, rather than observing a smooth broad
spectrum which is the sign of a supercontinuum, we will see a broadened input pulse spectrum and
a number of isolated peaks due to radiation which has been driven by the pulse.
4.2 Harmonic generation
One type of radiation which can be driven by a soliton is higher harmonic radiation. This is
generated at higher frequencies than the driving pulse and therefore can be used to produce light
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in the visible and UV from laser sources in the IR. In particular THG can be used to generate light
at a third of the wavelength of the driving pulse. This can be achieved in many different media
including PCFs. Amongst other things, THG has been used to generate short wavelength light for
uses in microscopy [152] and spectroscopy [124] as well as for microfabrication [39].
Higher harmonics are generated due to the fibre non-linearity. As we will see in part II the
non-linearity of a fibre refers to the non-linear, intensity dependent response of the fibre to an
electric field. The field will act to realign the bound electrons in the fibre inducing a polarisation
which will contribute to the overall electric flux density.
The induced polarisation will have both a linear and a non-linear dependence on the electric
field. Under certain conditions, which are discussed in section 15 in the appendix, this dependence
can be quantified using the non-linear susceptibilities χ(n),
P (r, t)
ε0
=
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1) E (r, t1) dt1 +
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(2) (t− t1, t− t2) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) dt1dt2
+
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(3) (t− t1, t− t2, t− t3) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) E (r, t3) dt1dt2dt3 + ... . (4.2)
Here P (r, t) is the induced polarisation and E (r, t) is the electric field. The first term on the RHS
represent the linear contribution, all other terms are non-linear contributions. In fibres the χ(2)
term is zero (for reasons which are discussed in section 15 in the appendix) so the first term of
interest is the χ(3) term. This term leads to a variety of effects. The first we will consider is the
generation of THG. The higher order terms in (4.2) are responsible for the generation of higher
harmonics but their effect becomes increasingly small as the order increases.
In the process radiation at one frequency ω is converted to radiation at a higher frequency 3ω.
This is an example of a parametric process where the state of the fibre medium is unchanged by
the radiation. Therefore the process will be instantaneous and no energy or momentum can be
transferred to or from the medium. This means that energy and momentum must be conserved by
the radiation conversion. We express this in a phase matching condition.
In order to conserve energy the process can occur via the mechanism ω + ω + ω = 3ω or
alternatively via 2ω+2ω−ω = 3ω, where light at ω and at the second harmonic 2ω are coupled into
a fibre. Phase matching requires that the wave numbers k = nω/c of the participating frequencies
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obey the following condition for the first mechanism,
3k (ω) = k (3ω) ,
⇒ 3n (ω)ω
c
=
n (3ω) 3ω
c
,
⇒ n (ω) = n (3ω) . (4.3)
Correspondingly for the second mechanism,
2k (2ω)− k (ω) = k (3ω) ,
⇒ 2n (2ω) 2ω
c
− n (ω)ω
c
=
3n (3ω)ω
c
,
⇒ 4n (2ω)− n (ω) = 3n (3ω) . (4.4)
These conditions require certain combinations of input light frequency and fibre dispersion curve.
In our experiments we do not couple light at the second harmonic frequency into the fibre, hence
we will focus on the first mechanism and its phase matching condition in (4.3).
Even with the tailored dispersion possible in a PCF it is not usually possible to satisfy the
phase matching condition if only one fibre mode is considered. This is because, as seen in figure 3,
typically the refractive index decreases as the wavelength increases (frequency decreases). Hence
the index at the third harmonic wavelength is larger than that at the input wavelength.
However it is still possible for THG to occur if driving pulse light from one mode produces third
harmonic radiation in a different mode. The guided modes of a fibre were discussed in section 3.
Each mode will have a different dependence of the refractive index on frequency. Typically we
couple light into the fundamental mode of the fibre and this can transfer energy to third harmonic
radiation in a higher order mode. Alternatively the driving pulse light can be in one higher order
mode and produce third harmonic radiation in an even higher order mode.
The higher order modes have lower refractive indices, allowing phase matching to occur. This
is shown in figure 9, which shows the variation with wavelength of the refractive index for the
fundamental and a selection of higher order modes for one of the PCFs used in the experiments.
The modes were calculated using SEM images of the PCF end and a programme developed by
Steven G. Johnson at MIT along with the Joannopoulos Ab Initio Physics group [68] and adapted
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Figure 9: Refractive indices of the fundamental mode shifted to one third of the wavelength, and a
selection of higher order modes for the NL-1.5-590 PCF. Possible third harmonic phase matching
is indicated by the crossing points. Modes calculated by Dr Kehr at the University of St Andrews
by the group of Dr di Falco in St Andrews [33]. Some of the calculated mode shapes were shown
in figure 7 in section 3.
The refractive index of the fundamental mode at one third of the wavelength is also shown in
figure 9. The points where it crosses the refractive index curves for the higher order modes indicate
phase matched wavelengths. In our experiments the pulses used have a bandwidth extending over
200 nm centred at 780 nm, hence the third harmonic radiation will occur in the UV.
One key experiment in harmonic generation involving higher modes was carried out by Efimov
et al. [6]. They investigated coupling input light into higher order modes and producing THG in
very high order modes in the UV. As in our experiments, they used IR pulses coupled into PCFs
with similar dispersion curves to our fibres. The output spectra contained a number of sharp peaks
in the UV which did not shift with input power. In contrast the spectrum in the IR showed large
differences with varied input power. For example the extent of the soliton Raman shift increased
as expected for larger input powers. Their results for one PCF are shown in figure 10. The figure
shows the PCF output spectrum in the UV as the average power of the input pulse is varied. Signals
can be seen to appear as the average power increases, these are believed to be due to THG.
The lack of wavelength shift in the UV was one indication that the signals were due to THG. This
being the case, their position in the spectrum is determined by the phase matching condition, which
is in turn determined by the PCF dispersion rather than the input wavelength. When the spectrum
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Figure 10: Figure taken from a research paper by Efimov et al. [6] showing the variation in the UV
output spectrum from a PCF as the input beam average power is varied. Image © 2003 Optical
Society of America
of the generated soliton overlaps with the region of the IR spectrum with a suitable refractive index
for phase matching, the third harmonic will be generated. Hence the spectral position is constant
even when the input light is Raman shifted. The amount of radiation generated depends on how
much of the soliton spectrum overlaps with the phase matched region.
They found that they were only able to efficiently achieve THG when they coupled light into
a higher order mode rather than the fundamental mode. This could be because of the different
dispersion properties of higher order modes or because higher order modes have a higher proportion
of their mode area propagating outside of the core. In the latter case this means that non-linear
surface effects from the core-cladding boundary are more important and these may contribute to
THG.
The experiments described in the Efimov paper are particularly relevant as they involve the
generation of radiation in the UV, which is driven by a pulse in the IR. The NRR will be driven by
a similar pulse and will occur in the same region of the UV. Firstly this means that it is important
to understand where we expect to find third harmonic signals in order to distinguish them from
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NRR. Secondly the techniques that we use to control and investigate the generation and evolution
of NRR are also applicable to third harmonic radiation.
4.3 Four wave mixing
Four wave mixing is another mechanism leading to new frequency components in a fibre. In
this section I will briefly discuss how FWM occurs. This inclusion is justified because, as in the
case of THG signals, many of the experimental techniques which we have developed to study pulse
evolution and RR and NRR can be extended to the study of FWM signals.
FWM can occur in many different materials. It has been demonstrated in PCFs [66] and shown
to obey the expected theoretical behaviour. It can be used to produce two radiation signals one
at higher frequency and one at lower frequency than a pump pulse. This mechanism can be used
in optical parametric amplifiers [144] to amplify a signal frequency at the expense of the pump. It
has also been used for some time in the field of spectroscopy [16].
Like THG the process of FWM arises from the χ(3) non-linearity of the medium. If two fre-
quencies ω1 and ω2 are coupled into a fibre then two sidebands can be produced with frequencies
ω3 and ω4 hence the name “four wave mixing.” This process is said to be degenerate if the two
input frequencies are the same. In this case two pump photons will be converted into one signal
and one idler photon at ω3 and ω4 respectively. The process is parametric and therefore as in the
case of THG it must obey a phase matching condition. Energy can be conserved via [2]
ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4. (4.5)
With a corresponding phase matching condition for the wave numbers β = nω/c, [2]
β1 + β2 = β3 + β4,
⇒ n (ω1)ω1
c
+
n (ω2)ω2
c
=
n (ω3)ω3
c
+
n (ω4)ω4
c
,
⇒ n (ω1)ω1 + n (ω2)ω2 = n (ω3)ω3 + n (ω4)ω4. (4.6)
This phase matching will have an intensity dependence as the refractive index has an intensity
dependent contribution. Whether or not this phase matching condition can be satisfied will depend
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on the frequency of the input light source and on the dispersion curve of the fibre used.
5 Resonant dispersive radiation
We now turn to the type of radiation which is studied in most of the experiments described in
this thesis. In this section an overview will be given of the history of resonant dispersive radiation
and the motivations behind its study. The theory of energy transfer from a pulse to the radiation
will be explained in part II and the phase matching condition for the process will be discussed in
section 8.4.
In this thesis the term resonant dispersive radiation is used to refer to both RR and NRR.
Both are driven by short pulses and share the same phase matching condition but, as mentioned
previously, RR has a frequency with the same sign as the driving pulse whilst NRR has a frequency
with the opposite sign. Research into RR has historically been motivated by its potential uses in
various fields which will be discussed in section 5.1.1. The focus has been on improving the genera-
tion efficiency of RR and on controlling the characteristics of the radiation such as its wavelength,
bandwidth and stability. Our investigations into RR had the original aim of using the radiation as
an indicator of pulse compression in a PCF, as the radiation is driven when the pulse compresses
and its spectrum expands to overlap with the RR phase matched wavelength.
NRR is a new discovery and the first example of a coupling between positive and negative
frequencies in optics [118]. As discussed before, the discovery came about through combining our
research into RR with the concept of negative frequencies from the field of event horizon analogues.
The latter will be discussed in section 6.
RR and NRR are generated under similar conditions to the types of radiation described in
section 4, therefore it is important to breifly note the differences between both types of resonant
dispersive radiation and supercontinuum, THG and FWM. As mentioned in section 4.1, RR forms
the short wavelength edge of a supercontinuum. However it can also be generated without the
existence of a supercontinuum. This depends on the wavelengths of the input pulse and the RR
relative to the fibre ZDW. Pulses further from the ZDW will be further from the phase matched
RR wavelegnth leading to an isolated RR peak as opposed to a smooth supercontinuum spectrum
between the pulse and the RR [140]. As seen in section 4.2 (4.3) and (4.4), THG obeys a phase
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matching condition. This is different to the phase matching condition for RR and NRR which, as
mentioned in section 1, is a conservation of Doppler shifted frequencies in the frame co-moving with
the pulse (considered in detail in part II). Likewise FWM has a different phase matching condition
seen in section 4.3 (4.6). The solutions to each of these phase matching conditions depend on
the pulse parameters and the dispersion profile of the fibre used. Therefore if these are known the
solutions can be found and signals due to each effect can be distinguished from each other. Another
important point is that THG and FWM both occur due to higher order non-linearities in the fibre
whereas RR and NRR occur due to higher order dispersive effects.
5.1 Resonant Radiation
Resonant radiation is a type of radiation which arises due to the destabilisation of solitons by
higher order dispersion. The soliton loses energy to a signal at a phase matched wavelength in the
normal dispersion region of the spectrum. The dispersion coefficients are defined by the following
equation where n is an integer, for higher order dispersion n ≥ 3,
βn =
dn
dωn
(
n (ω)ω
c
)
. (5.1)
The first theoretical consideration of such radiation was in 1986 by Wai [146]. The aim of the
research was to investigate the stability of solitons close to the ZDW of the fibre. As discussed
previously, solitons have historically been researched for their potential uses in telecommunications
where stability is critical. Close to the ZDW the effects of TOD (β3) will be relatively larger and
can lead to destabilisation of a soliton. They showed for the first time that a resonance signal in
the normal dispersion region will develop as a fundamental or higher order soliton propagates in
a fibre close to the ZDW. One interesting feature of this signal is that its generation efficiency is
larger for higher order solitons. This is due to the spectral broadening occurring when the higher
order solitons compress temporally. The increased overlap of the soliton spectrum with the resonant
signal is able to stimulate its growth.
In the paper they used a split-step Fourier method to solve the NLSE (an equation describing
pulse propagation in a fibre) with an initial pulse in the form of a fundamental or higher order
soliton. They extended the NLSE to include the effects of loss and TOD. The results showed
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Figure 11: Figure taken from the paper by Wai [146] showing (a) the soliton amplitude as a function
of frequency at the start of propagation and (b) the soliton and resonant signal after propagating
a certain distance. Here β is a measure of the size of the TOD compared to the second order
dispersion. Image © 1986, Optical Society of America
that, for a fundamental soliton, the resonance signal will grow steadily but leave the soliton shape
approximately the same (width and height changed by only 6% and 2% respectively) even after
propagation distances of over 30 km. Thus the radiation was not considered to be detrimental for
the use of solitons in telecommunications. The two graphs in figure 11 show one set of results from
their theoretical study. The original fundamental soliton amplitude as a function of frequency is
shown along with the soliton and the resonant signal after a certain propagation distance.
A further theoretical study by Ho¨o¨k [59] looked at the impact on soliton stability of Fourth
Order Dispersion (FOD) (β4). This was required as new dispersion flattened fibres were being
developed with large second order dispersion and negligible TOD at the pulse wavelength. In such
a case FOD effects start to become significant. They found that fundamental and higher order
solitons will again lose energy to resonant peaks in the normal dispersion region. In this case the
resonant peaks formed two symmetric sidebands as shown in figure 12. These sidebands were shown
to be equivalent to the peak due to TOD in the previously discussed 1986 paper by Wai [146].
Again they used a split-step Fourier method with an input soliton (fundamental or higher order)
and the NLSE perturbed by FOD. One interesting feature of their results is that, as in the Wai
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Figure 12: Figure taken from the paper by Ho¨o¨k [59] showing the calculated spectrum of the pulse
and sidebands at different propagation distances (parametrised by ξ). The bottom axis is in units
of f = (ωsoliton − ω) / (2pi). Image © 1993, Optical Society of America
paper, the soliton loses energy to the sidebands faster the greater its spectral width. However, as it
loses energy, its temporal length increases and its spectrum contracts. Thus the rate of generation
of the sidebands decreases with propagation.
Other studies have looked at the generation of RR in the normal dispersion region driven by
solitons, using semi-analytical and numerical techniques [145, 40, 70, 77, 82]. The research focuses
on both the stability of the driving soliton and the frequency and amplitude of the resonance peaks.
A simple analytic theory of RR, describing its frequency and amplitude, was first developed by
Arkhmediev and Karlsson in 1995 [3]. Once again their motivation was to study perturbations to
solitons. They looked at both TOD and FOD separately and found similar results to Wai and Ho¨o¨k
[146, 59]. The TOD and FOD lead to one resonant signal and two resonant sidebands respectively
and the amplitude of these signals increases with increasing overlap with the soliton spectrum.
As before they started with the NLSE and added TOD or FOD as a small perturbation. They
considered solitons as being sensitive to perturbative signals with the same wavenumber, as they
can transfer energy to such signals. They found a phase matching condition by equating the soliton
wavenumber to the wavenumber of a linear dispersive wave and found two conditions for RR, one
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for TOD
ω0 = −1

(
1
2
+ 2 (A)
2
+O
(
(A)
4
))
, (5.2)
and one for FOD
ω0 =
1√
2
(
1 +
(√
A
)2
+O
((√
A
)4))
. (5.3)
Here A is the soliton amplitude, ω0 is the frequency of the resonant signal relative to the soliton
frequency and  is a small parameter which quantifies the size of the perturbative TOD or FOD.
As a further interesting part of their investigation, they looked at two invariants of the perturbed
NLSE - the energy conservation and the conservation of the spectral centre of mass. The former
allows the soliton energy loss to be calculated and the latter leads to a spectral recoil of the soliton
from the generated RR. For TOD as the soliton recoils from the RR the overlap of the pulse
spectrum with the RR decreases and therefore the growth of the RR also decreases. This in turn
reduces the spectral recoil until a stationary state is reached (ignoring Raman shifting). For FOD
the spectral recoil from each sideband cancels out but, as in the paper by Ho¨o¨k [59], the loss of
energy and therefore temporal broadening and spectral contraction reduce the rate of energy loss
to the RR.
Further theoretical progress in the study of RR came from the field of supercontinuum research.
As discussed in section 4.1, the short wavelength edge of a supercontinuum generated by pulses in
the anomalous dispersion region is formed by RR. Attempts to extend this edge therefore required
research into the generation of RR. One interesting paper by Husakou and Herrmann [62] focused
on the breakup of higher order solitons by soliton fission and the RR generated by each of the
resulting fundamental solitons. As in the paper by Arkhmediev and Karlsson [3] they found the
phase matching condition for the RR by equating its phase to the phase of the soliton. In their
analysis the soliton phase is given by
φs (ωs) =
n (ωs)ωs
c
z +
n2Iωs
2c
z − ωs
vs
z, (5.4)
and the RR phase by
φ (ω) =
n (ω)ω
c
z − ω
vs
z. (5.5)
Here z is the propagation distance, n is the intensity independent part of the refractive index, n2
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is the intensity dependent contribution to the refractive index, I is the soliton intensity (the RR
intensity is assumed to be negligible) and vs is the soliton group velocity. They used the Forward
Maxwell equation to achieve the above result rather than the NLSE as the latter assumes that the
pulse has a slowly varying envelope which is not true for short pulses. They found that higher
order solitons can be broken apart into their constituent fundamental solitons by the action of
higher order dispersion. Each of the emitted solitons will generate RR in the normal dispersion
region with a frequency determined by equating the phases given in (5.4) and (5.5).
The first experimental measurement of RR could not be carried out until the development of
PCFs. The small core size allowed for high light intensities in the PCF core, along with the ability
to tailor the PCF dispersion which created the conditions necessary to achieve RR phase matching.
In 2004 Cristiani et al.first published results directly focusing on RR [64]. They propagated a 190fs
IR pulse through a PCF and measured a visible signal in the output. The wavelength of the signal
matched the expected RR phase matching condition from the Husakou and Herrmann paper and
followed the expected behaviour as the input pulse wavelength was varied. They also simulated
the propagation of the pulse and found once again that the generation of RR only occurs when the
input pulse strongly compresses in the PCF. The corresponding expansion of the pulse spectrum
into the normal dispersion region produces a component at the RR phase matched wavelength
which is able to drive the resonance.
Their experiments also showed that the RR signal consists of a series of signals with different
group velocities. By comparing the results to simulations they concluded that the extra RR pulses
are due to multiple pulse compressions occurring in the PCF. Each time the pulse compresses its
spectrum extends into the visible and is able to drive the RR. The compressions became weaker
and therefore the largest RR signal is driven by the first compression to occur.
5.1.1 Uses for Resonant Radiation
The early theoretical research into RR focuses on the stability of the driving soliton. Since
then several potential uses for the RR itself have been suggested. One such use is as a method for
conversion of short pulses to higher frequencies for use in photobiology. RR may be of particular
use as it can be generated in the visible, a region of the spectrum where there are fewer suitable
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laser sources than in the IR. A recent review paper by Tu and Boppart [139] looks into some of
the potential uses for supercontinuum generation techniques in biophotonics. RR is one of the
effects that they focus on, including how it can be incorporated into a portable and low-cost light
source platform for biophotonics. Applications in other fields include using RR along with Fabry-
Perot filtering cavities to produce broadband visible wavelength astrocombs for use in spectrograph
calibration [24].
In addition to its practical applications RR also has interesting theoretical implications. A recent
paper demonstrates that the phenomenon can be described as the scattering of pulse photons at
the optical event horizon created by the pulse itself [28]. This links RR to the study of other mode
conversion processes at the event horizon such as the generation of the optical analogue of HR [41].
A further large area of study related to RR is the cancellation of the Raman shift by spectral
recoil [127]. Under the correct conditions this produces a wavelength locked soliton with a grow-
ing long wavelength RR peak. Such amplification of the RR along with the ability to chose its
wavelength by designing the PCF dispersion curve have lead to suggestions that this process could
be used to produce an optical parametric amplifier [127].
Much of the recent research into RR has focused on controlling its properties in order to make it
suitable for use in the practical applications mentioned in the first paragraph above. These typically
require narrowband tunable light in the visible region with multi-millliWatt power levels and high
stability. In order to meet these requirements the generation of RR must be carefully managed.
There are several ways to achieve the tunability requirement for practical uses of RR. One
method is to use dispersion micromanaged fibres [88, 89]. These are tapered over sub−mm distances
to vary the dispersion and therefore the phase matching condition for RR over the length of the
fibre. This produces a broad spectrum of RR over the range of phase matched wavelengths. The
central frequency and bandwidth of this spectrum can be changed by using different tapers. This
method has an additional benefit in terms of noise reduction. The non-linear interactions between
the pulse and the RR, which amplify the laser Schott noise, are reduced. This has been shown to
reduce noise levels by 9 − 20 dB compared to fibres with longer tapers or constant core diameter
fibres [89].
Another method which allows for limited tunability is to vary the input pulse polarization
[94, 65]. As the fibre principal axes have slightly different dispersion profiles, input light polarized
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along each axis will phase match to RR at a different wavelength. For a fibre with a modal
birefringence of 1.2× 10−3 it was shown that the RR wavelength could be shifted by up to 75 nm
[94].
The widest tuning range for RR is achieved using a wavelength tunable input pulse [140]. This
has been shown to allow for tuning ranges from 485−690 nm using an IR laser with a tuning range
of 690 − 1020 nm. Many lasers now exist with broad IR tuning ranges and the ability to produce
femtosecond scale pulses.
Narrow-band RR is produced by tuning the input pulse wavelength away from the fibre ZDW
[140]. This suppresses the generation of supercontinuum and allows a spectrally isolated RR signal
to form.
The pulse to pulse energy stability of the radiation is improved by using an all fibre set up
[87, 85] or by using tapered fibres [89]. The former approach has achieved pulse to pulse energy
fluctuations as low as 2.48 % using an all fibre RR source.
In order to reach milliwatt power levels, a high conversion efficiency between the pump pulse and
the RR is required. To this end various groups have studied the variation in efficiency with different
parameters including: pump wavelength separation from the fibre ZDW, pump pulse length, pump
power, fibre core size and fibre TOD [23, 116, 141, 140]. Using these methods pump to signal
conversion efficiencies of over 40 % have been achieved [23].
One crucial parameter, which will both affect the RR generation efficiency and also allow for
measurements of its evolution, is the input pulse frequency chirp. To the best of our knowledge
this has never been systematically studied in relation to RR. The chirp has a significant impact on
how short pulses evolve in a fibre, including where and to what extent they temporally compress
[80, 2, 156, 46, 134, 154, 27]. As seen in the various theoretical and experimental papers discussed
in section 5.1, the compression of the pulse is critical in the generation of RR.
In the experiments described in this thesis the input pulse power and chirp will be used as tools
to control the pulse compression. It is possible to vary the position in the PCF where the pulse
compresses and in this way change the propagation distance to the end of the PCF for radiation
generated when the pulse compresses. This allows us to investigate the evolution of such radiation
without the need to cut the PCF.
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5.2 Negative Resonant Radiation
The main result in this thesis is the discovery of NRR, which occurs due to a coupling between
positive and negative frequencies. This is the first example of such a phenomenon in optics. This
has only been possible due to some of the recent advances described in part I in various fields such
as PCFs, lasers and analogue systems.
As explained in section 5, a large amount of research has been carried out into RR over the past
few decades and continues to be carried out today. New developments such as tailored dispersion
in PCFs and short pulsed laser systems have led to many advances in the field. However the idea
of coupling to negative frequencies came from our research into event horizon analogues. In this
community the concept of mixing between positive and negative frequencies is well established.
Our original research into RR had the aim of finding ways to use the radiation as a tool to
measure pulse compression. By combining our knowledge of the RR phase matching condition and
the idea of negative frequencies we were able to recognise that there was a further solution to the
phase matching condition.
We describe the NRR as having a negative frequency as its frequency has the opposite sign
to the driving soliton frequency. An electromagnetic field is real and therefore must contain both
positive and negative frequencies. However the negative frequencies are typically ignored as they
contain the same information as their corresponding positive frequencies. This is seen by expressing
a field as the Fourier transform of its frequency spectrum
A (z, t) =
1
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
A˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω. (5.6)
Here A˜ (z, ω) has been integrated over both positive and negative frequencies. In order to look
more closely at what this means we can take a simple example of a real field (we consider real fields
as our electromagnetic field is real). A cosine function is a real field which can be represented in
the familiar form (with no z dependence for simplicity)
A (t) = cos (ω0t) =
1
2
(
e−iω0t + eiω0t
)
. (5.7)
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(a) Cosine function in the time domain
(b) Cosine function in the frequency domain
Figure 13: The cosine function in time and frequency space
The cosine function in the time domain is shown in figure 13(a). Applying the inverse Fourier
transform we can find A˜ (ω) which is a measure of the amount of frequency ω in the function A (t).
This leads to
A˜ (ω) =
∞ˆ
−∞
A (t) e+iωtdt =
1
2
∞ˆ
−∞
(
ei(−ω0t+ωt) + ei(ω0t+ωt)
)
dt
A˜ (ω) =
1
2
(δ (ω − ω0) + δ (ω + ω0)) . (5.8)
The result A˜ (ω) is plotted in figure 13(b). The two delta functions lead to two frequency
components of equal size at ±ω0. Applying the same procedure to any real field will lead to a
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similar result, a symmetric graph about ω = 0. This demonstrates that any real field will have
both positive and negative components. For a real field A (z, t) = A∗ (z, t) , therefore from (5.6)
A˜ (z,−ω) = A˜∗ (z, ω). If we only consider positive frequencies then A˜ (z, ω) contains all information
about the field. However, the existence of NRR demonstrates that negative frequencies play a
distinct physical role and cannot be neglected.
As stated above an electromagnetic wave is real (it has a real amplitude at all points) and
therefore it contains both positive and negative frequency components. Another way of expressing
this is to state that it contains both positive and negative norm components. To explain this in
more detail - the electromagnetic wave must solve the relevant wave equation for the system under
consideration. The norm is then the scalar product of a solution of the wave equation with itself
defined by [149]
〈φ1, φ2〉 = i
2
ˆ
(pi∗1φ2 − φ∗1pi2) dz. (5.9)
Here φn are complex solutions to the wave equation, pin are the corresponding conjugate mo-
menta and z is the propagation distance parameter. For any solution φn, to a real wave equation
the complex conjugate φ∗n will also be a solution. It can be shown that φn and φ
∗
n must have op-
posite sign norms [112]. Therefore when an electromagnetic wave is generated it will contain both
a positive and a negative norm component. It is the language of norms rather than frequencies
which is typically used in the field of analogue event horizons (see section 6).
As electromagnetic waves must always contain a positive and a negative frequency (norm)
component, the existence of negative frequencies (norms) is not the important point. The challenge
is to find a physical situation where a conversion occurs between positive and negative frequencies
(norms). This has been observed in water wave experiments, two of which will be discussed later
in this section. To the best of our knowledge NRR is the first example of such a conversion in
optics. The conversion occurs because the positive frequency part of the soliton transfers energy to
a phase matched negative frequency (NRR). Also the complex conjugate negative frequency part of
the soliton transfers energy to the complex conjugate of the NRR with a positive frequency. Thus
the NRR is a real valued field with a positive and a negative frequency part.
The existence of NRR is an interesting fact in its own right and it may also have implications
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for amplification processes. These implications arise as, in quantum mechanics, positive frequencies
are associated with annihilation operators and negative frequencies with creation operators [91].
Therefore under the correct conditions a process mixing positive and negative frequencies can lead
to amplification. This will be seen in the discussion of a recent paper by Rubino et al. later in this
section. If it is the quantum vacuum which is amplified this can be considered as a particle creation
process [118]. This is not the case in all experiments mixing positive and negative frequencies.
In some cases the mixing leads to a conversion between positive and negative frequencies with
no amplification. An example of this will be seen in the second of two water wave experiments
discussed below.
To provide more insight into negative frequencies, we now briefly consider two experiments using
water waves in which they have been observed. In a 2008 paper by Rousseaux et al. [115], they show
analytically that, in the moving frame, water waves can have a negative frequency. They consider
a wave counter-propagating against a flowing medium with speed u. The phase ϕ of the wave will
evolve as
ϕ =
ˆ
(kdx− ωdt) , (5.10)
in the lab frame, where k and ω are the wavenumber and frequency respectively. It can be shown
that in the frame co-moving with the medium the phase evolves as
ϕ′ =
ˆ
(kdx′ − ω′dt′) , (5.11)
where x′ and t′ are the co-moving frame coordinates and ω′ = ω − uk is the Doppler shifted
frequency in the co-moving frame. Therefore, as k and ω can be related by the dispersion formula
of the medium, ω′ can be expressed in terms of k only. They use the following dispersion relation
for water waves
ω′ (k)2 = gktanh (kh) , (5.12)
where g is the gravitational acceleration at the water surface and h is the height of the channel of
water. From this they can find the allowed ω′ and k values, which obey both the Doppler relation
and (5.12). They find that for fixed ω there are multiple allowed values. Under certain conditions
they show that there will be a negative k value with a corresponding negative ω′ value. Thus a
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positive lab frame frequency can have a negative co-moving frame frequency.
In their experiment these negative ω′ waves will have a negative group velocity (compared to
a positive group velocity for the original generated waves). Due to the way their water tank is set
up they cannot initially generate propagating waves with a negative group velocity8. Therefore
the negative ω′ waves can only be produced via a mode-conversion from positive co-moving frame
frequency waves. In the paper they show that such a conversion can occur at a water wave horizon
(see section 6 for more details on horizons).
In their experiments they create a water wave horizon, where the speed of the flowing medium
equals the group velocity of the counter propagating waves at a particular point. Using this they are
able to observe the generation of waves with negative co-moving frame frequencies. This observation
is possible because, as they show, such waves will have a negative slope dt/dx for their lines of
constant phase ϕ. By filming the waves they are able to produce space time diagrams clearly
showing this negative slope.
The second water wave experiment [149], is also focussed on the water wave analogue of an event
horizon. In this paper they describe a measurement of stimulated Hawking emission (see section
6) in a water tank. The basic set up is similar to the previously described experiment. They use
a water tank where the speed of the flow changes depending on the position along the tank. They
generate counter-propagating, shallow waves, which at one point will have a group velocity equal to
the flow velocity, this is then the horizon. They show that at this horizon the incoming waves will
be converted into two outgoing waves (the stimulated Hawking emission), one with positive norm
and the other with negative norm. In this case the norm is defined as in (5.9). The norm can be
either positive, in which case it is linked to creation operators, or negative, in which case it is linked
to annihilation operators. As mentioned previously, creation (annihilation) operators are associated
with negative (positive) frequencies. Thus this experiment is another example of coupling between
positive and negative frequencies. As stated previously in this section, the coupling here does not
lead to amplification of the quantum vacuum (particle creation), rather it is a conversion process
from one mode to two others.
As in our case, the motivation for both of the above papers arose from investigations into
8It must be noted that this is a practical issue and that such waves could be generated initially using a different
setup
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analogue event horizons, more of which will be discussed in the next section.
As NRR has been discovered only recently there is currently little in the literature related to
the radiation. In the recently published, first paper related to NRR, it was shown to exist in two
different experimental systems. The first system, for which I carried out the experiments, is in a
PCF where the compression of ultra short IR pulses is used to drive the NRR [118]. The second
system is a bulk calcium fluoride sample a few centimetres in length. An IR pulse of 60 fs duration
is reshaped into a Bessel beam and propagated through the sample. The beam produces an optical
filament which is able to drive both an RR and an NRR signal. This work was carried out by the
group of Daniele Faccio. Both experiments produced results which agreed very well with phase
matching predictions based on the dispersive properties of the different media used.
In many ways NRR is expected to behave similarly to RR. For example, its amplitude is also
expected to depend on the overlap of the soliton spectrum with its phase matched wavelength.
This was shown both analytically and numerically in a paper by Rubino [117]. As in the paper by
Choudhary [28] they treat the driving soliton as a moving refractive index perturbation which will
scatter light from within the soliton itself to the RR and NRR frequencies. In a paper by Kolesik
et al. the RR was analysed using this treatment and the Born scattering approximation [79]. This
allowed the amplitude of the RR to be calculated. Rubino and colleagues extend the approach to
find an expression for the amplitude of the NRR.
The scattering approach calculates a scattering matrix S which connects all input and output
modes of a process. In this case the input mode is the driving soliton and the output modes
are the RR and NRR. The scattering potential is the refractive index perturbation caused by the
soliton. The number of photons in each mode can be found from the scattering matrix. They use
a propagation equation known as the Uni-directional Pulse Propagation Equation (UPPE) [78] to
calculate a form for the scattering matrix, which leads to the following amplitudes for the RR and
NRR,
S (z, ωRR) ≈
v
2
Rˆ (ωRR − ωIN ) , (5.13)
S (z, ωNRR) ≈
v
2
Rˆ (ωNRR + ωIN ) . (5.14)
Here S (z, ωRR) and S (z, ωNRR) are the elements of the scattering matrix relating to the RR and
NRR respectively, v is group velocity of the moving refractive index perturbation (moving with the
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soliton), Rˆ is the amplitude of the Fourier component of the moving index perturbation and ωRR,
ωNRR and ωIN are the frequencies of the RR, NRR and soliton respectively.
Equations (5.13) and (5.14) show that the amplitudes of the RR and NRR both depend on there
being a component of the spectrum of the moving index perturbation (the soliton) at ωRR − ωIN
and ωNRR + ωIN respectively.
This matches the previously known behaviour of RR. However the phase matched wavelength
of NRR is considerably further from the input pulse than the RR wavelength. Therefore a much
greater spectral broadening is required to drive it and the resulting signal is expected to be much
weaker. Some of the experiments described in section 13.4 describe measurements of the expansion
of the pulse spectrum into the UV. Such results indicate that it is feasible for the pulse to drive
NRR.
Another interesting result from their analysis connects the RR and NRR photon numbers.
They use a form of the Manley-Rowe relations, which use conservation of energy to calculate the
amplitude of different frequencies in a non-linear system. Using these relations adapted for the case
of a moving scattering potential they are able to show that the photon numbers for RR and NRR
(|RR| and |NRR| respectively) are related by
|RR|2 − |NRR|2 = 1. (5.15)
Here the photon number of the input soliton has been normalised to 1. This relation indicates that
the total number of photons for RR and NRR will be greater than 1 so amplification will have
occurred.
They verify their results numerically using the UPPE and find good agreement with the ana-
lytical predictions. Both RR and NRR form at the predicted frequencies. Some of their results are
shown in figure 14 where the temporal and spectral evolution of the soliton and the driven RR and
NRR are shown. In the first plot 14(a) the pulse temporally compresses and the RR and NRR form
and then fall behind the pulse as they both have a lower group velocity. In the second plot 14(b)
the pulse spectrum expands, over a distance of less than 0.5mm, and drives the RR and NRR, both
at higher frequencies. The simulations use bulk glass rather than a PCF to generate a soliton-like
pulse but the same qualitative behaviour will apply.
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Figure 14: Figure taken from the paper by Rubino et al. [117] showing the numerically calculated
temporal and spectral evolution of a soliton and the RR and NRR. Also shown is the supercon-
tinuum (SC) (see section 4.1 for details). Image© 2012, Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights
reserved This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs
3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nc-nd/3.0/. Labelling of the RR, NRR and soliton in figure (b) added by myself
They are also able to show numerically that it is possible to create a moving refractive index
perturbation using a soliton and then scatter a weak probe into the RR and NRR modes. In this
process the amplification mentioned above will occur.
Other recent work related to NRR includes two papers by Conforti et al. [92, 30]. In the first of
these they seek to find theoretical support for the NRR experiments. One aim is to show that the
signal attributed to NRR is not an example of radiation generated by backward propagating waves
or due to FWM between the pulse and the RR. They develop an alternative envelope equation
to the NLSE which can be used to find the NRR. As in the previously discussed paper they have
the UPPE as a starting point. They use an envelope formation that superficially resembles that
of the NLSE. However with the key difference that the slowly varying envelope approximation is
not made (this approximation is discussed further in part II). Their formation splits the dynamics
of the positive and negative frequency parts of the pulse spectrum. They find that positive and
negative frequencies will interact via non-linear terms in their pulse propagation equation. They
are able to derive the phase matching conditions for RR and NRR and find good agreement with
simulation results based on pulses in bulk silica. As they start with the UPPE, which only allows
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for waves propagating in one direction, it can be shown that the NRR is not radiation generated
by a backwards propagating wave.
The second paper by Conforti et al.[30], describes negative frequency dispersive waves generated
in quadratic media (media with second order non-linearity) via second harmonic generation. This is
an important result as it shows that negative frequencies are a universal phenomenon, not restricted
to media with third order non-linearities such as fibres. Another important feature of this work is
that the negative frequency radiation is driven both by solitons, where dispersion and non-linearity
balance each other, and by pulses in a spectral region where dispersion and non-linearity act to
enforce each other. In the latter case the transfer of energy to dispersive radiation is triggered
by the formation of an optical shock. An example of RR generated by pulses in a region where
dispersion and non-linearity enforce each other (normal dispersion region of a PCF) has been shown
recently [148], both numerically and experimentally. The Conforti paper shows numerically that
NRR can also be generated from this type of pulse. As in the previous paper they use a form of
the UPPE, for quadratic media, to carry out their simulations.
In this thesis some of the first experimental observations of NRR will be presented. Most of the
rest of the experiments will then build on these results, looking into the conditions required for the
generation of NRR. Different pulse parameters (mainly power and chirp) will be used to control
and investigate the generation and evolution of the NRR.
6 Event horizon analogues
The final part of this literature review is devoted to the work on analogues of the event horizon
with particular emphasis on the optical analogue of the event horizon. The work carried out in this
thesis is part of a larger project of which one of the key aims is to measure the optical analogue of
HR. As mentioned previously, the idea of negative frequencies came from this field. Additionally,
in our experiments, the HR is predicted to lie in the UV close to the NRR wavelength. Many of the
experimental results for the NRR highlight the experimental challenges in measuring UV radiation
generated in our PCFs and also provide potential ways to overcome these challenges.
The connection between the experimental results in this thesis and the optical analogue of HR
justifies the inclusion of a very brief introduction to analogue event horizons. The original research
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into event horizons and HR arose from interest in black holes. These are astronomical objects which
have collapsed to such a high density that their gravitational fields are strong enough to prevent
the escape of light once it has passed over an event horizon surrounding the black hole. Such a
body would be expected to only absorb radiation.
Interest in potential emission from black holes first arose from the publication of Hawking’s
theory in 1975 [133]. In this he showed theoretically that rather than only absorbing, a black hole
could emit radiation (known as HR) as if it were a black body with a characteristic temperature T
determined by the gradient of the gravitational field at the event horizon given by
T =
~c3
8piGMkB
. (6.1)
Here c is the speed of light in a vacuum, G is the universal gravitational constant, M is the mass
of the black hole and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
In a simplified picture the radiation occurs when spontaneous particle creation from the vacuum
occurs near a black hole event horizon creating two particles. One particle can be trapped by the
black hole gravitational field whilst the other is able to escape. The particles can no longer annihilate
with one another thus the escaping particle can in theory be detected. A far away observer would
measure the trapped particle as having negative energy in order to allow energy conservation. This
is where the concept of negative frequencies arises from.
In practice the temperature of the black hole radiation is considerably lower than that of the
cosmic microwave background. A stellar mass black hole has a mass of at least 1030 kg. Using (6.1)
this gives a temperature of order nK compared to the cosmic microwave background temperature of
about 3K. Therefore measuring the radiation released from an astrophysical black hole is currently
impossible and appears likely to remain so for at least the foreseeable future.
The phenomenon of HR is particularly interesting as in order to describe it quantum physics
is required for spontaneous particle creation, general relativity is required as the temperature of
the radiation in (6.1) is dependent on the surface gravity of the black hole and thermal physics
is required for black body radiation. Thus a complete description may provide insights into the
links between these areas. This consideration has motivated attempts to study HR through various
analogue event horizon systems.
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The field of event horizon analogues came into being in 1981 when Unruh proposed the idea
for the first time in a ground breaking paper [143]. In this work he showed that the equations
describing a black hole event horizon could also be used to describe a sonic horizon in a transsonic
fluid flow. Thus a thermal spectrum of sound waves should be produced from such a horizon in
analogy with HR.
This paper started a new field in physics which has expanded to encompass such diverse fields
as water waves [149, 114], condensed matter [8], superconducting circuits [97] and optics [104, 41].
The uniting idea behind all event horizon analogues is to recreate some of the properties of an
event horizon by creating a medium which travels at a velocity greater than the velocity of waves
travelling within the medium.
In recent years the water wave experiments have been able to produce stimulated analogue HR
[149] (this experiment was discussed in section 5.2) and a possible example of spontaneous HR
has been observed in bulk optical materials [41]. The latter experiment uses a technique called
ultra-short laser pulse fillamentation to produce a moving refractive index perturbation in a bulk
piece of glass which creates a white hole event horizon at the trailing edge of the pulse and a black
hole event horizon at the leading edge. This idea is very similar to the optical fibre event horizon
analogue propsed by Philbin et al. which will be discussed in detail at the end of this section. In
both cases it is the gradient of the refractive index perturbation (caused by a pulse of light) which
plays the role of the gradient of the gravitational field and therefore determines the temperature of
the analogue HR.
The bulk optical materials experiment is interesting but it has been generally agreed to be
inconclusive and it has been argued that the radiation observed does not fulfil all of the criteria to
be considered spontaneous HR. I will briefly look at some of the key reasons for this as outlined
in a comment on the paper by Schu¨tzhold and Unruh [123] and also at the reply to this comment
by the authors of the paper [11]. This will give an overview of the requirements for a successful
measurement of HR. The inclusion of this is justified as the work in this thesis is intended to assist
in the further development of an experiment to measure the optical analogue of HR. As will be
discussed in section 13 the results I have obtained provide insights into the dynamics of pulses in
an optical fibre and in particular how their shape changes (through pulse compression). This is
important as the shape of the pulse will determine the gradient of the refractive index perturbation
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and therefore the temperature of the analogue HR. An understanding of how the pulse compresses
should therefore allow accurate predictions of the expected temperature.
In the comment they set out five criteria for an experimental observation of the Hawking effect.
The criteria are that the radiation produced is thermal, that it has a geometry dependent tem-
perature, that the system is time independent, that at the black hole horizon a quasi exponential
tearing apart (or squeezing in the case of the white hole event horizon) of wave packets leads to
the production of the HR and finally that the part of the wave packet beyond the event horizon
can have negative energy so that the other part can have positive energy.
The authors of the comment argue that the first four of the above criteria are not met. Firstly
the system is not time independent because the pulse only lasts for a time that is shorter than a
time scale set by the Hawking temperature. In the reply it is argued that the time scale is infact
several orders of magnitude shorter than the time for which the pulse filament exits and thus the
system is time independent. Secondly there is no group velocity horizon (point where the group
velocity of the photons under consideration changes from faster to slower than the group velocity
of the pulse). Therefore there can be no tearing apart of the wave packet at the horizon. The reply
argues that if the outgoing modes are traced back they can be seen to undergo the required phase
divergence at the horizon and that a group velocity horizon is not necessary to produce Hawking
radiation, a phase horizon is sufficient.
Thirdly in the comment it is pointed out that, as mentioned before, the temperature of the
analogue HR will depend on the gradient of the change in the refractive index of the medium
(induced by the ultra-short pulse). In the comment it is pointed out that the temperature of the
measured signal is too high to be explained by a realistic estimate of the refractive index gradient.
Likewise as the radiation is thermal the number of particles expected can be estimated from the
Hawking temperature, the size of the horizon and the solid angle into which the radiation is emitted.
Again realistic estimates of these quantities lead to an expected number of particles which is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the number measured. In the reply it is argued that in a system
with dispersion the analogue HR may not be a thermal emission and that if it is its temperature
may not be related to the analogue of the gradient of the gravitational field. With regard to the
number of particles detected it is argued that the differences between a stationary black hole and
the experimental system mean that predictions based on the former are unlikely to be valid. They
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cite two recent publications which predict numbers of HR photons similar or higher than their
measurements in dispersive systems [54, 113].
As the above shows the field of analogue event horizons still contains many questions and there
is considerable work to be done before a satisfactory measurement of spontaneous HR can be made.
The analogue system relevant to the results in this thesis uses PCFs. The idea was first proposed
in 2008 by Philbin et al. [104]. As in the case of the bulk optical materials experiment this analogue
differs from some other proposals in that rather than using a moving medium to create the event
horizon, a pulse of light propagating through the medium temporarily changes the properties of the
medium. Specifically a short high intensity laser pulse in a PCF will lead to an increased effective
refractive index under the pulse. This means that the medium itself can be kept stationary whilst
other modes propagating through the PCF will experience an effective moving medium.
Early experiments (described in [104]) using this system demonstrated that a probe beam
propagating behind the intense pulse and with a higher velocity, would be slowed down as it
approached the pulse by the increased refractive index. At a particular point its velocity would
match that of the pulse and it would be prevented from entering the pulse. This is the time reverse
of a black hole event horizon known as a white hole event horizon. The probe light would then
undergo a wavelength shift as it effectively compressed against the horizon. This shift was measured
and found to agree with theoretical predictions made in the supporting online material of the same
paper.
In addition to the back of the pulse forming a white hole event horizon the front of the pulse
forms a black hole event horizon. Both can potentially produce the optical analogue of HR by
the scattering of vacuum modes from the optical event horizon [113]. The amplitude of the HR
produced has been shown theoretically to depend critically on the steepness of the pulse forming
the event horizon [113, 104].
The creation of photons (HR) occurs due to the mixing of positive and negative frequencies.
As stated in section 5.2 an electromagnetic field will have a positive frequency component and
a complex conjugate with a negative frequency. These correspond to annihilation and creation
operators in quantum field theory. In the paper by Philbin et al. [104] they consider modes in the
UV which will travel slower than the moving refractive index perturbation (created by the pulse)
due to the shape of the PCF dispersion profile. Converting to the frame co-moving at the group
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velocity of the pulse will lead to a frequency shift expressed by the Doppler formula
ω′ = ω
(
1− n (ω)
ng
)
. (6.2)
Here ω′ represents the co-moving frame frequency, ω is the lab-frame frequency, n (ω) is the re-
fractive index at frequency ω and ng is the group index at the pulse frequency. The co-moving
frame frequency will be negative if n (ω) is greater than ng . The positive frequency component
of the modes in the UV which are travelling slower than the pulse can therefore have a negative
co-moving frame frequency. Similarly the negative frequency component of the UV modes can have
a positive co-moving frame frequency.
Also (6.2) shows us that for every co-moving frame frequency ω′ there can be two lab-frame
frequencies with the opposite sign, one travelling faster than the pulse and the other slower. Mixing
between positive and negative frequencies occurs because, whilst ω′ is a conserved quantity for a
stable pulse, it is possible for a conversion to occur between the two modes with opposite sign lab
frame frequencies but the same ω′. This process can lead to amplification, either of occupied modes
or of vacuum fluctuations if both modes are in their vacuum state.
As discussed previously NRR can also be described as the scattering of light from the event
horizon [117]. However, the light which scatters comes from the pulse itself and scatters to a positive
frequency (RR) and a negative frequency (NRR).
Therefore both phenomena (HR and NRR) involve a mixing between positive and negative
frequencies. Thus the study of one may provide insights into the optical processes leading to the
generation of the other and into the physical meaning of negative frequencies.
Additionally, as explained in section 5.2, the amplitude of the NRR will depend on the overlap of
the pulse spectrum with its phase matched wavelength. One way to achieve the steep pulse required
for HR and the broad spectrum needed for NRR is for the driving pulse to compress temporally.
Therefore the experimental results described in section 12 relating to control and optimisation of
pulse compression can be used to optimise the generation of both NRR and HR.
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7 Introduction
Having outlined the history of research into soliton formation and propagation in optical fibres, and
the different types of radiation that are driven by solitons, I now turn to a theoretical description
of pulse propagation in a PCF. I start with the NLSE, the simplified equation governing the
propagation of light in a fibre and the family of soliton solutions to this equation. I then describe
the derivation of a more complete equation for pulse propagation, which removes some of the
assumptions contained within the NLSE.
I show that both the NLSE, with higher order dispersion included and the more general pulse
propagation lead to a phase matching condition for the transfer of energy from the soliton to
dispersive radiation. I then focus on the PCFs used in the experiments. These all share a similar
dispersion curve from which solutions to the phase matching condition are found. The shape of
the curve leads to two solutions, one with a positive frequency (RR) and the other with a negative
frequency (NRR).
The theory in this section is for the most part well known and is presented here for completeness.
The most important part of this section is the NRR, as mentioned previously we have for the first
time discovered a coupling between positive and negative frequencies in optics. The PCF dispersion
curves presented in section 10 will show clearly where this coupling comes from.
8 The NLSE
The derivation of the NLSE starting from Maxwell’s equations is well known and presented in
many excellent books [2, 18]. For reference a detailed derivation is presented in the appendix in
section 15. This outlines the assumptions made during the derivation. One key assumption is that
the pulse can be separated into a rapidly varying part and a slowly varying envelope (the slowly
varying envelope approximation), this is not valid for short pulses.
The NLSE does not take into account higher order effects in the fibre. These include higher order
dispersion (β3 and higher) and higher order non-linear effects such as self-steepening and Raman
scattering. If these effects are negligible then a pulse coupled into the fibre will under the right
conditions form a fundamental or higher order soliton. Solitons are exact solutions to the NLSE
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and occur due to the balance of dispersion and non-linearity. The higher order effects mentioned
above will be negligible for long pulses where the peak pulse power is low reducing the effect of
non-linearities and the pulse spectral width is narrow reducing the effect of higher order dispersion.
A pulse of approximately pico-second length or longer can be considered to obey the NLSE [2] and
will form a soliton which would propagate with unchanged shape and velocity (fundamental soliton)
or undergo a periodic evolution (higher order soliton). These soliton solutions cannot couple to
dispersive radiation such as RR and NRR and therefore they cannot lose energy to such radiation.
In this section I begin by presenting the NLSE, then outline its soliton solutions and explain
how dispersion and non-linearity combine to influence the evolution of fundamental and higher
order solitons. I then show how the NLSE can be modified to include higher order effects and
finally I focus on the effect of higher order dispersion to show how the soliton can transfer energy
to dispersive radiation.
One form of the NLSE is
∂A (ξ, T )
∂ξ
+
iβ2
2
∂2A (ξ, T )
∂T 2
− iγ |A (ξ, T )|2A (ξ, T ) = 0, (8.1)
where A represents the amplitude of the electric field of the pulse, β2 is the second order dispersion
parameter or GVD parameter, γ is the non-linear parameter, T is the time co-ordinate in a frame
co-moving with the pulse and ξ = z/LD is a dimensionless form of the propagation distance along
the fibre axis where LD = T
2
0 / |β2| is the dispersion length and T0 is the initial width of the pulse
at e−1 of the maximum pulse intensity.
The non-linear parameter is due to the non-linear contribution to the refractive index. The
total index can be expressed as n˜ = n+ n2 |E|2, where n is the linear refractive index and n2 |E|2
is the non-linear part. The non-linear parameter is given by
γ =
n2ω0
cAeff
, (8.2)
where ω0 is the central frequency of the pulse and Aeff is a measure of the area of the mode formed
by the light in the fibre.
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8.1 Soliton solutions of the NLSE
In this section I will briefly outline the fundamental and higher order soliton solutions to the
NLSE presented in the previous section.
The NLSE in (8.1) can be solved by means of the inverse scattering method [153]. Solitons
are one family of solutions which can be found using this method. They occur due to a balance
between the dispersion represented by β2 and the non-linearity represented by γ. The fundamental
soliton has the form
A (ξ, T ) =
√
P0sech
(
T
T0
)
e
iγP0ξ/2, (8.3)
where P0 is the peak power of the soliton. As it propagates the soliton will gain a ξ dependent
phase but its shape will remain the same over any propagation distance.
Whether a pulse forms a fundamental or a higher order soliton will depend on the pulse peak
power and width as well as the fibre dispersion and non-linearity. The order N of the soliton
was previously defined in (2.1) in terms of LD the dispersion length defined in section 8 and
LNL = (γP0)
−1
the non-linear length. They represent respectively the propagation distances over
which dispersive and non-linear effects are significant. The peak power is defined by P0 = Pav/T0ν,
where Pav is the average power of the input beam and ν is the repetition rate of the laser. N is
then defined as
N2 =
γP0T
2
0
|β2| . (8.4)
If the input pulse has a hyperbolic secant shape and suitable peak power and pulse length for N
to equal 1, a fundamental soliton will form. If the value of N for the input pulse is less than 1 but
greater than 0.5 a soliton will still form but the pulse will first broaden in time, if N is greater than
1 but less than 1.5 then the pulse will first narrow then form a soliton [2]. In both cases the pulse
will lose energy as it broadens or narrows. Similarly if the input pulse has small deviations from
the hyperbolic secant shape it will still evolve into a soliton after a certain propagation distance
which will depend on the exact shape of the input pulse.
Higher order solitons will form if N > 1.5. As in the case of the fundamental soliton for non-
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integer initial values of N and initial pulse shapes that deviate slightly from a hyperbolic secant,
the pulse will evolve until it reaches the form of a soliton, losing energy as it does so.
8.2 Soliton evolution
In this section the stable (fundamental solitons) or periodic (higher order solitons) evolution of
solitons is discussed. With a particular focus on soliton compression, which plays an important role
in the generation of many types of radiation from solitons.
As discussed previously in the NLSE there are two main influences on pulses propagating in a
fibre. These are dispersion governed by β2 and non-linearity governed by γ. In many cases only
one needs to be considered as its effects will be significant over a much shorter propagation distance
than the other. The distances over which non-linearity and dispersion are significant are quantified
by the previously defined non-linear length LNL and dispersive length LD. If LNL and LD are of
the same order then non-linearity and dispersion must be considered to act together. This leads to
complicated pulse evolution and in order to show the effects clearly I will initially consider each on
its own and then in combination..
Non-linear effects will be most significant for short, high peak power pulses. The primary
effect is SPM, this adds an extra intensity dependent phase to the electric field, thus changing
the instantaneous frequency across the pulse generating low frequencies at the front of the pulse
and high frequencies at the back. The pulse temporal length remains the same but the spread of
frequencies increases broadening the pulse spectrum.
In the absence of dispersion we can see the effect of SPM by considering (8.1) without the β2
term
∂A (ξ, T )
∂ξ
− iγ |A (ξ, T )|2A (ξ, T ) = 0. (8.5)
Following the approach in Agrawal [2], this can be solved using A (ξ, T ) = V exp (iφNL), where V
and φNL are both real
∂V eiφNL
∂ξ
− iγ ∣∣V eiφNL ∣∣2 V eiφNL = 0. (8.6)
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Equating the real and imaginary parts leads to
∂V
∂ξ
= 0, (8.7)
∂φNL
∂ξ
= γV 2. (8.8)
Equation (8.7) tells us that the amplitude V does not change as the pulse propagates, hence the
phase will be given by φNL = γV
2ξ = γ |A (0, T )|2 ξ and the pulse amplitude at a propagation
distance ξ by
A (ξ, T ) = |A (0, T )| eiφNL(ξ,T ). (8.9)
The effect of SPM is therefore to keep the shape of the pulse the same but to introduce a phase
shift which is dependent on the pulse intensity. As the phase shift is time dependent it will vary
across the pulse and therefore so will the instantaneous frequency. The difference between the
instantaneous frequency and the central pulse frequency is given by[2]
δω = −∂φNL
∂T
= −γξ ∂
∂T
|A (0, T )|2 . (8.10)
This shows that SPM generates new frequencies continually as the pulse propagates. For the
case of a hyperbolic secant pulse δω will be positive at the trailing edge of the pulse generating
higher frequencies and negative at the front edge of the pulse generating lower frequencies.
Having seen that SPM will generate new frequencies without changing the pulse shape, we now
consider how dispersion will affect the pulse. If non-linearity is negligible then (8.1) becomes
∂A (ξ, T )
∂ξ
+
iβ2
2
∂2A (ξ, T )
∂T 2
= 0. (8.11)
Following the approach of Agrawal [2] we Fourier transform this equation using
A (ξ, T ) = (1/2pi)
´∞
−∞ A˜ (ξ, ω) exp (−iωT ) dω leading to
∂A˜ (ξ, ω)
∂ξ
+
iβ2
2
(−iω)2 A˜ (ξ, ω) = 0. (8.12)
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This is solved by
A˜ (ξ, ω) = A˜ (0, ω) e
i
2β2ω
2ξ. (8.13)
Hence as the pulse propagates each spectral component will gain a frequency dependent phase,
this keeps the spectrum of the pulse constant whilst changing the pulse shape [2].
A solution to (8.11) can be found by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (8.13) however
the calculations are not simple for the case of a soliton (hyperbolic secant pulse shape). The main
result is that as the pulse propagates it develops a time dependent phase. As discussed for SPM,
this means that the instantaneous frequency varies across the pulse. Similarly to the SPM case
the difference between the instantaneous frequency and the central pulse frequency will increase as
the pulse propagates. The difference with the SPM case is that new frequencies are not generated,
rather the existing frequencies spread further in time because they all propagate at different speeds.
We are interested in the case of anomalous dispersion (β2 < 0), as in order for solitons to form the
input pulse must lie in this spectral region. In this case it can be shown that due to GVD low
frequencies will propagate slower than high frequencies causing the pulse to broaden in time.
We will now consider the combined effect of SPM and GVD. If SPM is not negligible then it
will generate high frequencies at the back of the pulse and low frequencies at the front. Anomalous
GVD will act by slowing the low frequencies relative to the high frequencies.
For fundamental solitons we have N = 1 and the non-linear and dispersive lengths are equal. In
this case the pulse shape will remain the same over any propagation distance as GVD and SPM are
balanced. The change in the instantaneous frequency due to SPM will be cancelled by the change
in instantaneous frequency due to GVD. Overall there will be no change in the spectrum of the
pulse.
For a higher order soliton N will be greater than 1 and LNL will be shorter than LD, hence SPM
will initially be the most significant effect. In very basic terms, new frequencies will be generated
causing the pulse spectrum to broaden. As the pulse propagates further the effect of dispersion
will cause the pulse to temporally contract as the different frequencies in the broadened spectrum
propagate at different speeds. As the pulse contracts the peak power increases and the effect of
SPM also increases. This leads to a periodic evolution of the soliton where the pulse temporally
contracts and expands and correspondingly its spectrum broadens and narrows.
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8.3 Higher order effects
As discussed previously the NLSE in (8.1) does not include higher order dispersion and higher
order non-linearities. It is these effects which lead to the different phenomena described in section 4
(i.e. supercontinuum generation, THG, FWM, RR and NRR). They destabilise the soliton solutions
to the NLSE and allow different types of radiation to be generated. In the case of higher order
solitons, instabilities due to higher order effects act to break up the pulse into its constituent
fundamental solitons.
The key higher order effects in fibres are higher order dispersion, self-steepening and Raman
scattering. These effects only become significant for short pulses where the peak power is high
and the spectral width is broad. The latter two were discussed briefly in section 4.1, the former is
quantified by the dispersion parameters βn, n > 2, defined in (5.1). As was explained in section 5
it is the higher order dispersion which is responsible for the transfer of energy from the soliton to
RR and NRR.
The NLSE given in (8.1) can be modified to include each of the above mentioned higher order
effects [2]
∂A
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2A
∂T 2
− iγ |A|2A =
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n
A− 1
ω0
∂
∂T
(
γ |A|2A
)
− iTRγA∂ |A|
2
∂T
. (8.14)
Here for the sake of clarity we have omitted the parameters (ξ, T ) in A = A (ξ, T ). The derivation
of the above equation is explained in detail in the book by Agrawal [2] and will not be presented
here. Many of the key steps are similar to those which will be included in the derivation of the
more complete pulse propagation equation in section 9.
The first term on the RHS of (8.14) represents higher order dispersion, the second self-steepening
and the third Raman scattering (TR is a measure of the size of the Raman scattering effect). As
we are particularly interested in RR and NRR it is the dispersion term that is of most interest
and this will be discussed in the next section. The self-steepening term arises from the intensity
dependence of the refractive index of the medium. As explained in section 4.1 this causes the peak
of the pulse to shift towards the trailing side creating a steep edge and can lead to the break-up
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of higher order solitons. Raman scattering is due to the non-instantaneous, non-linear response of
a medium to the light pulses propagating through it. As explained in section 4.1 this results in a
shifting of the pulse towards longer wavelengths, which helps to create the long wavelength side of
the supercontinuum.
8.4 Higher order dispersion leading to Resonant Radiation
In this section I will focus on the effect of higher order dispersion on solitons and how this leads
to a transfer of energy to RR when the following phase matching condition is met
∑
n≥2
βn
n!
(ωRR − ωS)n = (2N − 1)
2
γP0
2N2
. (8.15)
Here ωRR and ωS are the RR and soliton angular frequencies respectively. The procedure is well
established and can be found in different forms in many of the papers mentioned in section 5, it is
presented here for reference.
The higher order dispersion will destabilise a soliton and lead to the transfer of energy to
dispersive radiation. In order to show this I will start with (8.14) and set the effects of self-
steepening and Raman scattering to zero in order to simplify the analysis
∂A
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2A
∂T 2
− iγ |A|2A =
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n
A. (8.16)
If the RHS is set to zero then the soliton is a solution to the above equation. The size of the
RHS term depends on the dispersion profile of the fibre, far from the ZDW of a fibre the higher
order dispersion coefficients are typically small compared to β2, and the term can be treated as a
small perturbation. In this case the effect of higher order dispersion can be found by substituting
into the above equation the soliton solution with an additional, small dispersive wave (a dispersive
wave is a non-stationary wave i.e. not a soliton),
A (ξ, T ) = As (ξ, T ) + a (ξ, T ) , (8.17)
where As (ξ, T ) is the fundamental soliton defined in (8.3) and a is the small dispersive wave. Here
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the assumption is made that the dispersive wave has a negligible affect on the soliton hence the
unperturbed form is used. This leads to
∂As
∂ξ
+
∂a
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2As
∂T 2
+ i
β2
2
∂2a
∂T 2
− iγ |As + a|2 (As + a) =
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n
(As + a) . (8.18)
As the soliton is a solution to the original NLSE several terms cancel,
∂a
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2a
∂T 2
−
(
iγAsa
∗ + iγA∗sa+ iγ |a|2
)
(As + a)− iγ |As|2 a
=
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n
(As + a) . (8.19)
Assuming that the dispersive wave will be small we can linearise in a,
∂a
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2a
∂T 2
− iγA2sa∗ − 2iγ |As|2 a =
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n
(As + a) . (8.20)
We then insert the form of the fundamental soliton
∂a
∂ξ
+ i
β2
2
∂2a
∂T 2
− iγP0sech2
(
T
T0
)(
e
iγP0ξ/2a∗ + 2a
)
=
∑
n≥3
iβn
n!
(
i∂
∂T
)n(√
P0sech
(
T
T0
)
e
iγP0ξ/2 + a
)
. (8.21)
This is then Fourier transformed using a (ξ, T ) = (1/2pi)
´∞
−∞ a˜ (ξ, ω − ωs) exp (−i (ω − ωs)T ) dω
and the Fourier transform of the hyperbolic secant
∂a˜ (ξ, ω − ωs)
∂ξ
− iβ2
2
(ω − ωs)2 a˜ (ξ, ω − ωs)− (2pi)F.T.T→ω
[
iγP0sech
2
(
T
T0
)(
e
iγP0ξ/2a∗ + 2a
)]
=
∑
n≥3
(−i (ω − ωs))n iβn
n!
in
(
e
iγP0ξ/2T0
√
P0pisech
(pi
2
T0 (ω − ωs)
)
+ a˜ (ξ, ω − ωs)
)
. (8.22)
And further Fourier transformed using a˜ (ξ, ω) =
´∞
−∞ aˆ (k, ω) exp (ikξ) dk and the Fourier transform
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of the ξ dependent part of the soliton exp (iγP0ξ/2),
ikaˆ (k, ω − ωs)−
∑
n≥2
(ω − ωs)n iβn
n!
aˆ (k, ω − ωs)
= F.T.ξ→k
{
2piF.T
[
iγP0sech
2
(
T
T0
)(
e
iγP0ξ/2a∗ + 2a
)]}
+
∑
n≥3
(ω − ωs)n iβn
n!
(
T0
√
P0pisech
(pi
2
T0 (ω − ωs)
)
δ
(
k − γP0
2
))
. (8.23)
We rearrange to find an expression for aˆ (k, ω − ωs)
aˆ (k, ω − ωs) =
2piF.T
{
F.T
[
iγP0sech
2
(
T
T0
) (
eiγP0ξ/2a∗ + 2a
)]}(
ik −∑n≥2 (ω − ωs)n iβnn! )
+
∑
n≥3 (ω − ωs)n iβnn!
(
T0
√
P0pisech
(
pi
2T0 (ω − ωs)
)
δ
(
k − γP02
))
(
ik −∑n≥2 (ω − ωs)n iβnn! ) . (8.24)
As an approximation we can assume that the terms in the numerator of the first fraction on the
RHS are small. These terms will play a role in the phase matching however they amount to only a
small shift in the phase matched wavelength under the soliton [3]
aˆ (k, ω − ωs) =
∑
n≥3 (ω − ωs)n iβnn!
(
T0
√
P0pisech
(
pi
2T0 (ω − ωs)
)
δ
(
k − γP02
))
(
ik −∑n≥2 (ω − ωs)n iβnn! ) . (8.25)
The dispersive wave aˆ (k, ω − ωs) will be large when the denominator on the RHS is zero, this leads
to the phase matching condition
ik −
∑
n≥2
(ω − ωs)n iβn
n!
= 0, (8.26)
where from the delta function in the numerator of (8.25) we can see that k = γP0/2 . This can be
rearranged to the form of (8.15) with N = 1,
∑
n≥2
βn
n!
(ω − ωs)n = γP0
2
. (8.27)
A similar procedure using higher order solitons rather than the fundamental soliton will produce
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the phase matching condition for N > 1.
Thus we have seen that by including higher order dispersion in the NLSE we can find the phase
matching condition for the transfer of energy from a soliton to a dispersive wave. Equation (8.25)
shows that the radiation is driven by the effect of higher order dispersion on the original soliton. It
also shows that the amplitude of the radiation depends on the amplitude of the soliton at the phase
matched frequency. Therefore the solutions to the phase matching condition will depend critically
on pulse compression and the corresponding spectral expansion.
9 A more detailed pulse propagation equation
In the derivation of the NLSE a number of assumptions are made which limit the applicability
of the equation. In particular the slowly varying envelope approximation means that its use is
limited when considering short pulses (T < 1 ps). In this section an alternative derivation will be
used to reach a less aesthetically pleasing but more representative equation. The exact form of the
equation is new but the approach is similar to other methods such as the UPPE [117, 92] and the
Forward Maxwell equations [62], which derive pulse propagation equations starting from Maxwell’s
equations. The situation we are considering is that of a short pulse propagating through a PCF.
The starting point is the same as for the NLSE and the final result will yield the same phase
matching condition for dispersive waves as in section 8.4 thus showing that the analysis leading to
a predicted new solution (NRR) of the phase matching condition is robust. Many of the steps are
similar to those in the NLSE and they are presented in more detail in appendix 15.
We start with the wave equation derived from Maxwell’s equations in an isotropic, homogeneous
medium at rest
∇ (∇ ·E) +∇2E = 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+
1
ε0c2
∂2P
∂t2
, (9.1)
where E (r, t) is the electric field vector of the pulse, P (r, t) is the induced electric polarisation and
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. The electric field of the pulse causes the electrons in the fibre material
to re-distribute creating a net charge density which gives rise to the induced electric polarisation
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which contributes to the overall electric flux in the fibre D,
D = ε0E + P. (9.2)
The term ∇ · E represents the free and bound charge densities in the medium, the former is
identically zero in a fibre and the latter we assume to be negligible. It actually depends on the
non-linear response of the medium to the electric field. As discussed in the appendix this will be
considerably smaller than the linear response. This simplifies the wave equation to
∇2E = 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+
1
ε0c2
∂2P
∂t2
. (9.3)
In order to solve the wave equation we need to find a representation for the induced polarisation
in terms of the electric field. We start by separating P into a linear and a non-linear part
P = PL + PNL. (9.4)
The linear part can be expressed as (see the appendix for further details)
PL (r, t) = ε0
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1) .E (r, t1) dt1, (9.5)
where χ(1) is the first order susceptibility and χ(1) (t− t1) = 0 for t < t1. We have assumed that
the response of the medium to the electric field is local i.e. the induced polarisation at position r
is influenced only by the electric field at position r. The above equation does not however assume
an instantaneous response, the field at time t1 can affect the polarisation at a later time t. If we
assume that there is no loss in the fibre then the Fourier transform of the first order susceptibility
can be expressed as χ˜(1) (ω) = n2 (ω) − 1, where n (ω) is the linear part of the medium refractive
index [2].
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The non-linear part of the induced polarisation can be expressed as
PNL (r, t)
ε0
=
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(2) (t− t1, t− t2) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) dt1dt2
+
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(3) (t− t1, t− t2, t− t3) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) E (r, t3) dt1dt2dt3 + ..., (9.6)
where χ(n) are the higher order susceptibilities and again we have assumed locality. In a centro-
symmetric system such as a fibre the χ(2) term will be zero and the size of the susceptibilities will
decrease as the order increases (see appendix 15 for more explanation of both of these points).
Therefore we take into account only the third order susceptibility term. As a simplification we
treat the medium response as instantaneous, leading to
PNL (r, t) = ε0χ
(3) (t) E (r, t) E (r, t) E (r, t) . (9.7)
If we again assume that there is no loss in the fibre then the Fourier transform of the third order
susceptibility can be expressed as χ˜(3) (ω) = 8nn2/3, where n2 is the non-linear part of the medium
refractive index. The total refractive index is n˜ = n+ n2 |E|2 [2].
We now use a separation of variables approach and express the electric field in terms of a
transverse component F (x, y) and a component A (z, t) depending on time and position along the
axis of the fibre, E (r,t) = F (x, y) A (z, t). We assume that the electric field and the induced
polarisation are linearly polarized and remain so during propagation and therefore we can re-write
(9.3) as
∂2A
∂z2
=
1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1)A (z, t1) dt1 + 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A (z, t)
3
. (9.8)
Where we have separated the wave equation into an equation for A (z, t) and an equation for F (x, y)
and only considered the A (z, t) equation. The equation for F (x, y) allows the modal distribution
of the light to be found.
In order to simplify the above equation we would like to remove the integral. This is achieved
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using convolution theorem
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1)A (z, t1) dt1 =
∞ˆ
−∞
χ˜(1) (ω) A˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω
⇒
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1)A (z, t1) dt1 =
∞ˆ
−∞
(
n (ω)
2 − 1
)
A˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω. (9.9)
Inserting the above into (9.8) we obtain
∂2A
∂z2
=
1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∞ˆ
−∞
(
n2 (ω)− 1) A˜ (z, ω) (−iω)2 e−iωtdω + 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A (z, t)
3
. (9.10)
We use the propagation constant β (ω) to obtain
∂2A
∂z2
=
1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∞ˆ
−∞
A˜ (z, ω)ω2e−iωtdω −
∞ˆ
−∞
β2 (ω) A˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω
+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A3 (z, t) . (9.11)
And expand the propagation constant in a Taylor series around a frequency ω0 (the central frequency
of the pulse)
∂2A
∂z2
− 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∞ˆ
−∞
A˜ (z, ω)
∂2
∂t2
e−iωtdω
= −
∞ˆ
−∞
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(ω − ω0)n
)2
A˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω +
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A3 (z, t) , (9.12)
where βn = (∂
nβ/∂ωn)ω=ω0 . The integrals can now be removed
∂2A
∂z2
− 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
A = −
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2
A+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A (z, t)
3
. (9.13)
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Resulting in the equation
∂2A
∂z2
+
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2
A =
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3) (t)A (z, t)
3
. (9.14)
We note that the electric field is a real field and both β (ω) and χ(3) are also real. We chose to
represent the field A in the following way
A (z, t) =
1
2
√
Aeff
(U (z, t) + U∗ (z, t)) . (9.15)
Where the real part of the complex field U (z, t) will solve (9.14). Aeff is a measure of the area of
the mode described by F (x, y). We insert this into (9.14) to obtain
∂2U
∂z2
+
∂2U∗
∂z2
+
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2
U +
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2
U∗
=
1
4Aeff
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3)
(
U3 + 3 |U |2 U + 3 |U |2 U∗ + U∗3
)
. (9.16)
Separating this into parts dependent on U and U∗ and focusing on the equation for U
∂2U
∂z2
+
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2
U =
1
4Aeff
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3)
(
U3 + 3 |U |2 U
)
. (9.17)
We now make two transformations to simplify the maths, First we move to the rotating frame using
∂
∂z
→ ∂
∂z
+ iβ0
∂
∂t
→ ∂
∂t
− iω0
U (z, t) = u (z, t) ei(β0z−ω0t).
This appears similar to the slowly varying envelope approximation used in the NLSE where the
field is separated into a rapidly oscillating part with frequency ω0 and a slowly varying envelope.
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However here we make no assumptions about how fast the u varies. This leads to
(
−β20u+ 2iβ0
∂u
∂z
+
∂2u
∂z2
)
ei(β0z−ω0t) +
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2 [
uei(β0z−ω0t)
]
=
1
4Aeff
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3)
(
u3e3i(β0z−ω0t) + 3 |u|2 uei(β0z−ω0t)
)
. (9.18)
To simplify the time derivative terms we use the Fourier transform u (z, t) = 12pi
´∞
−∞ u˜ (z, ω) e
−iωtdω.
Focusing on the time derivative terms on the LHS we obtain
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
)n)2 [
1
2pi
ˆ ∞
−∞
u˜ (z, ω) e−i(ω+ω0)tdωeiβ0z
]
⇒ 1
2pi
ei(β0z−ω0t)
ˆ ∞
−∞
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(ω + ω0)
n
)2
u˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω
⇒ 1
2pi
ei(β0z−ω0t)
(∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂t
+ ω0
)n)2 ˆ ∞
−∞
u˜ (z, ω) e−iωtdω. (9.19)
This leads to
(
−β20u+ 2iβ0
∂u
∂z
+
∂2u
∂z2
)
ei(β0z−ω0t) + ei(β0z−ω0t)β2
(
i
∂
∂t
+ ω0
)
u
=
1
4Aeff
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
χ(3)
(
u3e3i(β0z−ω0t) + 3 |u|2 uei(β0z−ω0t)
)
. (9.20)
We make a further transformation by moving to the frame co-moving with the pulse at velocity vg,
T = t− z
vg
= t− β1z,
ξ = z,
∂
∂z
=
∂
∂ξ
− β1 ∂
∂T
,
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂T
.
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Inserting the above into (9.20) we obtain
[(
−β20u+ 2iβ0
∂u
∂ξ
− 2iβ0β1 ∂u
∂T
+
∂2u
∂ξ2
− 2β1 ∂
2u
∂ξ∂T
+ β21
∂2u
∂T 2
)]
e
i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+
[
β2
(
i
∂
∂T
+ ω0
)
u
]
e
i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
=
e
i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
4Aeffc2
(
∂
∂T
− iω0
)2
χ(3)
(
u3e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |u|2 u
)
. (9.21)
Cancelling the exponentials and rearranging leads to
(
−β20u+ 2iβ0
∂u
∂ξ
− 2iβ0β1 ∂u
∂T
+
∂2u
∂ξ2
− 2β1 ∂
2u
∂ξ∂T
+ β21
∂2u
∂T 2
)
+ β2
(
i
∂
∂T
+ ω0
)
u
=
1
4Aeffc2
(
∂
∂T
− iω0
)2
χ(3)
(
u3e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |u|2 u
)
. (9.22)
We define the second and higher order dispersion as D =
∑
n≥2 βn (i∂/∂T )
n
/n!
β
(
i
∂
∂T
+ ω0
)
=
∑
n=0
βn
n!
(
i
∂
∂T
+ ω0 − ω0
)n
= β0 + iβ1
∂
∂T
+D
(
i
∂
∂T
)
, (9.23)
β2
(
i
∂
∂T
+ ω0
)
= β20 + 2iβ1β0
∂
∂T
+ 2β0D − β21
∂2
∂T 2
+ 2iβ1
∂
∂T
D +D2. (9.24)
Using (9.24) we cancel several terms in (9.22)
(
∂2
∂ξ2
+D2 + 2β0D + 2iβ1
∂
∂T
D − 2β1 ∂
2
∂ξ∂T
+ 2iβ0
∂
∂ξ
)
u
=
1
4Aeffc2
(
∂
∂T
− iω0
)2
χ(3)
(
u3e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |u|2 u
)
. (9.25)
We factorise the LHS
(
D − i ∂
∂ξ
+ 2
(
β0 + iβ1
∂
∂T
))(
D + i
∂
∂ξ
)
u
=
1
4Aeffc2
(
∂
∂T
− iω0
)2
χ(3)
(
u3e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |u|2 u
)
. (9.26)
To remove the derivatives we take two Fourier transforms u (ξ, T ) =
´∞
−∞ uˆ (k, T ) exp (ikξ) dk and
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uˆ (k, T ) = (1/2pi)
´∞
−∞ u˜ (k, ω − ω0) exp (−i (ω − ω0)T ) dω,
(D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0))) (D − k) u˜
= − 2pi
4Aeffc2
((ω − ω0) + ω0)2 F.T.
[
χ(3)
(
u3e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |u|2 u
)]
. (9.27)
This is the final form of the equation that we will use to find the phase matching condition in the
next section.
9.1 Phase matching condition
We now have an equation which can be compared to (8.16) the NLSE with higher order disper-
sion included. The new equation (9.27) has some similarities but contains extra terms. However
we will see that both lead to the same phase matching condition for dispersive radiation generated
by a soliton. As in section 8.4 we do this by inserting into (9.27) a solution u = us + a, where
us is the fundamental soliton (again assuming that to a good approximation it is unchanged by
the generation of dispersive waves) and a is a small dispersive wave perturbation. We insert the
solution into (9.27) and linearise in a to obtain
(D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0))) (D − k) (u˜s + a˜) =
− 2piω
2
4Aeffc2
F.T.
[
χ(3) (T )
(
u3se
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |us|2 us
)]
− 2piω
2
4Aeffc2
F.T.
[
χ(3)
(
3u2sae
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 6 |us|2 a+ 3u2sa∗
)]
. (9.28)
Similarly to the terms dropped from (8.24) in section 8.4, the terms in the final bracket on the RHS
will only have a small effect on the solution for a. As a first order approximation they are ignored
leading to the following solution for a˜,
a˜ =
(D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0))) (D − k) u˜s − 2piω24Aeffc2F.T.
[
χ(3)
(
u3se
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |us|2 us
)]
(D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0))) (D − k) .
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As in the case of 8.25, the dispersive wave will be phase matched when the denominator is zero i.e
D (ω − ω0)− k = 0, (9.29)
or
D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0)) = 0. (9.30)
We can find the amplitude of these resonances by considering A′ = (D − k) a˜|D→k for the first
condition and A′ = (D + k + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0))) a˜|D→−k−2(β0+β1(ω−ω0)) for the second, which
lead to the same form for the amplitude
A′ =
− 2piω28Aeffc2F.T.
[
χ(3)
(
u3se
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)
+ 3 |us|2 us
)]
β (ω − ω0) . (9.31)
Using the form of the fundamental soliton us (ξ, T ) defined in (8.3), we obtain
A′ = − 2piω
2P0
√
P0
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)F.T.
[
χ(3)sech3
(
T
T0
)
e
3iγP0ξ/2e
2i
(
β0ξ−ω0T+ω0 ξvg
)]
− 2piω
2P0
√
P0
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)F.T.
[
3χ(3)
∣∣∣∣sech( TT0
)∣∣∣∣2 sech( TT0
)
e
iγP0ξ/2
]
. (9.32)
We take the Fourier transform ξ → k,
A′ = − 2piω
2P0
√
P0χ
(3)
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)F.T.
[
δ
(
k − 3γP0
2
− 2β0 − 2β1ω0
)
sech3
(
T
T0
)
e−2iω0T
]
− 2piω
2P0
√
P0χ
(3)
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)F.T.
[
3δ
(
k − γP0
2
) ∣∣∣∣sech( TT0
)∣∣∣∣2 sech( TT0
)]
. (9.33)
And the Fourier transform T → ω − ω0,
A′ = − piω
2T0P0
√
P0χ
(3)
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)
[
δ′
(
T 20 (ω − 3ω0)2 + 1
)
sech
(
piT0
2
(ω − 3ω0)
)]
− piω
2T0P0
√
P0χ
(3)
8Aeffc2β (ω − ω0)
[
3δ
(
T 20 (ω − ω0)2 + 1
)
sech
(
piT0
2
(ω − ω0)
)]
. (9.34)
Here δ = δ
(
k − γP02
)
and δ′ = δ
(
k − 3γP02 − 2β0 − 2β1ω0
)
.
This leads to four resonance conditions arising from the two conditions in (9.29) and (9.30) and
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the two delta functions in the above equation. From δ
(
k − γP02
)
we obtain
D − γP0
2
= 0, (9.35)
D +
γP0
2
+ 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0)) = 0, (9.36)
each with amplitude,
A′ = −piγβ0ω
2T0P0
√
P0χ
(3)
ω20βχ
(3)
0
(
T 20 (ω − ω0)2 + 1
)
sech
(
piT0
2
(ω − ω0)
)
. (9.37)
And from δ
(
k − 3γP02 − 2β0 − 2β1ω0
)
we obtain
D − 3γP0
2
− 2β0 − 2β1ω0 = 0, (9.38)
D +
3γP0
2
+ 2β0 + 2β1ω0 + 2 (β0 + β1 (ω − ω0)) = 0, (9.39)
each with amplitude,
A′ = −piγω
2β0T0P0
√
P0χ
(3)
3ω20βχ
(3)
0
(
T 20 (ω − 3ω0)2 + 1
)
sech
(
piT0
2
(ω − 3ω0)
)
. (9.40)
For the amplitudes, γ = 3χ
(3)
0 ω0/ (8n0cAeff ) and β0 = n0ω0/c.
The important point to note from this section is that the condition in (9.35) is the same as
the phase matching condition derived from the NLSE with higher order dispersion. This will be
considered in more detail in the next section. We also note that as in section 8.16 the amplitude of
the dispersive wave solution (see (9.37)) depends on the strength of the component of the soliton
spectrum at the phase matched wavelength. Therefore pulse compression and spectral broadening
will be critical in driving the radiation.
The two phase matching conditions in (9.36) and (9.38) have no solutions in our PCFs if we
only consider the fundamental mode. The phase matching condition in (9.39) does have a solution
in our PCFs however as we can see from (9.40) the amplitude depends on the component of the
third harmonic of the soliton at the phase matched frequency. As discussed in section 4.2 THG also
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requires higher order modes. Therefore all of these other phase matching conditions require higher
order modes and are beyond the scope of this thesis, thus they will not be considered further.
10 Dispersion profiles
In the previous sections we have seen that the same phase matching condition can be derived
from the NLSE with higher order dispersion and the more complicated pulse propagation equation.
In this section we look at this condition in more detail and use a typical dispersion profile from
the PCFs that are used in the experiments to find solutions. From this analysis we find the well
known RR solution to the phase matching condition. The more important finding is the new NRR
solution which only arises when negative frequencies are taken into account.
We start with the resonance condition and find that we can express it in a simple way in terms
of frequencies in the co-moving frame. The frequency in a frame moving with group velocity vg is
defined by the Doppler shift formula (non-relativistic)
ω′ = ω
(
1− n
ng
)
. (10.1)
Where ω′ is the co-moving frame frequency, ω is the lab frame frequency, n is the refractive index
(linear and non-linear parts) defined by n = c/vp = c/ (ω/β), and ng is the group index defined
by ng = c/vg = c/ (dω/dβ). From the phase matching condition D − γP0/2 = 0 we expand D and
rearrange to obtain
∑
n≥2
βn
n!
(ω − ω0)n − γP0
2
= β (ω)− β0 − β1 (ω − ω0)− γP0
2
= 0
⇒ −β (ω) + β1ω = −β0 + β1ω0 − γP0
2
⇒ −n (ω)ω
c
+
ω
υg
= −n (ω0)ω0
c
+
ω0
vg
− γP0
2
⇒ ω
(
1− n (ω)
ng
)
= ω0
(
1− n (ω0)
ng
− γP0c
2ω0ng
)
⇒ ω′ = ω′0. (10.2)
Where the third term in the bracket on the RHS is the non-linear contribution to the refractive
index divided by ng. Therefore the phase matching condition is a conservation of frequency in the
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Figure 15: Dispersion profile in the co-moving frame with the soliton (1) and RR (O) indicated
frame co-moving with the driving pulse centred at ω0.
In order to find solutions to these phase matching conditions we need to know the dispersion
profiles of the PCFs being used. In the co-moving frame the lab frame frequency plays the role of
wavenumber and hence a plot of ω′ as a function of ω is the equivalent in the moving frame of a plot
of ω as a function of β in the lab frame, which is the dispersion relation. For simplicity we initially
consider the case of negligible pulse power hence the non-linear contribution to the refractive index
is ignored.
An example of a moving frame dispersion profile for one of our PCFs is shown in figure 15.
This is plotted using wavelength rather than frequency on the x-axis as in the experiments the fibre
output spectra are recorded as functions of wavelength.
There are a few points of interest in the figure. The first is the soliton wavelength (represented
by the triangle). This occurs at a minimum because if we take the derivative of the co-moving
frame frequency with respect to lab frequency we obtain the following relation
d
dω
(ω′) =
d
dω
[
ω
(
1− n
ng
)]
= 1− n
ng
− ω
ng
dn
dω
. (10.3)
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Using the previously defined n and ng we obtain
d
dω
(ω′) = 1− cβ
ngω
− cω
ng
(−β
ω2
+
1
ω
dβ
dω
)
= 1− c
ng
dβ
dω
= 1− ng (ω)
ng (ω0)
. (10.4)
Therefore the derivative is zero at the soliton frequency (or wavelength). The maximum of
the curve is known as the group velocity matched wavelength, because it will have the same group
velocity as the soliton. Between the maxima and the minima is a point of inflection which represents
the ZDW of the fibre, we can see this by taking the second derivative of the co-moving frame
frequency with respect to lab frame frequency
d2
dω2
(ω′) = − c
ng
d2β
dω2
. (10.5)
At the point of inflection the second derivative is zero and therefore so is the second derivative of
the propagation constant i.e. β2 = 0.
On the short wavelength side of the group velocity matched point there is a solution to the
phase matching condition i.e. a point on the curve with the same ω′ as the soliton (marked by the
circle). This is the RR and for all of the PCFs used in the experiments it lies in the visible region
of the spectrum.
As mentioned before the dispersion curve in figure 15 is plotted for negligible soliton power. If
the power increases then we have to take account of the non-linear contribution to the refractive
index in (10.2). This will reduce the value of ω′0 and therefore change the wavelength of the phase
matched RR. The variation in the value of the phase matched wavelength with input pulse power
for one PCF is shown in figure 16. As the power increases ω′ will decrease shifting the RR signal
to shorter wavelengths. The same behaviour occurs for all the PCFs used.
The RR solution is well known, the important point in this section is that there is another
solution to the phase matching condition, the NRR which requires us to take into account negative
frequencies. This is a new result and, as previously discussed, it is to the best of our knowledge the
first example of this sort of coupling between positive and negative frequencies in optics.
As explained in section 5.2 electromagnetic waves can be decomposed into positive and negat-
ive frequency parts. Therefore we consider a second branch of the dispersion curve for negative
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Figure 16: Phase matched RR wavelength as the input pulse power varies for the NL-1.5-590 PCF
(power expressed in terms of N)
wavelengths, both positive and negative wavelength branches are shown in figure 17(a). The soliton
is a real electromagnetic wave and hence we can plot both its positive frequency component and its
complex conjugate negative frequency component on the dispersion curve (marked by triangles).
Figure 17(b) shows only the top part of the dispersion relation for both branches (in this case
the co-moving frame frequency has been plotted relative to the soliton co-moving frame frequency
ω
′
s). This clearly shows that there is a further solution to the condition ω
′ = ω′0, which lies on
the negative wavelength branch, this is the NRR. Figure 17(c) shows only the bottom part of the
dispersion relation for both branches (in this case the co-moving frame frequency has been plotted
relative to the co-moving frame frequency of the complex conjugate part of the soliton ω
′
s*). Again
we see two solutions to the phase matching condition, the RR on the negative branch and the NRR
on the positive branch.
In summary there are two solutions each real electromagnetic waves with a positive frequency
part and a negative frequency complex conjugate. The RR is always phase matched to the soliton
component with the same frequency sign and the NRR is always phase matched to the soliton
component with the opposite frequency sign.
For all of the PCFs we use the NRR lies in the UV region of the spectrum. In section 12 the
properties of NRR will be discussed further in particular the similarities and differences between
NRR and RR and the dependence of NRR on pulse compression. We note here, whilst the dispersion
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profiles are to hand, that in the UV the slope of the curve is considerably steeper than in the visible.
This means that any change in the co-moving frame frequency of the soliton will have a larger effect
on the wavelength of the RR than on that of the NRR. We will see this in the experimental results.
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(a) Positive and negative ω′
(b) Top part of figure (a)
(c) Bottom part of figure (a)
Figure 17: Dispersion curves as a function of positive and negative lab wavelengths (frequencies).
Showing the the soliton (1) RR (O) and NRR ( )
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Experimental results
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11 Introduction
In the first two parts of this thesis I have discussed developments in the field of optical solitons and
the types of radiation which are driven by such solitons. I have explained in more detail the theory
behind solitons propagating in fibres and in particular how they transfer energy to RR and NRR.
I now turn to the experiments that I have carried out. These mainly investigate the evolution of
short pulses, in particular pulse compression, and the generation and evolution of RR and NRR.
In this part I will first describe the set-up used for the experiments and the parameters that
could be varied. I will also explain some of the experimental procedures used and the particular
challenges encountered in this project.
In the experimental results section I will present results demonstrating the first discovery of
NRR in optics. The significance of this result has already been discussed in section 5.2. In brief
it demonstrates the first example in optics of a mixing between positive and negative frequencies.
Such a mixing can in some circumstances lead to amplification and may have links to the generation
of the optical analogue of HR discussed in section 6.
Many of the other experimental results focus on the use of different pulse parameters to control
pulse evolution - in particular to control pulse compression. The purpose of this control was twofold,
firstly to vary the generation efficiency of the different types of radiation driven by solitons and
secondly to allow for qualitative investigations into how the pulse and driven radiation evolve in
the PCF. The results are compared to simulations carried out using a split step Fourier tool (RP
ProPulse [101]), which is used to quantitatively investigate pulse evolution.
12 Experimental set-up
The majority of the experiments use a Ti:Sapphire laser (FemtoSource Rainbow). This produces
hyperbolic secant pulses of approximately 7 fs duration using a Kerr lens mode-locking technique
[130, 19]. The development of lasers which could produce pulses in the femtosecond range made
possible many of the developments in the field of solitons and radiation driven by solitons. The
short pulse lengths mean that peak powers are high for relatively low average powers allowing a
variety of non-linear effects to take place. The average power of the laser in continuous wave mode
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reaches up to 300 mW. Once mode-locked with a repetition rate of 77 MHz the average power is
reduced to a maximum of 200 mW with a corresponding peak power of up to 370 kW.
The pulses have a bandwidth of approximately 200 nm centred at 780 nm. With a short pulse
a broad bandwidth is inevitable. It can be useful, for example components of the soliton are
able to drive phase matched radiation over a wide range of wavelengths. It also leads to various
challenges when using the pulses, which will be discussed in sections 12.3 and 12.4. The wavelength
is important to note because, in order for solitons to form, this must lie within the anomalous
dispersion region of the PCF used. Equally as important, the wavelength of the input pulse will
determine the wavelengths of the RR, NRR and other phase matched radiation.
The pulse spectrum produced by the laser is shown in figure 18 measured as the detector is
moved horizontally across the beam cross section. The figure shows the width of the spectrum as
well as the spatial shape of the pulse.
The sharp peak at approximately 670 nm is not part of the pulse spectrum and, as can be
seen in the figure, it has a different spatial profile. In some of the experiments it is removed using
a 695 nm long pass filter with little significant change in the results. It arises due to the mirror
coatings used in the laser. These extend the laser spectrum in order to make it possible to carry out
carrier envelope locking. This is a technique for fixing the offset between the maximum of the pulse
envelope and the optical phase. Whilst carrier envelope locking is useful for experiments requiring
a well defined, stable frequency comb, it is not used in any of the experiments described here and
hence the 670 nm peak can be removed. Without the 670 nm peak, the pulse is approximately
symmetric in shape. In figure 18 the centre of the beam lies at approximately 6 mm.
The pulses are coupled into solid core PCFs which were discussed in section 3. Measurements of
the dispersive properties of the PCFs will be described in section 12.6. The output light is measured
using either a CCD spectrometer for the visible and IR, or a monochromator and photomultiplier
tube for the UV. The input pulse properties which are varied in the experiments are the pulse
power, polarisation and pulse chirp.
The experimental set-up varies a little between the different experiments. The basic config-
uration is shown in figure 19. As mentioned the output can also be coupled into a spectrometer
to detect the visible and IR. The various important features of the experimental set-up will be
considered in more detail in the following sections.
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Figure 18: Input pulse spectrum (logarithmic values) for different positions moving horizontally
through the cross section of the beam
Figure 19: Basic experimental set-up
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Figure 20: Transmission of the 92:8 pellicle at 45o incidence, calculated from measurements of the
spectrum using the CCD spectrometer. Averaged over 200 ms i.e. over more than 15 million pulses
12.1 Input pulse power
Power is a key parameter to adjust as it can be used to control pulse compression in the PCF
and the strength of non-linear effects. In all experiments it is necessary to either keep the power
constant whilst varying another parameter or to be able to vary the power whilst not altering any
other beam parameters such as the polarisation or the pulse chirp.
The power reaching the PCFs is adjusted using polarisation optics or pellicle beamsplitters.
The latter are thin nitrocellulose membranes. Depending on the coating applied to the membrane
they act as beamsplitters with different ratios for reflection and transmission. They are used in the
experiments to change the power without introducing significant extra glass into the beam path
and thus altering the input pulse chirp (see section 12.3 for details on pulse chirp).
The graph in figure 20 shows the measured transmission of one of the pellicles at 45o incidence,
across the spectrum of the input pulse. The specified transmission is 92% and the results match
this reasonably well with some small dependence on wavelength. This allows us to conclude that
inserting pellicles will not distort the pulse spectrum significantly. If the incidence angle is varied
the ratio of transmitted to reflected power will change slightly which can be used for small power
adjustments. However large rotations introduce increasingly large fringes into the transmission
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Figure 21: Change in PCF coupling as a function of angular beam deviation
spectrum which are undesirable.
For some experiments larger input pulse chirps are not detrimental and so polarisation optics are
used to control the power. Specifically this involves using an achromatic Half Wave Plate (HWP)
followed by an achromatic thin film Polariser (POL) in the beam path. Both are intended for use
over the range 600− 950 nm, which as seen in figure 18 includes the spectrum of the input pulses.
Both elements add considerable chirp to the pulse significantly changing the pulse length. The
exact values of the added chirp will be considered in section 12.3.1.
A further consideration, when using the HWP for either power or polarisation control, is that if
it is at all wedged in shape it will cause slight deviations in the beam when it is rotated. This will
change the coupling into the PCF which will affect the measured output. Estimates of the potential
change in coupling are found by deviating the input beam using a mirror and measuring the angular
deviation and the change in the power coupled into a piece of PCF. The mirror used for deviating
the beam is positioned at approximately the same distance from the PCF as the HWP. The results
are shown in figure 21, they show that a relatively small angular change has a large effect on the
coupling. A wedge of the order of an arc-minute in the HWP would reduce the coupling by over
half.
The specified wedge angle of the HWP is considerably less than an arc-minute and should
therefore cause a change in coupling of much less than 50%. To test this, the HWP is placed in the
beam path before the POL and rotated. The power after the POL is kept constant using pellicles
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and the change in coupling is measured. Including the POL after the HWP ensures that the input
beam polarisation is always aligned in the same way with respect to the PCF axes. The results
indicate that the coupling varied by less than 5% over the whole rotation.
The POL consists of a polarizing coating deposited on ultra thin fused silica plates, which are
mounted in such a way that lateral displacement of the beam should be perfectly compensated and
rotating the POL should cause no beam deviation. This is checked in the same way as the HWP
by placing the POL under test behind a second POL. Similar results to the HWP are found for the
change in coupling. This indicates that rotating the HWP or POL causes minimal deviation of the
beam. In this case, as seen in figure 21, minimal means that they deviate the beam by less than
0.5 arcminutes. To reduce any slight deviation the HWP and POL are placed as close to the PCF
input as possible in any experiment where they have to be rotated.
12.2 Input and output polarisation
Input polarisation is an important parameter to be able to measure and control. We require
the output from the laser to be linearly polarised and to be able to rotate this linear polarisation
before the PCF. Additionally it must be possible to measure the polarisation of the output. As in
the case of the power, any adjustments to the input polarisation should not affect the other pulse
parameters such as power and chirp.
The laser output must be linearly polarised and rotatable so that it can be aligned with one
principal axis of the PCF and excite only this axis. This will maximise the peak power along
that axis and therefore the non-linear effects. In addition, the different PCF axes have slightly
different dispersion curves and therefore radiation driven by the input pulse will be phase matched at
different wavelengths. Exciting only one axis simplifies the resulting output spectra allowing easier
interpretation of results. A further reason for requiring linear polarisation is that this optimises the
use of some of the optical components. For example using the HWP and the POL to control the
power over the widest possible range requires linearly polarised light. Another example is that some
components are sensitive to the polarisation of the light. As explained in section 12.1, rotating the
pellicle introduces fringes into the spectrum. This effect is more pronounced for linearly polarised
light aligned vertically with respect to the optical table as compared to horizontally.
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Measurements of the output polarisation allow us to see how the polarisation state changes
during propagation through the PCF.
The pulse exiting the laser is expected to be linearly polarised and aligned horizontally with
respect to the optical table. To test this we use a HWP and Polarising Beam Cube (PBC) (specified
for use at 800 nm) to measure the Polarisation Extinction Ratio (PER) at the laser output, which
gives a value of 0.99. Here I have used the following definition for the PER,
PER =
(A−B)
A+B
. (12.1)
Where A and B are respectively the maximum and minimum transmitted powers through the PBC
as the HWP is rotated. Using this definition, the PER would be 1 if the beam was linearly polarised
and the polariser used was perfect. In this measurement the PBC is used instead of the achromatic
thin film POL as the latter has a specified maximum PER of only 0.96.
Measurements of the PER at different points in the beam path before the coupling into the
PCF yield similar results indicating that the input light is linearly polarised to a very good degree.
The input beam linear polarisation is rotated using the achromatic HWP. The polarisation of
the output in the IR and visible can be measured using a similar HWP and the achromatic thin film
POL, or the HWP and polarisers such as the PBC, with narrower operational bandwidths but higher
PERs. However these elements are not designed for use in the UV - hence a different type of polariser
called a Glan-Taylor polariser is used. This consists of two right angled prisms of a birefringent
material fixed opposite each other with a small air gap in between. Light passing through the first
prism will be totally internally reflected at the prism-air boundary if it is polarised perpendicular
to the optical axis of the prism. Light polarised parallel to the optical axis will be transmitted
[102]. The polarising properties of the Glan-Taylor polariser are independent of wavelength and
the birefringent material used to make the polariser is selected to have high transmittance in the
UV. The polariser is specified to have a PER of 0.999998 indicating that very accurate polarisation
measurements should be possible.
The Glan-Taylor polariser may cause some deviation of the output beam as it is rotated. This
will change the coupling into the monochromator used for detection in the UV. In order to measure
the deviation two Glan-Taylor polarisers are used. The first one in the beam path is rotated whilst
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the second is kept stationary to maintain the same polarisation into the detector and remove any
effects due to the polarisation sensitivity of the monochromator. If the rotation of the polariser
causes no effects other than the selection of different polarisations then the intensity measured by
the monochromator will follow a squared sinusoidal pattern.
The results are shown in figure 22(a) along with the expected sinusoidal variation. Additionally
the residuals are shown in figure 22(b). The value 00 indicates that the two polarisers are aligned
with each other. The monochromator signal is recorded across the region in the UV where most of
the signals of interest in the experiments occur.
The graph in figure 22(a) shows that the measured ratios follow the expected squared sinusoidal
pattern reasonably closely for a rotation over 900, although the residuals indicate that there is
a systematic deviation. For larger rotations the measured values are slightly lower than expected
(the maximum difference from the expected value is 28%) indicating a small beam deviation. These
results indicate that for precision measurements of the polarisation the Glan-Taylor polariser is not
suitable. Therefore in all measurements the Glan-Taylor rotation is restricted to 900 to minimise
deviations and additionally the polariser is positioned closer to the detector to further reduce the
issue.
A further polarisation related consideration is the sensitivity of the detectors. The spectrometer
used for the visible and the IR shows negligible sensitivity to polarisation. The UV detection
system does have some polarisation dependence particularly for wavelengths close to the edge of
the sensitivity bandwidth. This will be described in more detail in section 12.5.
12.2.1 Aligning the photonic crystal fibre axis
As explained previously, aligning one of the principal axes of the PCF with the input polarisation
ensures that only one axis is excited. This alignment is achieved by rotating the input polarisation
and measuring the PER in the PCF output. This is used to determine whether the output light
is linearly or elliptically polarised. If the polarisation of the input light is aligned with one PCF
principal axis we expect linear polarisation in the output and therefore the highest PER.
The input polarisation is rotated using the HWP and POL. The HWP could be used on its
own to rotate the polarisation. However the use of the HWP and POL allows easy control of the
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(a) Ratio of the total UV output signal 230 nm to 260 nm relative to the signal for aligned
polarisers as one Glan-Taylor polariser is rotated. The solid line is the expected squared
sinusoidal variation
(b) Residuals - deviations of the measured ratio from the theoretical ratio as a function of
the angle
Figure 22: Rotating the Glan-Taylor polariser
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input power. The output polarisation is measured using another HWP and a PBC both specified
for use at 800 nm. The input beam is passed through a bandpass filter of 40 nm width centred at
800 nm. This both increases the pulse length and decreases the average power (further decrease is
achieved using the input HWP and POL). So the pulse peak power and hence the non-linear effects
in the PCF are considerably reduced. As will be shown in section 13.5, the degree of polarisation
deteriorates to a large extent during propagation through the PCF. The highest output polarisation
ratios are measured for low input powers, which suggests that some of the de-polarisation is due to
non-linear effects.
Once the angle of the principal PCF axes relative to horizontally polarised input light have
been found the PCF is rotated. A different alignment method would be to leave the PCF and to
rotate the input light using the HWP and POL. However in many of the experiments these optical
elements had to be removed either to maintain a low pulse chirp or to vary the pulse chirp.
12.3 Input pulse chirp
Chirp is a key parameter to adjust as, like the power, it can be used to control pulse compression
in the PCF. In all experiments it is necessary to either keep the chirp constant whilst varying another
parameter or to be able to vary the chirp whilst not altering any other beam parameters, such as
the power or the polarisation. I will begin this section by briefly explaining the concept of chirp
and then discuss how it is controlled in the experiments.
As shown in figure 18, the width of the spectrum is approximately 200nm and therefore the pulse
is extremely susceptible to frequency dispersion. Different wavelengths in the pulse will experience
a different refractive index when passing through a medium, and thus propagate at different group
velocities. As an example of this we can consider a piece of BK7 glass. This has a refractive index
of n = 1.51629 at 600 nm and a refractive index of n = 1.5090 at 900 nm [106]. This means that if
the two wavelengths of light were propagated through 1 mm of BK7 glass they would be separated
in time by approximately 55 fs at the output.
This dispersion leads to a change in the temporal shape of the pulse and also a variation in the
frequency at different temporal positions across the pulse (the instantaneous frequency). The pulse
is then said to be “chirped”. The effect of passing through a medium such as air or bulk glass will
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be to temporally broaden a previously unchirped pulse by applying a positive chirp.
A positive chirp occurs when the longer wavelengths move to the front of the pulse and the
shorter wavelengths to the back, a negative chirp is produced when the opposite occurs. The sign
of the chirp produced will depend on the wavelength of the input light. For example, as mentioned
in section 3, bulk silica has a ZDW at 1270 nm. This means that pulses at longer wavelengths will
be negatively chirped by passing through silica and pulses at shorter wavelengths will be positively
chirped. The connection between chirp and dispersion will be discussed shortly.
In the wavelength region containing the pulses from the laser, most glasses (e.g. fused silica,
LakL21, SF10 and BK7 [98]) and air will produce a positive chirp. In order to produce a negative
chirp Double Chirped Mirrors (DCM) are used (see appendix 16.1 for details and for other methods
used to produce negative chirp).
Changing the length and instantaneous frequency of a pulse has consequences for its subsequent
evolution in a PCF, as will be seen in section 13.4. This is used to control the generation of
dispersive radiation and also to investigate how the pulse and the radiation it drives evolve.
In order to quantify the chirp a pulse develops as it passes through a medium we begin with the
propagation constant. For light of angular frequency ω in a medium with effective refractive index
n (ω) this is, as before, given by β = n (ω)ω/c. Expanding in a Taylor series about a central pulse
frequency ω0 leads to
β = β0 + β1 (ω − ω0) + β2
2!
(ω − ω0)2 + β3
3!
(ω − ω0)3 + ... =
∞∑
n=0
βn
n!
(ω − ω0)n . (12.2)
Here the βncoefficients are as defined in (5.1).
The β1 term is the inverse of the group velocity of the light and hence the β2 term quantifies the
difference in velocity between different frequencies and therefore the pulse chirp. If a medium has a
positive β2 then it will introduce a positive chirp to a previously unchirped pulse and if a medium
has a negative β2 it will introduce a negative chirp. The higher order terms will also have an effect,
however in most media the β2 term dominates. The β2 term is known as the GVD parameter and,
in this thesis, it will be expressed in units of fs2mm−1. A medium with GVD parameter β2 and
length L is said to have a Group Delay Dispersion (GDD) of β2L in units of fs
2 and will introduce
a chirp to the pulse of β2L.
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Before coupling the laser beam into the PCF it is possible to vary its chirp. This is done either
by increasing or decreasing the path length of the light through air or different types of glass, or by
the use of DCM. In both cases to a good approximation the effect of higher order dispersion can be
neglected. For example for BK7 glass the term containing β2 in (12.2) is approximately 60 times
larger than the term containing β3 (when considering the largest separation of pulse frequency ω
from the pulse central frequency).
The effect of varying the path length through a particular medium on the pulse length is easily
quantified if non-linear effects in the medium are small enough to be ignored. This is a good
approximation to make for propagation through glass or air in the absence of any focusing of the
beam.
In this case the NLSE (see (8.1)) can be simplified further, by removing the γ term. It can
then be solved using the Fourier transform method [2] to find the amplitude of the electric field of
the pulse. The final result for the form of the electric field amplitude A (z, T ) after a propagation
distance z through a medium with GVD parameter β2 is
A (z, T ) =
1
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
A˜ (0, ω) e(
i
2β2ω
2z−iωT)dω. (12.3)
Where T is the normalised time parameter and A˜ (0, ω) is the Fourier transform of the incident
field,
A˜ (0, ω) =
∞ˆ
−∞
A (0, T ) e(iωT )dT. (12.4)
This is readily solved for the case of a pulse with an initially unchirped Gaussian temporal profile
AGauss (0, T ) = exp
(−T 2/2τ20 ), leading to
AGauss (z, T ) =
τ0
(τ20 − iβ2z)1/2
e
(
− T2
2(τ20−iβ2z)
)
. (12.5)
Here τ0 is a measure of the initial pulse length
9. The pulse still has a Gaussian shape but the
imaginary term in the exponent leads to a phase which varies with propagation distance. This
phase term produces a variation in the instantaneous frequency across the pulse i.e a pulse chirp.
9τ0 is the temporal half width of the pulse when the pulse intensity is e−1 of its maximum value
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The form of AGauss (z, T ) in (12.5) leads to the following equation for the variation in the pulse
length τz (z)
10 as a function of the propagation distance [2],
τz (z) = τ0
√
1 +
(
β2z
τ20
)2
. (12.6)
As can be seen from (12.6) the smaller the initial pulse length, the greater the effect of the same
combination of z and β2. For both positive and negative β2 values the length of the pulse will
increase as z increases an effect known as dispersive pulse broadening.
For the hyperbolic secant pulses used in the experiments ASech (0, T ) = sech (T/T0), there is
not such a simple analytical form for the pulse broadening, however the qualitative behaviour is
similar. The Fourier transform of the hyperbolic secant pulse is given by
F.T.[A (0, T )] = A˜Sech (0, ω) =
T0
2
sech
(pi
2
T0ω
)
. (12.7)
Inserting this into (12.3) and solving numerically allows the pulse length to be calculated. The
variation in pulse length with β2z turns out to be similar to the behaviour of a Gaussian pulse so
that it is possible to use the Gaussian equation for pulse broadening as an approximation.
12.3.1 Measuring the GDD of optical elements
As explained in the previous section, the variation in the pulse chirp is achieved by changing
the beam path length through air or glass or by introducing DCMs into the beam path. In order
to quantify the pulse chirp, the dispersive properties of the optical elements used in the beam path
need to be known.
This is achieved by adding and removing optical elements from the beam path and measuring
the resulting pulse length. An autocorrelator (A.P.E pulseCheck) is used for these measurements,
the details of how such a device works can be found in appendix 16.2. The changes in pulse length
are then fitted to (12.6) to calculate the GDD values (β2z) for each element. The results for various
optical elements are shown in table 1. Figure 23(a) shows the theoretical variation in pulse length
as the GDD is varied and a selection of the experimental data with the fitted GDD values. The
10As for τ0 , τz is the temporal half width of the pulse when the pulse intensity is e−1 of its maximum value
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Optical element GDD
(
fs2
)
at 780 nm
Achromatic HWP (600− 950 nm) 74
Achromatic Quarter Wave Plate (QWP) (600− 950 nm) 36
Achromatic thin film POL (600− 950 nm) 45
Laser output coupler wedge per extra mm moved into the beam 1.7
Pellicle beamsplitter (2 µm nitrocellulose membrane) 1.1
DCM per extra double bounce −50
Glass slide (BK7 glass, ∼ 1 mm thick) 50
695 nm long pass filter (3 mm thick) 80
Table 1: Measured GDD for each of the optical elements used to vary the pulse chirp. Where
unspecified the GDD is for one pass through the element
match is very good for smaller GDD values and only deviates slightly from the theory at larger
values. This deviation can be seen clearly in the plot of the residuals 23(b) which are randomly
distributed about zero in the central part of the graph but not at large negative or positive GDD
values.
A more accurate calculation of the GDD values of the optical elements would be achieved by
fitting the measured pulse length variation to numerical simulations of the hyperbolic secant pulse
broadening. In addition the effect of TOD could also be included. This would improve the match
between the theoretical and the measured data. However the majority of the experiments carried
out using the chirp do not require such a high degree of accuracy.
12.4 Coupling into the photonic crystal fibre
In this section I will describe some of the challenges encountered in coupling the light into the
PCF and solutions to these challenges. A number of factors including the spectrally broad input
pulses and the short PCFs used mean that the coupling process is not as simple as in other PCF
set-ups and requires some detailed explanation.
The first coupling issues arise from the use of pulses with very broad spectra. The main difficulty
is that such pulses are extremely susceptible to dispersion. In passing through any medium the
pulse length will change due to the different velocities of the various frequency components in the
pulse. Therefore it is not possible to use lenses to focus the beam as the large thickness of glass
involved would broaden the pulse to an unacceptable degree. This solution to this is to use an
Off-axis Parabolic Mirror (OAP) to focus the beam. These are a well known type of focusing
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(a) Pulse length as the GDD is varied: theoretical and fitted experimental results - the
fitting is accomplished by varying the GDD of the elements and using (12.6)
(b) Residuals - deviations of the measured pulse length from the fitted pulse length as a
function of the GDD
Figure 23: Measuring the GDD of the optical elements (a) Pulse length as the GDD is varied, (b)
Residuals
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mirror, which introduces much less GDD into the beam path and is free of spherical aberrations
(all parallel light rays focus to one point).
An additional problem with the use of lenses for focusing is chromatic aberration. This arises
because different frequencies of light will be focused to different spatial positions by a lens. Again
this issue is resolved by using an OAP to focus the beam. As the OAP relies on reflection to
produce a focus, all frequencies will be focused to the same point.
The OAP we use for coupling into the PCF has a gold coating. The coating is used to optimise
the reflectance in the region of the spectrum where the input pulse lies, i.e. the near IR.
When the beam is being focused as part of the initial experimental set-up or after significant
changes have been made in the set-up, the focus spot will at first be reasonably large. In this case
it is possible to use a commercial beam scanning device to measure the size of the focus and start
to reduce its size by adjustments of the OAP and the mirrors steering the beam onto the OAP.
The beam scanning device is only specified to measure beam sizes down to 2.5 µm in diameter. In
order to optimise smaller focal spots a different method is required.
The focus size is further optimised using a two photon technique. A silicon photo-diode is placed
in the focus to detect the incoming photons. The photo-diode is sensitive in the range 220 nm to
360 nm, hence it can only detect two photon events from the input beam. These are non-linear
events and therefore very sensitive to the intensity in the focal spot (and hence to the size of
the focal spot). The photo-diode signal produced by the input beam is very weak compared to
background light, it is distinguished using a Lock in Amplifier (LIA) . This device, developed in the
1930s and 1940s [32, 93], is used to pick out small signals from a very noisy background. It uses the
fact that, if two sinusoidal functions of different frequencies are multiplied together and integrated
over a much longer time than the period of either function, the result will be zero. If however the
two functions have the same frequency, the result of the integration will be half the multiple of the
two amplitudes. In our case, a chopping wheel placed in the input beam before the PCF modulates
the beam, and therefore the photo-diode signal, sinusoidally. The chopping wheel frequency is sent
to the LIA as a reference and the LIA integrates over the product of the photo-diode signal and a
sinusoidal function at the reference frequency. Any non-zero component in the result is due to the
input beam rather than noise. In this way the focus size is adjusted to maximize the photo-diode
signal by adjusting the optical elements before the beam focus. One drawback of this method is
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that it does not give an absolute size for the focus, only relative improvement can be seen.
Once the focus has been optimized, a piezo stage is used to position the PCF in the focus. This
positioning is aided by the use of a microscope positioned above the PCF. For a long piece of PCF
the output power is easily measured using a power meter. The coupling efficiency is typically found
to be around 20−30%. Thus for an 100 mW average power beam before the PCF (the laser output
power is reduced after passing through all other optical components) the average power level in the
PCF is estimated to be 20 − 30 mW . For a 12 fs input pulse (full width half maximum) and an
77 MHz repetition rate this leads to a peak power of 22− 32 kW.
For shorter pieces of PCF the power meter is no longer suitable as a coupling aid. A significant
proportion of the input light is able to pass around the PCF or through the cladding and is therefore
detected by the power meter. In this case the microscope is used to move the PCF end towards
the focus and rough alignment is achieved by observing the output from the PCF and looking for a
characteristic pattern as the piezo stage is adjusted. I developed this pattern observation technique
as a quick and simple way to achieve a high enough coupling efficiency to observe signals such as
RR in the output which could then be used for further coupling improvement.
The characteristic pattern observed in the output as the PCF end passes through the focus is
as follows, as the PCF cladding moves into the focus a bright red output is observed, as the core
then moves into the focus the output dims, then brightens again as the cladding on the other side
of the core moves into the focus. By looking for this characteristic dimming the core can be found.
Once in this region where the output is dim, fine adjustments lead to a bright output in colours
ranging from yellow to purple depending on the input pulse properties and degree of coupling.
Further improvement in the coupling is achieved by observing the RR signal in the PCF output
using a CCD spectrometer, this process is discussed further in section 12.5. After this series of
steps the coupling efficiency is expected to be around 20− 30 %, similar to the result for the long
PCF. The uncertainty in the exact power coupled into the PCF will later be taken into account
when quantitative results from the experiments are compared to simulation results acquired using
specific input powers.
As an aside it is interesting to note that when a short piece of PCF is placed in the input focal
point with the core slightly offset from the focus, for various discrete offset positions a particular
“star” shaped mode appears in the output. The shape of the mode is exactly reproduced for the
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Figure 24: Beam shapes at the output of the NL-1.5-670 PCF as the PCF end is scanned across
the focus
different positions although with varying levels of brightness. This may be due to a form of guiding
through other secondary channels in the periodic structure of air holes in the cladding. Such guiding
has previously been seen in a paper by Efimov et al. [6]. As in our experiment, they keep the focus
spot in the same place and raster the PCF tip across. Rather than photographing the output spot,
as we do, they measure the transmitted power. Their results clearly show that it is possible for
light to be guided in the supporting structures between the holes in the cladding.
The photographic results from my experiment are shown in figure 24, along with an SEM image
of the PCF end and the approximate position of the focus spot relative to the PCF core. Note that,
in the output spot pictures, the central part of the beam has been blocked as it is considerably
brighter than the rest of the spot and that the pattern only appears at the marked positions. The
irregular distribution of the marked positions suggests that the PCF end may be damaged in some
way such that light is not able to be guided in all supporting structures. In particular it appears
that the lower right hand side of the PCF is not guiding any light. Another possible cause for the
irregular distribution is that the piezo stage used to position the PCF drifted slightly during the
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measurements, hence the positions recorded are only approximate.
12.5 Output detection
In this section some technical details will be described relating to the detection of signals from
the PCF. Two sets of detection apparatus are used - one for the UV and one for the visible and
near IR. Each has to fulfil certain criteria. They are required to have high and uniform spectral
sensitivity over the regions of interest. In addition, for measurements of signal polarisation, it is
desirable that they have the same sensitivity to each polarisation component.
The output from the PCF is collimated using an aluminium coated off OAP. The coating is a
thin layer of protected aluminium on a substrate of non-protected aluminium designed to increase
the reflectivity of the mirror over the UV, visible and near IR. In this case the OAP used (Edmund
Optics) has reflectivity greater than 85% over the relevant spectral regions. As with the OAP used
to focus the input light, using an OAP in the output rather than a lens removes the problems of
spherical and chromatic aberration.
The beam is then directed either to a CCD spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec) to measure signals
in the visible and near IR or to a monochromator (Princeton Instruments) with attached single
photon counter to measure signals in the UV. The CCD spectrometer allows real time measurements
of the whole spectrum. The data acquisition system for the monochromator allows either the
monitoring of the signal at a small range of wavelengths in real time or scans to be taken over a
wider range of wavelengths.
A flip mirror is used in the output beam path to allow an easy transfer between coupling into
the CCD spectrometer and coupling into the monochromator. In addition the mirrors used for the
UV beam path are partially transparent to the visible and IR. It is therefore possible to couple the
transmitted beam from one of these mirrors into a CCD spectrometer. This allows the coupling
into the PCF to be monitored by observing the RR signal in the visible, whilst a monochromator
scan is taking place.
The CCD spectrometer and its accompanying optics have a high sensitivity over the required
spectral regions. The spectral response of the spectrometer grating is not completely uniform
however the device has been previously calibrated by the manufacturer to take into account any
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variation in sensitivity. In addition the spectrometer and coupling optics display negligible sensit-
ivity to polarisation.
In the case of the monochromator and its accompanying optics the detection criteria are not so
easily met. The edge of the spectral sensitivity of the monochromator and its coupling optics lies
close to the phase matched wavelength of the NRR for some of the PCFs used. At this edge the
spectral response becomes highly non-uniform and therefore a calibration procedure is required.
Measurements of the spectral sensitivity are taken using a Deuterium Halogen light source.
This is initially measured using the CCD spectrometer (pre-calibrated) and then measured using
the monochromator and its coupling optics. The results for an early experimental set-up are shown
in figure 25(a). As can be seen, the high sensitivity region of the detection set-up is between 240nm
and 350nm. This means that any phase matched NRR outside of this range may not be detectable.
This initial calibration measurement also displays a series of fringes from 225 nm to 240 nm.
The non-uniformity and cut-off in the sensitivity in that region of the UV is unacceptable as this
is the region in which most of the NRR signals lie. Therefore a new detection set-up was required
using different optics to couple into the monochromator. A calibration of this set-up yields the
results seen in figure 25(b). For longer wavelengths the results are similar to figure 25(a) hence
only the short wavelength region of interest has been included. In addition the results are taken
using a Glan-Taylor polariser in the beam to produce a beam horizontally polarised with respect
to the optical table. The sensitivity cut off is now at a shorter wavelength and the variation in
sensitivity is greatly reduced. The main improvement came from changing the mirrors used to
direct the beam into the monochromator for a new set with a different reflective coating which
have higher and more uniform reflectivity in the spectral region of interest.
The sensitivity of the detection set-up to different polarisations is also checked using the Deu-
terium Halogen light source (unpolarised) and the Glan-Taylor polariser. It is found that for light
polarised horizontally with respect to the optical table the short wavelength decline in sensitivity
occurs at a very slightly longer wavelength than for light polarised vertically with respect to the
table. For longer wavelengths the sensitivity to each polarisation is approximately the same.
This sensitivity to different polarisations would be unacceptable if measurements of the NRR
polarisation were to be carried out. However such measurements are not possible due to the
small NRR signal strength combined with poor transmission of the Glan-Taylor polariser in that
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spectral region. If it had been possible to take polarisation measurements then the detection set-up
would have had to be modified to reduce the sensitivity to polarisation. Further measurements
would be required to locate the optical elements responsible for the sensitivity and to replace them.
Alternatively the polarisation sensitivity could be measured and all results corrected to take account
of it.
As mentioned in section 12.4 the coupling efficiency could be optimised up to 20−30% efficiency
using the RR signal. Both the production of the RR and the NRR increase with increasing power
coupled into the PCF and therefore optimisation of their output indicates an improved coupling.
However the RR is a considerably larger signal than the NRR and could be monitored in real time
using the CCD spectrometer. In addition the NRR output signal strength was further complicated
by factors such as loss which will be discussed in section 13.3. Hence the RR was the best signal to
optimise and monitor the coupling efficiency. This could be achieved by observing the RR signal
on the CCD spectrometer and adjusting the piezo stage to move the PCF into the focus.
12.6 Measuring the photonic crystal fibre properties
Accurate predictions of the pulse evolution in the PCF require knowledge of the dispersive
properties of the PCF. This is particularly important in predicting where in the spectrum signals
such as the RR and NRR will occur. In this section I will describe the methods employed to
measure the dispersion profiles of the PCFs we use.
All of the PCFs are labelled with a particular ZDW, however this is an approximate value which
usually does not correspond to measured values. Hence although the PCFs will be referred to by
these labels, they do not reflect the actual PCF properties.
The two methods used to measure the dispersion profiles of the PCFs employed in the experi-
ments are: fitting to the RR peak at threshold and using external data. All of the measurements
and calculations were carried out by other people in the research group or in other research groups,
therefore they will only be briefly outlined.
12.6.1 Method one - Resonant Radiation phase matching
This method involves recording the PCF output spectrum and measuring the wavelength of the
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(a) Old detection set-up
(b) New detection set-up
Figure 25: Normalised UV detection set-up sensitivity. (a) Sensitivity using old detection set-up.
(b) Sensitivity using new detection set-up, horizontal polarisation only
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RR signal as a function of the input pulse wavelength.
As described in part II the RR obeys a phase matching condition. This is expressed as in (8.15)
or (10.2). In the case of the former if the input power is negligible the equation becomes
∑
n≥2
βn
n!
(ωRR − ωS)n = 0. (12.8)
The lowest input power for which an RR signal is seen, will produce a signal at a wavelength
(frequency) which to a very good approximation solves the above equation. As the equation shows
the wavelength (frequency) of the RR signal will depend on the frequency of the input pulse ωs.
A femtosecond laser (Delmar Trestles) is used for this experiment. The laser produces pulses
of approximately 70 fs duration, which can be varied in wavelength from 750 − 900 nm. It is this
ability to vary the wavelength which means that this laser is used rather than the FemtoSource
Rainbow laser used in most of the experiments. For the PCF under test a series of output spectra
are recorded for different input pulse wavelengths. At each wavelength the power is increased until
the first appearance of the RR signal in the output.
The results for ωRR as a function of ωS are then fitted using a model for the PCF dispersion.
The model used treats the PCF as a single strand of silica in air with a particular radius [13, 141].
The propagation constants β of the modes of the PCF are found from the eigenvalue equation (3.1)
discussed in section 3. In this case n2 the cladding refractive index is set to the index of air. Once
β is known (12.8) is used to find the RR phase matched frequency. The core radius a from (3.1) is
used to fit the RR frequencies from the model to the measured values.
An example of the results from this experiment for one PCF is shown in figure 26 (data measured
in our lab by Sven Rohr). The figure shows the measured and fitted RR wavelengths as a function
of the input pulse wavelength. The data shows excellent agreement with the fit even though only
one fitting parameter (the strand diameter) has been used. The standard deviation of the data is
less than 2.5 nm.
This method has a few sources of uncertainty, the RR signals at threshold are very small and
can be difficult to measure and the pump pulse has a bandwidth of about 10 nm introducing some
uncertainty into its measured wavelength. Also the model used to fit the measured data has only
one fitting parameter and relies on the PCF having a high air fill fraction in the cladding. Therefore
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Figure 26: Measured peak wavelengths (wavelength at the maximum spectral density) and fitted
data for the RR method. NL-1.6-615 PCF
not all of the PCFs used in the experiments can be fitted using this model. If the air holes in the
photonic crystal cladding are too small then the struts connecting to the core cannot be neglected
and it is not possible to treat the core as an isolated strand. One example of a PCF which could
not be measured with this method is the NL-PM-750B. Its dispersion curve was measured using
method two described below.
Despite the sources of uncertainty the method is still expected to lead to accurate predictions
of the NRR wavelength. This is because the NRR lies in the UV and the refractive index in this
spectral region changes rapidly with wavelength, leading to good wavelength discrimination. This
effect reduces the impact of the uncertainty in the input pulse wavelength leading to an estimated
uncertainty of only 1 nm in the UV.
12.6.2 Method two - external data
For some PCFs it is not possible to used method one to measure the dispersion. For these PCFs
the strand model used in method one is not applicable. The GVD parameter β2 of one of these
PCFs (NL-PM-750B) has been measured by the group of Biancalana in Erlangen and also by the
manufacturer (Crystal Fiber - now part of Blaze photonics), in both cases for the spectral region
600 − 1500 nm. The refractive index of the PCF is estimated using the measured data and the
refractive index in the UV, calculated using the Sellmeier equation, to fit the index. The index in
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the UV is expected to be close to the index for bulk silica as the waveguide contribution will be
small, hence the Sellmeier equation can be used. This dispersion curve is expected to be highly
accurate due to the very precise measurements taken by the Erlangen group.
13 Results
In this section I first present one of the key results in this thesis, the first experimental obser-
vations of NRR. This demonstrates the first example in optics of a mixing between positive and
negative frequencies. Signals at both the RR and NRR predicted wavelengths are observable in the
output spectra of a PCF.
Having presented results showing a signal at the expected NRR wavelength we would then like
to investigate the signal further. As a first step I will discuss various other potential sources of
radiation in the UV and explain why the signal cannot be due to any of these. Once this has been
established we would like to know how the generation of NRR depends on the compression of the
input pulse. We postulate that in order to drive the NRR a component of the pulse oscillating at
its phase matched wavelength is required. To investigate this we need to be able to observe the
spectral broadening occurring as the pulse compresses in the PCF. We would also like to be able
to control the degree to which the pulse compresses and hence how far its spectrum broadens in
order to see the impact of this on the NRR.
There are several different methods to achieve both of these aims and these will be discussed in
the next few sections. Observation of the extent of the spectral broadening is difficult to achieve
as the effect is transient. We need compression to occur at the end of the PCF in order to measure
the maximally broadened spectrum in the output. We can cut the PCF to an appropriate length
although this is inefficient and requires a different PCF length every time the input pulse parameters
are varied. Alternatively by varying the input power or input chirp we can move the position of
compression in the PCF, this is a more efficient method and variation of both can also be used to
control the degree of pulse compression. In sections 13.3 and 13.4 we will see which out of power and
chirp is the best method to use to investigate and control pulse compression. A further subsection
looks at the impact of polarisation providing further insights into the nature of the NRR and RR.
It is important to note at this point that the focus of most of the experiments is NRR not RR.
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PCF Axis ZDW (nm) RR wavelength (nm) NRR wavelength (nm)
NL-1.5-590 1 685± 13 516± 18 229± 2
NL-1.6-615 1 694± 10 534± 10 232± 1
NL-1.6-615 2 697± 10 542± 10 233± 1
NL-1.5-670 1 665± 10 478± 10 221± 1
NL-1.5-670 2 666± 10 480± 10 222± 1
NL-PM-750B 1 733± 10 582± 10 247± 1
Table 2: ZDWs and the predicted RR and NRR wavelengths for negligible input power, calculated
using method one (NL-1.5-590, NL-1.6-615, NL-1.5-670) or two (NL-PM-750B)
As discussed in section 5.1 RR is a strong signal which has been measured many times before.
Results for RR will be presented alongside results for NRR for comparison and to provide a link
with the established work in the field of RR however greater critical analysis will be applied to the
NRR as it is a new discovery.
13.1 Examples of RR and NRR
In this section for one PCF I present output spectra showing the NRR at the predicted
wavelength (figure 27). This measurements lends support to the idea that a coupling can exist
between positive and negative frequencies leading to previously undiscovered phenomena such as
NRR. For the same PCF I also show the RR signal (figure 28) and compare its wavelength shift
with power to theoretical expectations.
Predictions for the NRR and RR wavelengths (at negligible power) for different PCFs are shown
in table 2. These predictions are made using the phase matching condition and the dispersion
profiles measured using method one or two from section 12.6. Although data from only one PCF
(NL-1.6-615) is presented in this section we also measured NRR at the predicted wavelength for
three of the four PCFs listed. The predicted NRR wavelength for the NL-PM-750B is at longer
wavelengths than the other PCFs and lies in a region with other stronger signals hence it was not
possible to measure the NRR from this PCF.
As a note on the predictions in table 2, the PCFs are slightly birefringent thus each principal
axis has a different dispersion profile and hence different predicted phase matched RR and NRR
wavelengths. For the NL-PM-750B and the NL-1.5-590 we only have data for one axis of the
PCF. In the latter case the PCF is expected to have a similar birefringence to the NL-1.6-615 and
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Figure 27: Experimental UV output spectra for the NL-1.5-615 PCF with varying input pulse
soliton order N
the NL-1.5-670 PCFs and hence a similar small difference for the axis two ZDW, RR and NRR
wavelengths. The uncertainty for each of these values has been listed as larger than for the NL-1.6-
615 and the NL-1.5-670 PCFs in order to take into account the uncertainty in which axis is being
used experimentally.
The NL-PM-750B is a polarisation maintaining PCF so it will have a deliberately higher bi-
refringence and larger differences are expected between axis one and axis two.
Figure 27 shows example UV output spectra from the NL-1.6-615 PCF for different input pulse
powers (shown in terms of N as defined in (8.4)). The vertical line indicates the predicted NRR
wavelength for this PCF and a clear signal is seen at this wavelength. The signal is small for low
values of N and initially grows as N increases before decreasing in height slightly for the largest
N value. The variation in the centre wavelength of the peak is negligible over the range of N
investigated. The variation of the NRR with power will be discussed in section 13.3, the key point
from these results is that there is a signal at the predicted wavelength. In section 13.2 I discuss
why this signal cannot be due to other sources of radiation in the UV which allows us to conclude
with reasonable certainty that it is NRR.
The UV output spectra for the NL-1.5-590 PCF and the NL-1.5-670 PCF also have a signal at
the predicted NRR wavelengths for those PCFs. The signal behaves in a similar way to the peak
in figure 27 when the power is varied.
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Figure 28: Experimental visible output spectra for the NL-1.6-615 PCF with varying input pulse
soliton order N
Figure 28 shows example visible output spectra from the NL-1.6-615 PCF also for different
input pulse powers. An isolated peak can be seen which grows and shifts to shorter wavelengths as
the power increases. Similar results are found for the other PCFs listed in table 2.
In both of the above figures the powers are expressed in terms of N (as defined in (8.4)) the
order of soliton that would be produced for that power. In that equation P0 is the peak power
of the pulse calculated from P0 = Pav/νTFWHM , where Pav is the average power of the light
coupled into the PCF estimated from the measured input power and a 20% coupling, ν is the laser
repetition rate and TFWHM is the full width half maximum of the pulse intensity related to T0 by
TFWHM = 2ln
(
1 +
√
2
)
T0. In each case a PCF of approximately 5 mm length was used
11. As
described in section 12.2 the input light is linearly polarized and the PCFs are aligned so as to
excite only one principal axis. The input chirp is kept constant and close to zero as the power is
varied.
The variation in the RR wavelength with power was discussed in section 10 and has been
measured by many different research groups over the years. In figure 29 I present results from one
PCF for measured and theoretical RR wavelengths as the power varies. The theoretical results
are calculated using the dispersion profile from method one of section 12.6 and the good match
between data and theory suggests that the dispersion profile is reasonably accurate. Similar results
11The justification for using such short pieces of PCF will be discussed further in section 13.4
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Figure 29: Experimental results for the RR peak wavelength (wavelength at the maximum spectral
density) with varying input pulse soliton order N along with the predicted RR values for the
NL-1.5-590
are found for the other PCFs in table 2. The error bars are a result of uncertainty in the exact
coupling into the PCF and also uncertainty in the exact wavelength of the RR peak. Discrepancies
between the data and the theory may also arise from limits in the model used in method one. As
discussed in section 12.6 method one only uses one parameter for fitting and its assumption relies
on a high air fill factor in the cladding.
13.2 Alternative explanations for the UV peak
In order to lend further weight to the theory that the peak in the UV is NRR it is necessary
to show that the signal is not due to other effects which can produce light in the UV. One such
alternative explanation is that the UV peaks are due to scattering in the monochromator and arise
from radiation at longer wavelengths entering the detector. Another is that the signal is produced
by THG and a third explanation is that the signal is produced by FWM.
The first of these explanations is unlikely as an intense beam would be required to scatter enough
light to produce the signals seen in the UV and the amount of light entering the monochromator
is very small. We can rule it out using narrow band UV filters in the PCF output. If the UV
output is due to spurious monochromator signals from longer wavelengths then with the filter in we
would expect a negligible UV signal. An example of such a measurement is shown in figure 30. A
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(a) (b)
Figure 30: Experimental UV spectra NL-1.6-615 PCF. (a) Spectra with and without the 229 nm
bandpass filter in the output. (b) Spectrum with the filter in compared to the spectrum without
the filter multiplied by the specified filter transmission.
5 mm piece of the NL-1.6-615 PCF is used and UV output spectra are recorded with and without
a bandpass filter in the output (Andover filter centred at 229 nm with a bandwidth of 21 nm and
a peak transmission of 25%).
The results in figure 30(a) show that without the filter there is a peak in the UV at the predicted
NRR wavelength. With the addition of the filter this peak decreases in height by approximately
a factor of 10. In order to determine whether this decrease points to spurious longer wavelength
signals we also need to compare the results to the transmission of the filter over that wavelength
range in the UV. This is done in figure 30(b), which compares the spectrum with the filter in, to
the spectrum with the filter out multiplied by the specified filter transmission. There is a small
discrepancy between the results, the experimentally measured peak height with the filter in is
approximately 2.5 times smaller than expected from the filter transmission. However the results
are close enough to indicate that at least a large proportion of the UV peak is not due to longer
wavelengths scattering in the monochromator. The discrepancy may be partially due to a change in
the coupling into the monochromator when the filter in inserted. As noted in section 12.2 figure 22,
small deviations in the beam direction caused by rotating the Glan-Taylor polariser cause significant
changes in the coupling into the monochromator. Likewise inserting a filter will cause some beam
deviation and reduce the coupling. However the results in figure 30 may also indicate that there is
a small component in the signal at the NRR wavelength which is due to scattering.
A second alternative process is THG where three input pulse photons combine to produce one
photon at a higher frequency. This process, including its phase matching condition, is discussed in
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more detail in section 4.2. The process can be phase matched in our PCFs if the pulse photons
are in the fundamental mode and produce a third harmonic in a higher order mode. Alternatively
the pulse photons could be in a higher order mode and produced third harmonic in an even higher
order mode.
In order to produce third harmonic radiation via 3ω1 = ω3 in the region of the UV where the
NRR lies (220− 245 nm) the input pulse must have a component between 660 nm and 735 nm. The
laser output does have components in this spectral region however these are mostly removed by
inserting a long pass filter into the input beam (Comar 695 nm filter).
Figure 31(a) shows the IR output spectra from the NL-1.5-590 PCF with and without the
filter in the input. The filter introduces additional chirp but this has been compensated for to
ensure that in both cases the chirp is equal. The spectra show that the filter removes the short
wavelength edge of the output pulse spectrum. Figure 31(b) shows the corresponding UV output
spectra. Some components in the UV also reduce when the filter is added however the peak at
the NRR wavelength remains and changes little in height. This indicates that the signal is not
due to THG. Further evidence for this could be found by studying the mode of the output light at
the NRR wavelength. The programme mentioned in section 4.2 can be used to calculate, for the
fundamental and higher order modes, the variation in the PCF refractive index with wavelength.
This can be combined with the phase matching condition to find out if there is a solution to the
THG phase matching condition at the NRR wavelength and if so in which higher order mode it
would have to be. The programme can also be used to find the shape of the mode and this could
be compared to experimental results.
A third alternative source of radiation driven by pulses would be FWM, this type of process
was discussed further in section 4.3. Two degenerate pump waves in the IR would have to produce
a signal in the UV and an idler at longer wavelengths. By studying the dispersion relations of our
fibre we can conclude that it is not possible that FWM is responsible for the UV peak at the NRR
wavelength because energy conservation and phase matching cannot be achieved for the PCFs and
the input pulses used.
In conclusion we have seen that the signal in the UV cannot be explained by scattering, THG
or FWM. This together with the fact that for different PCFs the signal appears at the predicted
NRR wavelength lends support to the idea that it is NRR generated by higher order dispersion
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(a) Visible and IR spectra (b) UV spectra
Figure 31: Experimental visible, IR and UV spectra with and without the 695 nm long pass filter
in the input beam. NL-1.5-590 PCF
acting on the input pulse.
13.3 The effects of input power on pulse compression, NRR and RR
In this section I will describe the results of some experiments varying the input pulse power.
We expect the power to affect pulse compression, which can be used to achieve the goals stated
at the start of section 13. Specifically we expect to be able to use the power to affect the position
of maximum pulse compression in the PCF and the degree to which the pulse compresses. This
can be used to investigate the dependence on NRR on spectral broadening and also to observe its
evolution. In the latter case it is at the point of maximum compression that the RR and NRR are
generated hence by moving its position we vary how far the two types of radiation must propagate
before the PCF output. Additionally, moving the point of compression towards the end of the PCF
allows us to minimise the distance propagated by the NRR and RR and hence minimise the loss
experienced by the radiation. This is particularly important in the case of NRR as it experiences
high losses, this will be discussed further in section 13.4.4. This method of moving the compression
point by tuning the input power has been used previously by other groups to investigate pulse
evolution and compression and to ensure that the shortest pulse length is reached at the end of the
compressing medium [45, 81].
The impact of power on RR has been studied by many groups and has been seen to shift the
RR phase matched wavelength and to affect the generation efficiency of the RR. The interesting
question is whether it will affect NRR in the same way. We have already seen in section 13.1
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that the wavelength of the NRR does not shift significantly with varying input power and that
the height of the NRR peak does not always increase with increasing input power. These results
must be compared to the expectation that generation efficiency of both RR and NRR will increase
with increasing pulse power. This is due to the increased effect of SPM for higher peak powers
which leads to greater pulse spectral broadening. The link between SPM and spectral broadening
has been explored previously in part II. As the generation efficiencies of RR and NRR are both
expected to depend critically on there being a component of the input pulse oscillating at their
phase matched frequencies, increased spectral broadening will lead to greater production rates of
RR and NRR.
As we will see in this section, varying the power to move the point of maximum pulse compression
can only be used to qualitatively investigate pulse compression and RR and NRR evolution because,
as explained previously, any change in the power will also impact the spectral broadening and
generation efficiency of NRR and RR. This limits the usefulness of the power variation as a method
for moving the compression point. In addition the range of powers required to move the compression
point over more than a few millimetres exceed those capable of being produced by the laser. This
power range will be investigated using the pulse simulation programme. A better method for
moving the compression point is to vary the pulse chirp which will be described in section 13.4.
13.3.1 Simulation results
In order to demonstrate how the power affects the pulse compression and spectral broadening I
will present simulations showing the evolution of a pulse over a short piece of PCF. I will first discuss
how the input pulse spectrum changes as the pulse propagates and then look at the generation of
RR and some other features of the evolution.
Figure 32 shows the spectral evolution of a pulse for different input pulse powers (labelled in
terms of the parameter N). For the lowest N the spectrum width remains approximately constant
over the whole propagation distance. In this case the effect of SPM is weak and the PCF dispersion
dominates the pulse evolution. The pulse broadens in time due to the dispersion further reducing
the peak power and the effect of SPM, hence no spectral broadening occurs. For N = 1 the
spectrum again does not expand, this is expected and is due to the exact balance between SPM
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(a) N = 0.1 (b) N = 1
(c) N = 2 (d) N = 3
(e) N = 4 (f) N = 5
Figure 32: Simulation results - Log scale spectral evolution of a 7 fs hyperbolic secant pulse over
3 mm for different input pulse soliton orders (N). For each plot the colour scale runs from 0 to 1
where 1 is the maximum recorded spectral density for the individual plot
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Figure 33: Simulation results - Colour scale plot of the temporal evolution of the pulse amplitude
over 1.1 mm for a hyperbolic secant input pulse with an initial length of 7 fs, a soliton order of
N = 2.25 and zero initial chirp
and GVD.
For N > 1 the spectrum expands over a short propagation distance and then contracts again.
The extent of the spectral broadening becomes larger as N increases due to the increased effect of
SPM. The position of the broadest spectrum also varies, as N increases it moves towards the start
of the PCF. After the first spectral broadening the evolution in figure 32 becomes more complicated
for increasing N as higher order effects start to play more of a role. The spectrum broadens and
contracts multiple times in an effect known as breathing. The periodic evolution of higher order
solitons has been discussed in section 8.2 although in our case the higher order effects further
complicate matters by perturbing the soliton and potentially leading to soliton fission, which will
be discussed shortly.
The spectral broadening and contraction occur as the pulse temporally compresses and then
expands again. This is shown in the colour scale plot in figure 33 which shows the temporal
evolution of an N = 2.25 pulse over 1.1 mm or propagation. The initial pulse has a full width half
maximum of 7 fs, which decreases to just under 3.4 fs by 0.6 mm and then increases again 12.
We now turn to the generation of RR in figure 32. A narrowband spectral component appears in
the visible as the pulse propagates. This is the RR, which is driven by the pulse when its spectrum
12It must be noted that the simulation programme is only designed for pulses down to 10 fs in length, however the
compression behaviour is as expected and agrees with the experimental results that will be presented later
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includes a component at the RR phase matched wavelength. As explained in section 10 the RR
phase matched wavelength decreases as the input pulse power increases hence for larger N the RR
occurs at shorter wavelengths. The RR is generated in all cases except N = 0.1. For N = 1 even
though no spectral expansion occurs the original pulse spectrum is wide enough to overlap the RR
wavelength and drive the radiation.
Initially the RR is spectrally connected to the pulse however within half a millimetre of propaga-
tion the pulse spectrum has contracted again leaving the RR as an isolated peak. Once generated
the RR remains at the same wavelength throughout its propagation. The RR will be affected by
dispersion and hence its peak power will decrease as it continues to propagate, however over the
distances shown in figure 32 this decrease is not noticeable.
The generation of RR from input pulses with N > 1 is complicated by soliton fission. As
discussed in section 4.1 a higher order soliton (of order N) is composed of N fundamental solitons.
Effects such as higher order dispersion and higher order non-linearities cause the pulse to break
apart releasing its constituent fundamental solitons. Each of these will drive the generation of RR
and NRR if they have components oscillating at the phase matched frequencies. The first soliton
released in the breakup will have the greatest peak power [62], therefore the largest RR and NRR
signals are expected to be due to this pulse. Additionally each constituent soliton released will
have a slightly different central wavelength and hence phase match to RR and NRR at different
wavelengths.
Soliton fission is expected to occur after a propagation distance of approximately Lfission =
LD/N [136]. For the PCF and pulse parameters used in the simulation this means that the fission
will occur between 0.12 mm for N = 5 and 0.30 mm for N = 2 . In the spectra for N > 1 we see
SPM induced spectral broadening starting at distances less than Lfission and then the generation of
an RR signal. At further propagation distances we see additional signals generated in the visible at
longer wavelengths compared to the original RR signal. This is the expected behaviour for a higher
order soliton undergoing fission into multiple pulses which can each drive RR. For large values of
N we do not see N visible signals, either the original pulse has not completely broken apart yet or
it has and the resulting fundamental solitons are too weak to generate observable RR.
The NRR is not present in the simulation results. This is because in its current form it is
not possible to include the negative branch of the dispersion relation in the PCF parameters used
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in the simulation. Therefore the NRR solution to the phase matching condition cannot be found.
However the simulations do demonstrate qualitatively that it is possible for the input pulse spectrum
to expand into the UV and therefore to drive the generation of NRR.
Over longer propagation distances we would expect to see other effects occurring such as a fur-
ther shift of the pulse to longer wavelengths due to Raman scattering. In the simulation programme
it is possible to turn the Raman effect off and this made little difference to the spectral evolution
over the propagation distance being considered here. In addition the effect of self-steepening could
be turned off in the simulation programme. As with the Raman effect this had little impact for the
parameters and propagation lengths used.
We now turn to further analysis of the effect of power on pulse compression. In the next section
I compare these results from the simulations to the pulse compression observed in the experiments
and the generation of RR and NRR.
We characterise the pulse compression in a PCF by three parameters - the compression factor
F = Ti/Tmin, the quality factor Q = Pmax/P0F = PmaxTmin/Ti, and the position in the PCF at
which the maximum compression occurs. Here Ti is the initial pulse length, Tmin is the minimum
pulse length reached when the pulse compresses, P0 is the initial peak power and Pmax is the
maximum peak power reached. The quality factor is a measure of the total energy contained in the
compressed pulse relative to the energy in the original pulse.
The variation of Pmax, the position of compression, F and Q with N are shown in figure 34. For
N < 1 there is no pulse compression and the minimum pulse length and maximum peak power are
those of the input pulse. As N increases above N = 1 the minimum pulse length sharply decreases
and F increases, indicating that the pulse is now able to temporally compress due to the combined
effects of SPM and GDD. Further increases in N lead to the minimum pulse length reaching a
steady value just below 3 fs 13 and F reaching a steady value of about 2.5.
If the NLSE is used to predict the variation of F with N , the result is F ∼ 4.1N [1], which is
clearly not the case in the simulations. This is due to the presence of higher order effects in particular
higher order dispersion which causes soliton fission limiting the degree of pulse compression that is
possible [135]. Raman shifting and self-steepening will also play a role but, as mentioned previously
these can be turned off in the programme with minimal effects on the pulse compression.
13Again it must be noted that such short pulse lengths are beyond the range the programme is designed for
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 34: Simulation results - Variation in the pulse compression parameters withN . (a) Maximum
peak power. (b) Position of maximum compression in the PCF. (c) Compression factor F . (d)
Quality factor Q
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As a side note this shows that simply increasing the pulse power is not a suitable method to
achieve the steepest pulses. This is of particular importance in designing experiments to generate
radiation which depends critically on the driving pulse steepness. One such type of radiation is the
optical analogue of HR which was discussed in section 6. As the higher order dispersion is the main
factor limiting compression PCFs with flat dispersion are required to produce the shortest pulses.
As would be expected the maximum peak power increases with increasing input N . The quality
factor decreases, tending towards a steady value below 0.5. This is due to a pedestal forming around
the pulse as it compresses, which will contain some of the original energy [2]. The pedestal forms
because the GVD introduces a linear chirp across the whole pulse whilst the SPM induced chirp is
only linear across the central region, therefore it is only in this region that the two effects can ever
perfectly balance allowing efficient compression. The quality factor will affect the RR and NRR
generation as the energy of the spectral component of the pulse at the RR and NRR phase matched
wavelengths will be affected by the total energy of the compressed pulse.
The position of maximum compression displays an interesting behaviour. As N increases above 1
and the pulse is first able to compress, the point of compression initially moves to longer propagation
distances. The greatest propagation distance for the compression is for N = 1.15 - the pulse reaches
a minimum length of about 5.8fs at a distance of just over 1.7mm from the start of the PCF. Further
increases in N move the compression point back towards the start of the PCF levelling off below
0.15 mm. This pattern occurs due to the changing balance between SPM and GDD as N increases.
The variation seen in figure 34(b) indicates how it is possible to use the power to qualitatively
investigate the RR and NRR evolution. By varying the input power to change from N = 1.15 to
N = 2 (achievable with the experimental equipment available) it is possible to move the compression
point by almost 1.2 mm. This distance can be increased by using different input pulse parameters.
For example, the same simulations were carried out using a 12 fs pulse length and over the same
input power range the compression point could be moved by almost 3.5 mm. Also using a large
positive input chirp increases the effect on the compression point of varying the power. However
even with these increases the distance over which the compression point can be moved is still
significantly smaller than that which is possible by varying the chirp, this will be seen in section
13.4.
A further issue with using the power to move the compression point is that as seen in figure
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34(a) and figure 32, the peak power and the extent of the spectral broadening change significantly
with changing input power. Hence the method is limited as a means of investigating RR and NRR
evolution unless corrections can be made for the variation in their generation efficiency. However
these large changes mean that varying the power is a useful tool for investigating the effect of the
degree of pulse compression on the generation of NRR and RR.
The simulations in this section are achieved using a split step Fourier tool (RP ProPulse) [101].
The input pulse used is a 7 fs long hyperbolic secant pulse with zero chirp chosen to match the
experiments as closely as possible. The evolution is only recorded over 3 mm, this is sufficient
to capture the pulse temporal compression for the range of pulse parameters used. The PCF
parameters used in the simulations (i.e. the dispersion curve) are taken from the NL-1.5-590 PCF,
qualitatively similar results are obtained using the other PCFs.
In conclusion the simulation results have qualitatively matched our expectations in terms of
spectral broadening and RR generation. The broadening is mainly due to SPM for small N and
for large N it is also influenced by higher order dispersion which limits the extent of the pulse
compression. RR is generated when the pulse spectrum overlaps with its phase matched wavelength
and will form an isolated peak which propagates with little change over the distances considered.
13.3.2 Experimental results
Having investigated pulse compression and RR generation using simulations we now turn to
experimental results. These demonstrate how the NRR and RR output change as the input power
increases and how the output spectrum of the pulse varies. The results show that for powers below
a threshold value corresponding to N = 1 the pulse does not compress in the PCF and hence
there is limited overlap between the pulse spectrum and the RR wavelength and negligible overlap
with the NRR wavelength. Therefore in the output there is some RR but no NRR. As the power
increases spectral broadening occurs and hence there is an increase in the production of RR and if
the spectral broadening is large enough NRR is also produced. In the case of RR this will result
in an increased output of the radiation. However the NRR results are complicated by loss and in
order to obtain an accurate picture of how the power is affecting the generation of the NRR the
output must be corrected for loss, this will be addressed in section 13.4.4.
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Figure 35: Experimental results - Colour scale plot of the visible and IR output spectra (logarithmic
values) from a 5 mm piece of the NL-1.5-590 PCF as the input pulse power (N) is varied. The
power is varied in small discrete steps
Direct investigation of the variation in the pulse spectral broadening with power is difficult. As
seen in figure 32 the broadening is a transient effect and will therefore only be seen in the output
if the compression occurs at the end of the PCF. For a pulse with zero input chirp figure 34(b)
demonstrates that the furthest position along the PCF for the point of compression is about 1.7mm
for N = 1.15. We see in figure 34(b) that small changes from N = 1.15 result in large changes
in the position of compression. So only for a very small range of input powers will the spectral
broadening be visible in the output of a 1.7 mm PCF. Different PCF lengths could be used to
observe the full extent of the spectral broadening for different input powers, however cutting many
lengths is inefficient and leads to issues with maintaining the same coupling into each piece.
The experiments use either 7 fs or 12 fs pulses. The longer pulses are generated when a long
pass filter (Comar 695 nm) is used to clean up the laser output spectrum as explained in section
12. The input pulse chirp is 90 fs2, this is different to the zero chirp used in the simulations but
the qualitative behaviour is the same. The chirp arises from the insertion of a HWP and POL to
control the input pulse power. The PCF is a 5 mm piece of the NL-1.5-590. The power is varied
and the output spectra in the visible, IR and UV recorded.
The results for the visible and IR using a 7 fs input pulse are shown in figure 35. The strong
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spectral feature at approximately 500 nm is the RR. As expected we see an increase in the RR
signal as N is increased and also a slight shift to shorter wavelengths. The main pulse spectrum
broadens slightly for larger N . Increased broadening is expected for larger N , however as discussed
this is complicated by the affect of N on the position of compression.
The feature at 670 nm is the aforementioned component that does not form part of the pulse
and is later removed using the long pass filter. The fringes in the IR are believed to be due to
interference between different modes in the PCF.
The variation with N of the height of the RR peak and its wavelength are shown in figure 36(a).
As expected the RR peak height is small for low N and increases monotonically as N increases.
The RR wavelength behaviour has been discussed previously and compared to theoretical values
with good agreement. In figure 36(b) the area of the RR peak has been plotted along with the
peak height. This allows comparison of the total amount of RR generated for different powers. The
two sets of results have a very similar shape indicating that the RR peak for different powers has
approximately the same width, this is in agreement with the shape of the RR peak seen in figure
35.
The corresponding results for the NRR as the input power varies are shown in figures 37 and
38(a). The colour scale plot shows the NRR signal at the expected wavelength of 229 ± 2 nm.
Similarly to the RR, the NRR is negligible for smaller N and increases in height as N increases.
In figure 37, it is also possible to see the spectral broadening of the input pulse as N reaches its
largest values. This supports the results from the simulation which indicated that the extent of the
spectral broadening is sufficient to produce a component in the UV to drive the NRR.
The variation in the height of the NRR with N has been plotted in figure 38(a). The loss
experienced by the NRR is estimated to be 1.5 − 2.5 dBmm−1, an explanation of how this was
estimated and reasons for the loss will be given in section 13.4.4. In order to take the loss into
account the distance propagated by the NRR after its generation is calculated. The NRR is driven
at the point of maximum compression in the PCF and this position for different values of N is
estimated from the simulations. The output NRR is then calibrated for loss, the results are shown
in figure 38(a). The difference is small but the uncalibrated peak heights appear to be levelling off
slightly at higher N values. This is due to the compression point moving closer towards the start
of the PCF for larger N and hence the loss increasing and reducing the output peak height, the
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(a) Height (maximum spectral density) and wavelength (at the maximum spectral density) of the RR peak
as the input power (N) is varied
(b) Height (maximum spectral density) and area of the RR peak as the input power (N) is varied
Figure 36: Experimental results - wavelength, height and area of the RR peak as the input power
is varied
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Figure 37: Experimental results - Colour scale plot of part of the UV output spectra (logarithmic
values) from a 5 mm piece of the NL-1.5-590 PCF as the input pulse power (N) is varied
calibration removes this effect.
The variation is the area of the NRR with N has been plotted in figure 38(b). Unlike the
RR peak height and peak area comparison, there is a slight difference between the NRR peak
height and peak area variations as the power is increased. The peak area (both with and without
loss calibration) levels off for larger N values whilst the peak height continues to increase almost
linearly. This requires further investigation. It could be an effect due to inaccurate determination
of how much of the signal at the NRR wavelength is part of the NRR and how much is due to other
sources. As we have see in section 13.2 there is some light at that wavelength which may be due to
scattering. Also some of the signal will be due to the expansion of the pulse spectrum. However it
could also indicate that the generation of the NRR does not improve linearly as the power increases
but instead reaches a steady generation efficiency which does not improve with increased power.
This would have implications for optimising the generation of NRR.
The dependence of the NRR peak height on N is not easy to determine experimentally from
the small range of N values used. If the RR and NRR are generated by a fundamental soliton then
from the theory in section 9 we expect both to vary as
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(a) Height (maximum counts) of the NRR peak as the input power (N) is varied both with and without
loss calibration
(b) Area of the NRR peak as the input power (N) is varied both with and without loss calibration
Figure 38: Experimental results - height and area of the NRR peak, with and without loss calibra-
tion
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This will not be valid for higher order solitons however the range of N for which we have experi-
mental results is close to 1 so as an approximation we can use the above formula for the intensity
variation.
It must be noted at this point that, as we have seen before, the simulation programme cannot
predict the NRR whereas the theory derived in part II can. In both cases the starting point is
Maxwell’s equations and from these a wave equation is derived. The simulation programme uses
a split step Fourier method to find the pulse amplitude in either the time or frequency domain at
a particular location in the system. In order to achieve this the user must input the input pulse
and fibre parameters, in particular the dispersion data for the fibre. Currently the programme
(which is a commercial piece of software) will only take into account positive frequencies i.e. only
the positive branch of the dispersion relation. Therefore only the positive frequency solution to the
resonant dispersive radiation phase matching condition is found (RR). Possible further work would
involve adapting the programme to take into account negative frequencies and therefore allow the
NRR to be found. This would enable predictions for the variation in the NRR intensity with power
and chirp to be made. In part II two different wave equations are discussed (the NLSE and the
more detailed pulse propagation equation). From each the phase matching condition for resonant
dispersive radiation is found. We can then use this together with both the positive and negative
branches of the dispersion relation to find the RR and the NRR. We use more detailed pulse
propagation equation to find an estimate for the amplitude of the RR and NRR (see (13.1) above)
and compare this to experimental results. As we will see for the NRR there are large discrepancies
which are at least in part due to the assumptions made in calculating the theoretical values. These
will be discussed after the results have been presented.
In order to compare theoretical and experimental results we use the temporal width from the
simulation results for the minimum pulse length T0. From this the approximate variation in the
spectral amplitudes at the RR and NRR phase matched frequencies with N are calculated using
(13.1). This is simple for the NRR which does not shift with power. For the RR the phase matched
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(a) RR
(b) NRR
Figure 39: Theoretical and experimental NRR and RR intensities as a function of N . The experi-
mental results are the maximum spectral densities of the RR and NRR signals.
wavelength must be calculated for each N . Using these spectral amplitudes we find the approximate
theoretical dependence of the RR and NRR intensities on N - this is shown in figure 39 where the
results have been scaled by the experimental result at N = 1.5. In both cases the experimentally
measure peak heights have been used. In the case of RR there is little difference between peak are
and peak height variation. In the case of NRR there is a small variation at the largest N values.
Using the peak area would produce a slightly worse fit to the theoretical predictions.
A comparison of the theoretical and experimental RR intensities in figure 39(a) shows that
they follow a similar pattern as N increases even with the approximations made in deriving the
theoretical amplitude. For the larger N values in figure 39(a) the theoretical intensities increase
faster than the experimental values. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that loss has not
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been taken into account in the theoretical intensity derivation and also the fact that the derivation
was for the N = 1 case.
Figure 39(b) shows that the NRR fits much less well. Experimentally it starts to appear for
smaller N than would be suggested by the theory and then grows almost linearly with N compared
to the almost exponential theoretical growth. This former discrepancy may indicate that it is being
seeded by other sources of light in the UV. Another explanation is that the pulse compresses more
for smaller N in the experiments than predicted by the simulations.
Considering the latter discrepancy - the same issues discussed for the RR case will also apply,
i.e. loss and the use of the fundamental soliton in the derivation. Another major issue is likely to
be the degree of pulse compression predicted by the simulations. The simulations are not expected
to perfectly reproduce the pulse dynamics. One reason for this is that the input pulse in the
experiments is not the perfect hyperbolic secant assumed in the simulations thus it is will be
affected differently by higher order effects. Also as discussed previously there is some uncertainty
in the dispersion profile used in the simulations (measured using method one in section 12.6). This
will lead to differences between the simulated and actual pulse evolution.
As a comparison to the NL-1.5-590 PCF, results for the NL-1.6-615 PCF are displayed in figure
40. The input pulse parameters are the same as for the NL-1.5-590 experiment. The results
are qualitatively similar to the NL-1.5-590 PCF. The RR and loss calibrated NRR both increase
in height with increasing input pulse power and the pulse spectrum becomes increasingly broad.
Results for the RR and NRR peak areas are not shown. As in the case of the NL-1.5-590 the RR
peak height and peak areas vary in approximately the same way. The NRR peak area also varies in
approximately the same way as the peak height - both increase with power but the rate of increase
decreases for larger N . This behaviour is similar to that seen for the NRR peak area using the
NL-1.5-590 PCF. Again this suggests that more care is needed to separate the NRR from other
sources of light at that wavelength. This could partially be achieved using filters to block scattered
light. Additionally an investigation into the modes produced in the UV could help to distinguish
the NRR from the expanded pulse spectrum. If the levelling off at higher powers is still measured
then further investigation is required into why this is the case.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 40: Experimental results - Output from the NL-1.6-615 PCF as the power is varied for a 7 fs
input pulse with a chirp of 90 fs2, (a) Visible and IR colour scale plot. (b) UV colour scale plot. (c)
RR peak height (maximum spectral density) and wavelength (at the maximum spectral density).
(d) NRR peak height (maximum counts) with and without loss calibration
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As explained previously, in some of the experiments a long pass filter was used to clean up the
input pulse spectrum which increased the transform limited pulse length to 12 fs. The behaviour
is qualitatively similar to that seen in figure 40(a). However the RR and NRR are not generated
until slightly higher input powers are used. This is because the longer input pulse for the same N
has a lower peak power and hence the effect of SPM induced spectral broadening is reduced which
in turn reduces the generation efficiency of the RR and NRR.
13.4 The effects of input chirp on pulse compression, NRR and RR
In this section I describe the other main tool at our disposal for controlling the position and
degree of pulse compression. As explained before this allows us to investigate pulse spectral broad-
ening and its influence on NRR, and to observe the evolution of NRR
In section 13.3, the simulations showed that by varying the power of the input pulse, the position
of maximum pulse compression is moved through the PCF. This had limited use as a method for
investigating RR, NRR and pulse evolution as the generation efficiency of the RR and NRR depend
critically on the pulse power as does the extent of pulse compression. A more useful tool to move
the compression point is the input pulse chirp. Before the pulse maximally compresses in the PCF
the linear input pulse chirp must be compensated by the PCF dispersion 14. The greater the chirp
the longer the propagation distance required to compensate it and hence the further along the PCF
the point of maximum compression occurs.
The key advantage of using the chirp over power is that it can be used to move the compression
point over several millimetres with limited changes in the degree of pulse compression in the PCF
compared to using the power. For example, as seen in figure 34(b) when N is increased from 1.15
to 5 the compression point moves by only 1.6 mm. Over the same N range the maximum peak
power reached in the PCF increases by a factor of about 24. This will lead to a large change in the
generation efficiency of RR and NRR. Simulation results show that it is possible to use the chirp
to move the point of compression over 10 mm whilst changing the maximum peak power reached
by only a factor of 1.5. This indicates a much smaller change in the degree of pulse compression
14In the experiments the input pulse lies in the anomalous dispersion region of the spectrum for all of the PCFs
used hence such compensation only occurs for positively chirped input pulses
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and hence the generation efficiency of the RR and NRR will be much less affected. Therefore the
chirp is a better tool than power for moving the point of pulse compression whilst the power is
more useful for investigating the effect of the degree of compression on NRR and RR generation.
In this section I will first present simulation results showing how the chirp is expected to affect
the pulse dynamics. I will then describe the results of experiments varying both the input pulse
chirp and the PCF length.
13.4.1 Simulation results
In order to demonstrate how the input pulse chirp affects the pulse compression and spectral
broadening I present similar simulations to those in section 13.3. However in this case the input
power is kept constant to give N = 2.25 and the chirp is varied. The power level is chosen to match
that used in the bulk of the experiments in this section. As before the dispersion parameters of the
NL-1.5-590 PCF are used.
Many of the experiments varying the chirp are carried out with 12 fs input pulses (particularly
those in section 13.4.3) hence most of the simulations use this pulse length rather than 7 fs. Later
in this section I will present some simulation results for different input pulse lengths which show
that the behaviour is qualitatively the same for shorter pulses.
In figures 41 and 42, for different input pulse chirps the spectra at different propagation distances
are plotted in a log scale colour plot, this shows how the pulse and RR evolve in the PCF. As in the
simulation results from section 13.3 the initial pulse spectrum expands and then contracts again as
the pulse temporally compresses and expands.
The main impact of varying the chirp is that it moves the point of pulse compression further
along the PCF for increasing chirp. Additionally the degree of pulse broadening decreases with
increasing chirp, although this effect is small. These two effects clearly demonstrate why the chirp
is the ideal tool to investigate pulse and driven radiation evolution. The position of compression
can easily be moved over 10 mm with only very small changes in the degree of compression. Later
in this section I look in more detail at how small the change in the degree of compression is.
The spectral features in figures 41 and 42, are the same as those seen in figure 32 and therefore
do not need to be explained in detail again. The pulse broadens due to the effects discussed in the
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(a) 0 fs2
(b) 41 fs2
(c) 81 fs2
(d) 122 fs2
Figure 41: Simulation results 1 - Log scale spectral evolution of a 12 fs, N = 2.25 hyperbolic secant
pulse for different input pulse chirps. For each plot the colour scale runs from 0 to 1 where 1 is the
maximum recorded spectral density for the individual plot
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(a) 162 fs2
(b) 203 fs2
(c) 244 fs2
(d) 284 fs2
Figure 42: Simulation results 2 - Log scale spectral evolution of a 12 fs, N = 2.25 hyperbolic secant
pulse for different input pulse chirps. For each plot the colour scale runs from 0 to 1 where 1 is the
maximum recorded spectral density for the individual plot
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previous section and drives the RR signal in the visible.
Figure 43 shows how the parameters of the pulse compression - position of pulse compression,
compression factor F, maximum peak power and quality factor, vary with input pulse chirp. The
results display several interesting features. The first and most important feature to note is that, as
also seen in figure 41, increasing the input chirp moves the compression point along the PCF due
to the increased propagation distance required to compensate the initial chirp. For higher chirp
values the dependence of the compression point on the chirp is almost linear, for every extra fs2 of
input chirp the compression point moves by about 0.03 mm. For low chirp values there is an offset
from zero because even with no initial chirp to compensate the pulse compression still takes a finite
propagation distance.
Another interesting feature is the slight variation in the degree of pulse compression as the chirp
varies. This is shown by the decrease in the maximum peak power as the chirp becomes large and
the corresponding decrease in the compression factor F. A naive theory of chirp compensation would
suggest that the PCF GVD compensates the input chirp resulting in a pulse which is identical to
an initially unchirped pulse at the start of propagation. If this were the case the degree of pulse
compression would be unaffected by the input chirp and only the position of compression would
change. This is clearly not the case. One reason for this is that the naive theory assumes that the
GVD acts in isolation. In reality SPM and higher order effects also affect the pulse and reduce the
extent of pulse compression. Another possible reason is that the presence of an initial chirp can
assist in the breakup of a higher order soliton [81]. The larger the chirp the faster this breakup
happens and the smaller the extent of SPM induced spectral broadening. The impact of these
effects also leads to a slight decrease in the quality factor indicating that less of the input pulse
energy is ending up in the compressed pulse.
One further interesting feature is the increase in the degree of pulse compression for a small
positive chirp compared to zero chirp. This is indicated by the larger maximum peak power and
compression factor for a small positive chirp. It appears that there is an optimum chirp for pulse
compression which is not quite zero. The reason for this is not fully understood. Other investig-
ations into the effect of chirp on pulse evolution have not mentioned seeing this particular effect
[134, 31, 81]. However this may be because the focus of their investigations was on other aspects of
pulse evolution such as the break-up of higher order solitons, or that their chirp steps were larger
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 43: Simulation results - Variation in the pulse compression parameters with input pulse chirp
for an N = 2.25, 12 fs pulse. (a) Position of maximum compression in the PCF. (b) Compression
factor F. (c) Maximum peak power. (d) Quality factor Q
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or had too large an error to notice the effect.
The optimal chirp could possibly be due to the fact that the SPM acts to both broaden the
spectrum and introduce a positive chirp - thus a pulse with an initial positive chirp has similarities
to a pulse which has already undergone some SPM. This pseudo SPM effect enhances the pulse
compression. For input chirps larger than the optimum chirp the decreased initial pulse peak power
becomes the dominant effect cancelling out any enhancement in pulse compression from the initial
chirp and hence the degree of compression starts to decrease again.
The presence of an optimum chirp is interesting because it can be used to optimise the generation
of NRR and RR by maximising the pulse compression. In the next section I present experimental
results for the variation in the NRR and RR peak heights with chirp, this will show if there is an
improvement in the NRR and RR generation at the optimum chirp.
The results in figure 43 indicate that there is an optimum chirp for one particular set of pulse
parameters. Further simulations were carried out to investigate whether or not this effect persisted
for different input pulse powers and pulse lengths. The results from this are shown in figure 44, which
plots the optimum chirp (chirp for the maximum peak power reached when the pulse compresses)
as a function of both input pulse length and input N . It can be seen that there is indeed a non-zero
optimum chirp for a range of pulse lengths up to at least 200 fs and for values of N ranging from
0.6 up to at least 5. Also shown in figure 44, is the improvement in the maximum peak power for
the optimum chirp as compared to zero chirp. When the power is varied this improvement peaks
sharply and is greatest for a pulse with N = 1.1. When the pulse length is varied the change in
the improvement is more gradual peaking for about 60 fs and then gradually declining as the pulse
length increases.
A reason for the existence of an non-zero optimum chirp has been briefly suggested above,
however further work is required into exactly why it occurs and why it varies with pulse length and
pulse power in the way shown in figure 44. The key point to note is that simulations show it to
be a persistent feature and therefore it needs to be considered when interpreting the experimental
results.
The simulations for different pulse lengths show that qualitatively the behaviour as the chirp is
varied is the same as for 12 fs. The position of compression moves along the fibre axis as the chirp
increases. The longer the pulse length the larger the distances required for pulse compression. This
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(a) Variation with pulse length, N = 2.25
(b) Variation with N , pulse length = 12 fs
Figure 44: Simulation results - Variation in the value of the optimum chirp and the increase in the
maximum peak power for the optimum chirp over zero chirp with (a) input pulse length (unchirped),
(b) input pulse power
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Figure 45: Simulation results - maximum peak power for a chirp where compression occurs at 5mm
or 10 mm as a percentage of the maximum peak power for compression as close to the start of the
PCF as possible, as a function of N
is as expected because the effects of GVD and SPM will both depend on the pulse length.
As mentioned previously if we want to use the chirp to investigate the pulse and driven radiation
evolution, we ideally want no change in the degree of pulse compression as the chirp varies. As seen
in figure 43, this is not quite the case. Figure 45 shows the variation with N of the change in the
maximum peak power reached in the PCF when the chirp is changed from the value required for
compression as close to the start of the PCF as possible, and the chirp for compression at 5mm. The
same is also plotted for 10 mm. We choose 5 mm as we are particularly interested in investigating
the generation of NRR, and movement of the compression point over 5 mm is more than sufficient
to achieve this. The NRR is generated when the pulse compresses and, as seen in the simulations,
this occurs over only 2− 3 mm. We also consider 10 mm to see to what extent we can investigate
the subsequent evolution of the NRR. This can be measured by moving the compression point back
towards the start of the PCF. However due to high losses at the NRR wavelength, if the NRR has
to propagate over longer distances, the signal in the output becomes increasingly small. Therefore
we only need to consider PCF lengths up to about 10 mm.
The figure shows that for low N the peak power is slightly higher for compression at the start of
the PCF. As N approaches 1 the peak power becomes greater for compression at 5 mm (or 10 mm).
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This is due to the existence of the non-zero optimum chirp. Further increases in N lead to the peak
power becoming greater for compression at the start of the PCF. Hence the smallest differences
in the peak power, as the compression point is moved, are for N ∼ 0.5 and N ∼ 1.5. In the
experiments we use an N = 2.25 pulse and hence the maximum peak power when the compression
occurs at the end of a 5 mm PCF is about 80% of the maximum peak power for compression close
to the start. This is small enough to mean that we can use the chirp as a tool to investigate pulse
compression and NRR generation.
13.4.2 Experimental results
In this section I present experimental results showing the effect of chirp on pulse compression
and the generation of NRR and RR. These can be compared to the simulation results in the previous
section. The first results show how the chirp can be used to move the compression point to the end
of the PCF and therefore observe the full extent of the pulse broadening. I then present results
showing how the RR varies with pulse chirp. As discussed previously, the chirp can be used to
investigate how the RR evolves. Finally I show results from a series of experiments where the chirp
is varied for different PCF lengths. This investigation allows us to see how the slight variation in
the degree of pulse compression as the chirp is changed affects the RR and the NRR generation.
In particular the existence of the optimum chirp can be investigated. I also include details of the
calculations for the loss experienced by the NRR.
The first set of experimental results looks at the combined influences of pulse power and chirp
on pulse evolution in a PCF. For a series of constant chirp values the input pulse power is varied
and the PCF output spectra recorded. The data sets in figures 46 and 47 are recorded using the
NL-1.6-615 PCF. In each case the input pulse has a length of 7 fs and is coupled into a 5 mm long
piece of PCF. As before the power is expressed in terms of N , as defined in (8.4), where for each
plot all parameters apart from P0 are constant.
We see that for the largest negative chirp (−78 fs2) the pulse appears to broaden slightly for
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(a) −78 fs2
(b) −30 fs2
(c) 18 fs2
Figure 46: Experimental results 1 - Colour scale plots for the visible and IR output spectra (log-
arithmic values) as the input power is varied for different chirps. NL-1.6-615 PCF with 7 fs input
pulses
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(a) 119 fs2
(b) 201 fs2
(c) 303 fs2
Figure 47: Experimental results 2 - Colour scale plots for the visible and IR output spectra (log-
arithmic values) as the input power is varied for different chirps. NL-1.6-615 PCF with 7 fs input
pulses
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higher powers with a few peaks appearing in the visible. However it is unclear whether or not any
of these is RR. It is expected that for large negative input chirps compression will not occur as the
pulse peak power will be low and the effect of SPM small. The PCF GVD will temporally broaden
the pulse decreasing the power further.
For the smaller negative chirp (−30fs2) there is clear spectral broadening as the power increases
and an RR peak can be seen for the higher powers. The spectral broadening occurs because the
input pulse has a sufficiently high peak power (for the higher N values) to allow SPM to generate
new frequencies. This also explains the very slight broadening for the highest N values in the
−78 fs2 case.
For all of the positive input chirps, except the largest, the pulse spectrum can be seen to broaden
and drive the RR in the visible. As the chirp increases the RR peak first appears for higher input
powers.
We expect that for the same input power the position of pulse compression will move further
along the PCF for increased input chirp. We have also seen, in section 13.3, that increasing the
power will, in general, move the compression point towards the start of the PCF. The results
for positive chirp can be explained using these two ideas. For the larger chirps, at low power
compression will not be able to occur inside the PCF, hence negligible RR will be generated.
Increasing the power means that the compression can occur inside the PCF and a non-negligible
amount of RR can be generated. Additionally, as we have seen in the simulations, the degree of
compression decreases slightly at the input chirp increases. Therefore higher powers are required
to compress the pulse enough to generate RR. In the plot for the largest input chirp (303 fs2) no
RR is visible. In this case , with the available power range, either the deterioration in the degree
of pulse compression due to the increased chirp is too large to be compensated, or the pulse cannot
compress inside the PCF.
The variation in the height of the RR peak with N for the different input pulse chirps is shown in
figure 48. For all input chirps the RR height generally increases with increasing power as expected
15. The greatest RR output is measured for small positive and negative chirps. The variation in
the RR peak area with power and chirp is not shown but follows a similar pattern.
These results give an indication of the impact of chirp on the degree of pulse compression, and
15There are slight deviations from this trend at low N , which are likely to be due to noise in the data
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Figure 48: Experimental results - RR peak height (maximum spectral density) as the input power
is varied for different pulse chirps. NL-1.6-615 PCF with 7 fs input pulses
therefore the generation of RR. This can be compared to the impact on the pulse compression when
we use the power to move the point of compression. From the simulations, for a 12 fs pulse with
N = 2.25, the point of compression will move by approximately 6.7 mm when the chirp is changed
from 0 fs2 to 303 fs2. From the simulations, using the power to vary the pulse compression over
a similar distance for a small constant chirp would require a power range of more than N = 1 to
N = 5. With a larger, constant input chirp the power range could be reduced, for example, using a
chirp of 303 fs2 the compression point could be moved by 6.7 mm by varying the power from N = 1
to less than N = 3. However, this is still beyond the range achievable in our experiments and, as
we have seen using higher chirps will further deteriorate the degree of compression. Longer initial
pulse lengths (with no chirp) also allow power variation to move the compression point over longer
distances, but again this comes at the expense of greater compression.
This comparison shows that the chirp is a better tool to move the point of compression than
the power. However we have seen that changing the chirp does cause a significant change in the
RR generation, which indicates that it significantly changes the degree of pulse compression. We
need to take this change in pulse compression and the generation of RR (and NRR) into account
when using the chirp to investigate pulse evolution and NRR and RR generation.
Additionally, we have seen that the RR output and spectral broadening are greatest for small
positive and negative chirps. This may be useful - for example when the power of the RR needs
to be maximised for use in practical applications or when a high degree of spectral broadening is
required to drive UV radiation such as the NRR or the optical analogue of HR. This latter point
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is considered further when we look at the NRR output whilst varying the GDD.
We now turn to experimental results where the chirp is varied at constant input power. As
we increase the chirp the compression point moves along the PCF and the output RR and pulse
spectra evolve over a smaller propagation distance before the PCF end. Thus the output spectra
for decreasing pulse chirp are qualitatively similar to those for increasing propagation distances,
with the caveat that the chirp also alters the degree of pulse compression.
Figure 49 shows one example of varying the chirp for an input pulse of 7 fs length and N=2.06.
Once again the NL-1.6-615 PCF is used with a length of 5 mm. The colour scale plot shows that
for large chirps the pulse spectrum remains fairly narrow and there is no RR. At this point the
chirp is too large to be fully compensated for inside the PCF and the pulse is not able to compress
completely. As the chirp decreases we see the pulse spectrum broadening and starting to drive
the RR. Here the compression point is close to the end of the PCF and so we are able to observe
the transient spectral broadening effect. Further decrease in the chirp causes a narrowing of the
pulse spectrum leaving an isolated RR peak. The compression point is now closer to the start of
the PCF, hence by the output the spectrum has narrowed again. Below zero input chirp the pulse
spectral width and the RR peak height decrease. This is because as seen in figure 46 the pulse is
less effectively compressed as the chirp becomes negative.
The RR peak heights and areas as a function of the input chirp are shown in figure 49(b). This
shows there is an RR peak for a range of chirps from approximately zero to the largest chirp that
can be compensated in the PCF. The height and area vary in the same way, both are greatest for
a small positive chirp and then decrease as the chirp becomes large. This is in agreement with
the simulation results which indicate that the degree of pulse compression should be greatest for a
small positive optimum chirp and decrease with increasing chirp (see figure 43).
The results in figure 49(a) can be compared to the simulation results in figures 32 and 41. The
experimental results display qualitatively the same behaviour indicating that the chirp can be used
as a method to investigate pulse evolution. Further qualitative evaluation and comparison with
simulations will be carried out in section 13.4.3.
Figure 50 shows how the output spectra vary with pulse chirp for several different input pulse
powers. All display qualitatively similar behaviour to figure 49(a). For the lowest power (N=0.9)
the spectral broadening is not sufficient to drive the RR and there is little change in the spectrum
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(a)
(b)
Figure 49: Experimental results - Visible and IR output spectra and RR peak heights (maximum
spectral density) and areas as the input pulse chirp is varied. NL-1.6-615 PCF with an input pulse
of 7 fs length and N=2.06. (a) Colour scale plot (logarithmic values). (b) RR peak heights and
areas
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(a) N = 0.9
(b) N = 1.3
(c) N = 1.6
(d) N = 1.8
Figure 50: Experimental results - Visible and IR output spectra as the input pulse chirp is varied
for different input pulse powers. NL-1.6-615 PCF with an input pulse of 7 fs length
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for different chirps. As the power increases the RR signal becomes stronger as expected. In addition
it is present for larger chirp values. This is because as seen in the simulations an increase in power
will move the compression point closer to the start of the PCF. Or in other words for the same
length of PCF increasing the input power allows larger chirps to be compensated over the PCF
length.
13.4.3 Varying chirp and PCF length
In the previous section I presented results showing the change in spectral expansion and RR
generation as the chirp (and power) varied. In this section I extend the results by varying the PCF
length as well. I look at the NRR generation as well as the pulse expansion and RR generation.
The purpose of varying the PCF length is twofold. Firstly it is used as a method to estimate the
loss experienced by the NRR by comparing output spectra from experiments with the same input
pulse parameters but different PCF lengths. As long as the pulse is able to compress within the
PCF we expect the compression to occur identically regardless of the length. Therefore the same
amounts of RR and NRR will be generated. Any differences in the output spectra are due to how
the RR and NRR propagate through the PCF and in particular to how much loss they experience.
Secondly varying the PCF length can be used to investigate the pulse, RR and NRR at different
stages in their evolution and the results can be compared to the results from varying the chirp
to move the compression point and also those calculated using the simulation programme. If the
former comparison indicates a good match then it shows that the chirp can be used as a tool to
investigate pulse dynamics.
The PCF length is varied from 14 mm to 2 mm in 1 mm steps. Then, as before, the input pulse
chirp is varied and the output spectra recorded. In these experiments the NL-1.5-590 PCF is used,
instead of the NL-1.6-615 used in the previous section, to demonstrate that the same qualitative
behaviour occurs for different PCFs (with similar dispersion profiles). The input pulse power is
kept constant during each set of measurements and corresponds to N = 2.25. This power level is
used as it is the maximum power available after sufficient optical elements has been placed in the
beam to move the compression point to the end of the PCF.
The results presented in figure 51 show how the visible and IR output spectra vary as a function
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(a) 3 mm
(b) 6 mm
(c) 8 mm
(d) 10 mm
Figure 51: Experimental results - Colour scale plots of the visible and IR output spectra (logarithmic
values) as the input pulse chirp is varied for different PCF lengths. NL-1.5-590 PCF with an input
pulse of 12 fs length and N = 2.25
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of input pulse chirp for a selection of four different PCF lengths. In all cases the behaviour is
qualitatively similar to that seen in figure 49(a). For large chirps where the pulse does not compress
in the PCF the spectrum remains narrow. As the chirp decreases to the point where compression
occurs at the end of the PCF the spectrum broadens and the initial generation of RR is seen. For
the 10 mm PCF length, the chirp range used is only just sufficient to see the pulse compression at
the end of the PCF.
The value of the input chirp at which the spectral broadening and the generation of RR occur
varies with the PCF length. It is marked with a horizontal line in the plots in figure 51. The
variation is as expected - the longer the PCF the greater the input chirp required for compression
at the PCF end. Table 3 compares input pulse chirps that lead to observable pulse compression
at the PCF end, based on different mechanisms: linear indicates the chirp that would compensate
the linear dispersion of the whole PCF length (i.e. β2L, where L is the PCF length). In order to
facilitate comparison with experimental results the errors indicate a range of values for slightly
longer or shorter PCFs reflecting the experimental uncertainty in the PCF length. The simulated
chirp values for compression at the PCF end are calculated using the same parameters as the
experiment.
The simulation and linear results differ due to the effect of SPM. This generates new frequencies
leading to faster pulse compression. The linear result does not take account of SPM so the chirp
for compression at the end of the fibre is smaller than that predicted by the simulations. To allows
comparison between simulation and experiment we need to take into account the uncertainty in the
exact experimental coupling into each PCF. Therefore we include error values for the simulation
results indicating how the chirp value varies for a small range of input pulse powers.
As can be seen in the table the experimental results agree reasonably well with the simulations
within the uncertainties. A better match could hopefully be achieved if the coupling into the PCF
were known more accurately.
The plots in figure 52 show how the RR peak height and peak area in the output spectra varied
with chirp for different PCF lengths. The data is not as clear as in figure 49(b). In general both
the height and the area are small for negative chirp and increases to a peak for a small positive
chirp
(∼ 80 fs2). It then decreases with increasing chirp. For the two longest PCF lengths there
is a second peak at a larger chirp value and in all cases for the largest chirp values the RR signal
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(a) 4 mm
(b) 6 mm
(c) 8 mm
(d) 10 mm
Figure 52: Experimental results - RR peak heights (maximum spectral density) and peak areas as
the input pulse chirp is varied for different PCF lengths. NL-1.5-590 PCF with an input pulse of
12 fs length and N = 2.25
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PCF length (L) Linear Simulation
Experimental result
(figure 51)
4 mm 108± 13 fs2 124± 20 fs2 87± 20 fs2
6 mm 161± 13 fs2 234± 30 fs2 231± 20 fs2
8 mm 215± 13 fs2 305± 37 fs2 272± 20 fs2
10 mm 269± 13 fs2 376± 44 fs2 374± 20 fs2
Table 3: Chirp values for compression at the end of the PCF: linear results β2L where β2 is the
PCF GDD parameter and L is the PCF length, results from the simulations and results from the
experiments in figure. The linear results indicate the chirp for compression at the PCF end if
non-linear effects are negligible 51
decreases again.
As explained previously, for negative chirp there is limited pulse compression, hence little RR
is generated. As the chirp increases to the optimum small positive chirp the degree of compression
is greatest and the RR signal peaks. Further increases in chirp lead to the decrease in pulse
compression observed in the simulations. The fact that there is no RR signal for the largest chirp
values for the three shorter PCF lengths is due to the pulse not compressing fully in the PCF. For
the longest PCF there is still a small signal indicating that sufficient compression is occurring to
drive the RR.
The second maximum in the RR signal at larger chirp is an interesting feature. It may indicate
that for that input chirp the pulse is compressing at the end of the PCF. In this case there would
be a component of the pulse spectrum at the RR wavelength which would increase the measured
signal. The pulse compression and spectral broadening is a transient effect, hence the second peak
only occurs for a small range of chirp values. For the shorter PCFs the optimum chirp and the
chirp for compression at the PCF end are close, which could explain why there is no obvious second
peak for the 4 mm and 6 mm PCFs (and why no clear second peak was seen in figure 49(b)).
This theory is weakened by the fact that the second peak for the 10 mm PCF occurs at smaller
chirp values than the chirp for compression at the PCF end. There does however appear to be a
third peak at the chirp for compression at the PCF end - this is more obvious from the peak area
data than from the peak height data. One possible explanation for the second peak is that the
pulse is compressing more than one in the PCF and each compression is broadening the spectrum
and creating a peak at the RR wavelength.
Having looked at the impact of chirp on pulse broadening in the IR and visible and on the
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(a) 4 mm
(b) 6 mm
(c) 8 mm
(d) 10 mm
Figure 53: Experimental results - Colour scale plots of the UV output spectra (logarithmic values)
as the input pulse chirp is varied for different input pulse powers. NL-1.5-590 PCF with an input
pulse of 12 fs length and N = 2.25
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generation of RR, I now turn to look at the effects in the UV, in particular the impact of chirp on
the generation of NRR.
The colour scale plots in figure 53 show how the UV output spectra vary with input chirp
for the same four PCF lengths as before. In these plots we are looking for evidence of spectral
broadening into the UV when the input chirp corresponds to pulse compression at the PCF end.
Such broadening is seen clearly for the three shorter lengths (marked by a horizontal line). This
means that when the pulse compresses there will be a component of the pulse oscillating at the
NRR wavelength which drives the radiation. The chirp values at which the broadening occurs
match those seen in the visible and IR and listed in table 3. For the 10 nm plot the broadening is
less obvious, this is likely to be due to the decrease in the degree of pulse compression for larger
chirps.
As in the visible and IR plots in figure 51 the spectrum is narrow for large chirps which cannot
be compensated inside the PCF. It then broadens for compression at the PCF end and re-contracts
as the chirp decreases further.
As well as the spectral broadening the plots display a few other interesting features. The first
thing to note is that the NRR appears in these plots as a weak spectral feature at about 227 nm.
More detailed spectra for the NRR will be shown next. The next features to note are the high
intensity narrow band radiation at approximately 260nm and the broader bandwidth signal between
300nm. and 340nm. These are both due to THG between the fundamental and higher order modes,
as discussed in section 4.2. One contrast between the two spectral features is that the narrow band
feature is strongest when the spectral broadening occurs i.e. when the compression is at the end of
the PCF whist the broad band feature is strongest for small chirp values. This could be related
to the different loss experienced by each radiation. If the loss is high then the peak height of the
radiation in the output would be expected for compression at the PCF end. If on the other hand
the loss is lower then the peak would be expected for small positive chirps corresponding to the
optimum pulse compression. Whilst these features are interesting they are not the subject of this
investigation and will not be considered in more detail here. However the discussion of loss is also
applicable to the NRR.
We now turn to focusing on the variation in the NRR output with chirp. Figure 54 shows the
output spectra around the NRR wavelength with varying chirp. In all cases the NRR forms a peak
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at 227 nm. The peak height decreases for chirps less than zero and also for large chirps. Working
backwards from large chirps the first appearance of the NRR occurs at the same point as spectral
broadening is seen. This is the short wavelength edge of the broadening seen in figures 51 and 53.
Again this point has been marked with a horizontal line, corresponding to the values in table 3.
The height of the NRR in the output spectra as a function of chirp is shown in figure 55. As in
figure 40(d) the heights have been plotted both calibrated and uncalibrated for loss. In this case
the variation in the peak area has not been included, this follows almost the same pattern as the
variation in the peak height for all PCF lengths.
First we consider the uncalibrated results. The key aspect to note is that the variation in height
with chirp is different to that of RR. The RR reached a maximum peak height for approximately the
same small chirp value for all PCF lengths as seen in figure 52. In contrast the uncalibrated NRR
peak heights reach a maximum for a chirp value which increases with increasing PCF length. This
difference can be explained if the loss experienced by the NRR is much larger than that experienced
by the RR. The high loss means that the NRR height reaches a peak in the output when the pulse
compresses at the PCF end and therefore the loss is minimised.
An additional feature is that in the 10 mm plot there are two peaks in the NRR height. This
could be another indicator that the pulse is compressing more than once in the PCF. The peak at
the larger chirp value corresponds to the first compression occurring at the PCF end and the peak
at the smaller chirp value corresponds to the second compression occurring at the PCF end.
In the next section (section 13.4.4) the loss experienced by the NRR is calculated to be approx-
imately 1.5 − 2.5 dBmm−1. Using this to calibrate the data produces the other plots in figure 55.
In all cases the NRR peak height now reaches a maximum for a smaller input chirp between 0 fs2
and 150 fs2. Whilst the broad range suggests that the loss calculations require improvement the
data now qualitatively match the behaviour of the RR. Specifically the NRR height is small for
negative chirp corresponding to minimal pulse compression. As the chirp increases the NRR height
increases to a maximum at the optimal chirp for compression. Further chirp increases lead to a
decrease in the NRR height at the degree of compression deteriorates until eventually the chirp
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(a) 4 mm
(b) 6 mm
(c) 8 mm
(d) 10 mm
Figure 54: Experimental results - Colour scale plots of the NRR output spectra (logarithmic values)
as the input pulse chirp is varied for different input pulse powers. NL-1.5-590 PCF with an input
pulse of 12 fs length and N = 2.25
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(a) 4 mm
(b) 6 mm
(c) 8 mm
(d) 10 mm
Figure 55: Experimental results - NRR peak heights (maximum counts) as the input pulse chirp is
varied for different PCF lengths. NL-1.5-590 PCF with an input pulse of 12 fs length and N = 2.25
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becomes too large to be compensated in the PCF.
13.4.4 Loss calculations
The high loss experienced by the NRR has been mentioned in the previous sections and results
have been calibrated to take account of this loss. In this section I show how this loss was calculated.
I present results showing how the peak height of the NRR changed for the same input chirp (and
other pulse parameters) but for different PCF lengths. These results will then be used to calculate
the loss experienced by the NRR.
The accuracy of the calculation will be limited by several factors. One is that the coupling
into each PCF length may be different and hence even with the same input pulse parameters the
generation efficiency of the NRR will vary. The second is that only some of the light at the NRR
wavelength is part of the NRR radiation. Other sources of light at that wavelength include spurious
higher order monochromator signals, THG and the broadened spectrum of the pulse itself. The
light from other sources may be in a different mode to the NRR and therefore experience very
different loss. Efforts can be made with filters to remove third harmonic light as seen in section
13.2. The higher order monochromator signals can also be removed with narrowband UV filters
however these reduce further an already small signal. The spectral broadening is necessary to drive
the NRR and therefore it cannot be removed.
In order to calculate the loss we assume that it can be expressed as an exponential loss (this
may not be true if the NRR does not form in a guided mode)
I = I0e
−α(L−zc). (13.2)
Here I is the output NRR intensity and I0 is the intensity of the NRR when it is generated at the
point of maximum pulse compression. The loss is represented by the parameter α, and L and zcare
respectively the PCF length and the propagation distance between the start of the PCF and the
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(a) −42 fs2
(b) 57 fs2
(c) 100 fs2
(d) 131 fs2
Figure 56: Experimental results 1 - Graphs of the natural logarithm of the NRR peak height
(maximum counts) in the output as a function of the PCF length for different input pulse chirps.
NL-1.5-590 PCF, N = 2.25, pulse length 12 fs
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(a) 174 fs2
(b) 231 fs2
(c) 293 fs2
(d) 338 fs2
Figure 57: Experimental results 2 - Graphs of the natural logarithm of the NRR peak height
(maximum counts) in the output as a function of the PCF length for different input pulse chirps.
NL-1.5-590 PCF, N = 2.25, pulse length 12 fs
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Figure 58: Experimental results - Calculated values of α as a function of input pulse chirp
point of compression. This is rearranged to give
ln (I) = −αL+ αz0 + ln (I0) . (13.3)
We assume that the loss parameter α remains approximately constant for all input pulse para-
meters (i.e. we ignore non-linear loss). If the same input chirp is used then the pulse evolution will
occur in the same way regardless of PCF length so zc will be independent of PCF length. If the
pulse compresses in the PCF then the same amount of NRR will be generated, hence for any one
chirp I0 will be also constant.
The graphs in figure 56 show the variation in ln (I) with PCF length for a several different
chirps. For the larger chirps there are fewer points plotted as compression and NRR generation
were only able to occur in the longer PCFs. For each chirp value, if there is a PCF length where
compression occurs very close to the end of the PCF I have removed that value. This is to try to
reduce the issue mentioned earlier of spectral components from the compressed pulse affecting the
results. The gradient of the graphs will give the value of −α.
The values of α from the graphs in figure 13.4.4 are shown in figure 58, as a function of the
input pulse chirp. Taking a weighted average of the results gives a value for α of 0.46 mm−1 or
1.99 ± 0.5 dBmm−1. This is an extremely high loss, as a comparison the dominant contributions
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to loss in the PCFs over a broad range of wavelengths from the UV to the IR are expected to be
absorption and Rayleigh scattering (from density fluctuations in the silica). Absorption is largest
in the UV (due to electronic resonances) and in the far IR (due to vibrational resonances). In the
UV total losses can be of the order of 1 dBm−1. At the NRR wavelength the contribution to this
due to Rayleigh scattering will be of the order 300 dBkm−1(proportional to 1/λ4).
The high losses suggest that the NRR is in a non-guided mode which radiates into the cladding
of the PCF. However, if the NRR were generated in a higher order mode, this mode would have to
satisfy the phase matching condition for NRR. As we have seen the NRR at a wavelength predicted
using the phase matching condition and the fundamental mode, it appears that the NRR must be
generated in the fundamental mode. Further work is required to investigate which mode the NRR
may be forming in. Using SEM images of the PCF end and the mode calculation programme as
described section 3, the different modes of each PCF can be calculated. This along with further
experimental work can be used to investigate the NRR loss further.
One potential use for the results from these loss calculations is in the design of experiments to
detect the optical analogue of HR. As mentioned in section 6 this is expected to be generated in
the UV near to the NRR wavelength. It is possible that the HR will also experience high losses.
Therefore, as seen in the NRR experiments, it may be necessary to chose the PCF length and input
chirp such that the pulse compression occurs at the end of the PCF. In addition as seen in both the
simulations and the experiments the greatest degree of pulse compression occurs for small chirps.
The generation of the optical analogue of HR is expected to depend critically on the steepness of
the pulse and therefore it will be favoured by a high degree of pulse compression. This suggests
that using a short PCF where the chirp for compression at the PCF end is small will increase the
probability of detecting the radiation.
13.5 Polarization experiments
This section describes a set of measurements investigating the polarisation state of both the pulse
and the driven radiation. The results display some interesting features but further investigation is
required to fully explain what is seen.
It was noted in the section 12.2 that the output light from the laser is horizontally polarised
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(a) Input polarisation 00
(b) Input polarisation 900
Figure 59: Experimental results - Colour scale plots showing the variation in the visible and IR
output spectra (logarithmic values) as a polariser in the output is rotated for input polarisations
aligned on the two principal PCF axes. NL-1.6-615 PCF with N = 2.1, PCF length 2 mm
and that the PCFs are rotated to align with the input polarization so that only one principal axis
is excited. This has the benefit of maximising the power along one axis and also removing extra
signals in the output spectra. These occur due to the slight birefringence of the PCF.
We vary the input polarisation as it is expected to impact the peak power in each axis and
therefore the pulse spectral broadening and the generation of RR and NRR. We look at different
polarizations in the output to provide insights into the degree to which the input pulse polarization
is maintained on propagation through the PCF and also into which of the driven radiation signals
are co- or cross-polarised.
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Figure 60: Experimental results - PER between the co- and cross-polarised output spectra. NL-
1.6-615 PCF with N = 2.1, PCF length 2 mm. 0=signal is unpolarised, 1=signal is co-polarised,
-1=signal is cross-polarised
As a first test we look at the visible and IR output spectra for different projections onto linear
output polarisations. The purpose of this is to see to what extent the output pulse and RR are
co-polarised with the input pulse. Figure 59, shows the output spectra as a polariser in the output
beam is rotated for two different input polarisations. The input polarisation is rotated using a
HWP and each polarisation aligns with a different PCF principal axis. The input power was kept
constant in each case.
If the pulse and driven radiation remains co-polarised with the input pulse then we would expect
the spectral density to be highest when the input and output polarisations coincide (i.e. at 00 for
figure 59(a) and 900 for figure 59(b)). The data does not perfectly match this expectation. In
both cases there are output polarisations for which the spectral density is higher across most of the
bandwidth. However, these are slightly offset from the expected polarisation values. In both cases
the output polariser for the stronger spectrum are slightly smaller than expected suggesting that
the calibration of the output or input HWP angle may be slightly offset.
Using the results from figure 59(a), we correct for this offset by making the assumption that the
output polariser angle corresponding to the highest overall spectral density is the angle co-polarised
with the input. We then calculate the PER (see section 12.2 (12.1)) for each wavelength, using the
co- and cross-polarised output spectra. The result is plotted in figure 60.
The results show that the PER varies considerably. The RR peak situated at about 500 nm is
partially co-polarised as are large parts of the input pulse spectrum. However there are regions in
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the pulse spectrum where the PER is very small or even slightly cross-polarised.
The PER of the input is at least 0.99 which is considerably higher than the output degree of
polarisation. With the PCF removed from the experimental set-up we measure the PER in the
focus and after collimation. These are found to have PER values of at least 0.95 suggesting that it
is the PCF which is distorting the polarisation rather than the other optical elements in the beam
path. Measurements of the visible and IR output spectra taken using various PCFs, fibre lengths
and input pulse parameters all yield similar poor output PER values to those seen in figure 60.
The results from the visible and IR indicate the the PER in the UV is also likely to be low
as the UV radiation is driven by the pulse. To check this we record some results in the UV. In
this case the input polarisation is rotated in the same way as before and different projections onto
linear output polarisations are selected using a Glan-Taylor polariser. As in the visible and IR
experiment, a very short piece of PCF is used (2 mm), in the hope that this will reduce the change
in the polarisation. Results are presented for the NL-1.5-590 PCF as opposed to the NL-1.6-615
PCF used previously. However the results in the visible, IR and UV are qualitatively similar for
both PCFs.
The results in figures 61(a) and 61(b), show respectively, how rotating the input polarisation
and projecting onto different linear output polarisations affect the UV spectrum.
In figure 61(a) we see that the strongest output signal, across most of the spectrum, occurs when
the input is aligned with one of the PCF principal axes. This is in agreement with the expectation
that the signals driven by the pulse in the UV will be strongest when only one fibre axis is excited.
Aligning to the second axis produces a considerably smaller signal. A calibration of the mono-
chromator shows differences, below 240nm, in the detection efficiency for horizontally and vertically
polarised light. However at the wavelengths shown in figure 61(a), the differences are minimal. One
possible explanation is that the coupling into the PCF varies when the input polarisation is rotated.
As the peaks in the UV are sensitive to the peak power of the input pulse this could account for
differences. Another explanation is that the PCF is damaged reducing coupling into one axis.
Figure 61(b), shows how the UV output spectrum varies as the output polariser is rotated. It
is not possible to look in detail at the NRR as the transmission through the Glan-Taylor polariser
is poor at that wavelength and the signal is too small. In addition, as mentioned previously, the
detector sensitivity becomes polarisation sensitive close to the NRR wavelength. However results
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(a)
(b)
Figure 61: Experimental results - Colour scale plots of the UV output spectra (logarithmic values).
NL-1.5-590 PCF with N = 2.1, PCF length = 2mm. (a) Constant output polarisation, rotating the
input polarisation, 00 corresponds to the input polarisation aligned to a PCF axis. (b) Constant
input polarisation, projecting onto different linear polarisations in the output, 00 corresponds to
the same polarisation as the input
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Figure 62: Experimental results - PER between the co- and cross-polarised output spectra. NL-
1.5-590 PCF with N = 2.1, PCF length 2 mm. 0=signal is unpolarised, 1=signal is co-polarised,
-1=signal is cross-polarised
for other signals in the UV can be investigated.
The plot shows that there are signals in the UV which are at least partially co-polarised. In
particular the third harmonic radiation at 260nm and between 300nm and 340nm is strongest when
the output polariser is aligned for co-polarised light. There is however some light which appears
to be cross-polarised appearing in spectral bands between 360 nm and 400 nm. The origin of this
radiation is not currently understood.
The UV equivalent of figure 60, showing the PER across the spectrum, is displayed in figure
62. Below 330 nm the output is partially co-polarised however above 330 nm there are parts of the
spectrum which are strongly cross polarised.
In conclusion the results in this section have lead to many questions but few answers. The PER
for the input light is high even in the focus. However the output light in the visible, IR and UV has
a very low PER, and even in some cases indications that the output is cross-polarised compared to
the input. Similar results have been found for all of the PCFs tested and for all fibre lengths. This
is not in agreement with our expectations and we have not found similar results in the literature.
This suggests that there is an issue with our measurement technique or that we need to improve
our understanding of the polarisation behaviour in PCFs.
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One possible explanation is that a large proportion of the input light is coupling into higher
order modes, which have a lower degree of polarisation than the fundamental mode. However
in cases where a large amount of RR is produced it is expected that a significant proportion of
the input light must be coupled into the core of the PCF (in order to satisfy the phase matching
condition), yet still there is a poor degree of polarization.
The PER does improve if the input power is reduced. As discussed in section 12.2, if a bandpass
filter is used in the input the PER is larger, which is used to align the PCF axes with the input
light polarisation. In this case the output spectrum is very similar to the input spectrum i.e. a
narrow peak in the IR. The output PER values can reach up to 0.8. This suggests that the change
in polarisation in the PCF is related to non-linear effects.
Further work is required to investigate the polarisation. If the changes are related to higher
order modes then an analysis of the modes of the PCF using the programme described in section
3, and measurements of the modes in the fibre output, may provide some insights. The effect of
input power on the polarisation can also be investigated further.
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Part IV
Conclusions and outlook
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In the literature review I describe the discovery and study of optical solitons and the types
of radiation that can be driven by them, with a focus on the discovery of RR and some of the
key research papers in the field. As mentioned before, RR is a well known phenomenon and its
behaviour has been studied by many research groups over the years. The new development, which
is the focus of this thesis, is the discovery of NRR. In the literature review I discuss the first
paper relating to NRR, which I co-first authored [118]. In that paper the idea of coupling between
negative and positive frequencies in optics is proposed and examples are shown in two different
experiments. I also discussed another paper by Faccio et al. [117], which uses both analytical and
numerical techniques to analyse the NRR and RR. The results show that, as in the well known
case of RR, the NRR is expected to depend on the amplitude of the driving pulse spectrum at the
phase matched wavelength.
The motivations behind the study of RR are discussed in section 5.1.1. Many different research
groups have investigated RR and looked at various methods to control its generation. These
methods focus on producing an optimised signal for practical uses i.e. a narrowband, tunable peak
with high intensity and high stability. This contrasts with the motivations for the study of NRR,
which is too small a signal to be of use in practical applications. NRR is interesting primarily
because it indicates a coupling between positive and negative frequencies.
A conversion from positive to negative frequencies has been seen in water wave systems, which
were discussed in section 5.2. However to the best of our knowledge, NRR is the first example in
optics. Positive and negative frequencies are clearly present in the Fourier transform of a signal.
However, experimental results can usually be described by considering only the positive frequencies.
The NRR demonstrates that negative frequencies have a physical meaning as in order to describe
the experimental results a conversion from positive to negative frequencies is required.
The first experimental results in this thesis are very similar to those in the first NRR paper
[118]. They demonstrate for one PCF that a NRR signal is found at the wavelength predicted by
the dispersion relation and the phase matching condition. Similar results have also found for two
other PCFs. One limitation of this thesis is the small range of PCFs which we have used to measure
NRR. These were selected for their dispersion characteristics, and to make use of the available laser
source. As described in section 5.2, the phenomenon has been observed in bulk glass and simulation
results suggest that it can be generated in quadratic media and from pulses in the normal dispersion
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region. Further work in this field would include an investigation into NRR in other fibres and other
optical systems. Also it would be interesting to see if there are other types of radiation which we
can only explain using negative and positive frequencies. As suggested in the paper by Conforti
et al. [92], systems described by similar equations to the NLSE do not take negative frequencies
into account and therefore there may be scope in these fields to find new behaviour by considering
negative frequencies. Examples of such systems include Bose Einstein condensates, plasmas and
water waves.
Most of the other results in this thesis build on the initial discovery of NRR. They seek to
confirm that it will only be generated when the input pulse spectrum expands to reach the phase
matched wavelength and also to compare the growth of the NRR with theoretical predictions. This
is achieved using the tools of pulse power and chirp to move the point of pulse compression and to
vary the degree and quality of the compression. Simulation results help us to qualitatively see how
the power and chirp affect pulse compression. Using these simulation results and our theoretical
expectations we are able to interpret the experimental results for varying power and chirp. One
key example of this is that we can use the chirp to move the point of compression to the end of
the PCF and therefore see the full extent of the spectral broadening in the output. This allows us
to see that the pulse spectrum can extend into the UV and drive the NRR. An extension to this
would be to see if a steep pulse is required to drive the NRR or simply a broad spectrum.
In part II, a pulse propagation equation was derived without the use of the slowly varying
envelope approximation and this was used to find an expression for the amplitude of the NRR. As
expected from the work by Faccio et al. [117] and the body of research on RR, the amplitude was
found to depend on the pulse spectral amplitude at the NRR wavelength. A rough comparison
with experimental results could be made using pulse compression details from the simulations.
This did not produce a good match, most likely due to the differences between the simulations
and the experiments. Further work in the field of NRR would look into bringing experimental
results and theoretical predictions into closer alignment. One approach to this would be to try to
experimentally distinguish better between the NRR and other radiation in the UV, such as the
expanded pulse spectrum. Also experimental measurements of the degree of pulse compression
could be made using autocorrelation techniques. These could be used rather than then simulation
results for pulse compression.
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Of the two tools used to study the pulse compression and NRR generation, we find that the
chirp is considerably more useful for moving the point of pulse compression, whilst power is more
useful for varying the degree of pulse compression. In the former case, compared to the power,
the chirp causes a significantly smaller change in the degree of pulse compression when it is used
to move the point of compression. In the latter case we can use the large changes in the degree
of compression as the power varies to study the effect of compression and spectral broadening on
NRR generation.
The chirp is therefore used to move the point of compression and study the pulse evolution and
compression, and the NRR and RR generation and evolution. In the results we see some issues
with this method. In particular the degree of compression does change to a small extent when the
chirp is varied. This means that either the method only produces qualitatively comparable results
or that the results have to be corrected for the change in pulse compression.
One positive effect of the change in the degree in pulse compression with chirp is that there
appears to be an optimal small positive chirp for pulse compression. This can be clearly seen
in the simulation results for a wide range of input pulse parameters and can also be seen in the
experimental results. The optimum chirp can be used to optimise the RR and NRR generation by
maximising the spectral broadening. This is an area which requires further work to investigate why
the optimum chirp is non-zero and why it varies with power and pulse length.
One outcome from experiments using the chirp to move the compression point, is that we use
this method with different PCF lengths to investigate the loss experienced by the NRR. This is
found to be very high. We postulate that this could be due to the NRR forming in a higher order
mode, although this would also have to satisfy the phase matching condition. Further investigation
of the fibre modes for both the input and the NRR is required. This may also shed some light on
the unexpected polarisation changes in the PCFs.
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14 Hollow core PCF guiding
In this section I briefly explain how guiding occurs in a hollow core PCF.
In a hollow core PCF the pattern of holes in the cladding is a type of photonic crystal. These have
certain bands of frequencies which cannot propagate through them known as stop bands. Research
into the field of photonic crystals has been extensive and the following references cover many of the
developments, including the use of photonic crystals in fibre design [129, 119, 15, 60, 151, 14].
The stop bands of a photonic crystal are due to the periodic nature of the pattern. The same
phenomenon is seen in Bragg diffraction from a crystal lattice. In the latter case the periodic
structure is the crystal lattice which has a periodicity with a scale of a few angstroms. Incident
light will scatter and interfere constructively if the path difference between rays reaching different
lattice planes is an integer multiple of wavelengths [58]. For a particular wavelength of light this
means that a discrete set of incoming ray angles will produce a reflection. Equivalently for a
particular incoming ray angle only discrete wavelengths will be reflected. Mathematically this is
expressed by Bragg’s law,
2dh,k,lsin (θh,k,l) = mλ,
where dh,k,l is the distance between lattice planes labelled by the Miller indices h, k, l, θ is the
angle between the incident light and the normal to the set of lattice planes (h, k, l) (and hence
also the angle of the reflected light), m is an integer and λ is the wavelength of the incident light.
Incident light with an angle and a wavelength obeying the above equation will be totally reflected
and therefore cannot propagate through the crystal. For lattice spacings of a few angstroms the
wavelengths that are not allowed to propagate will be in the x-ray region of the spectrum.
Bragg’s law will also apply in the case of a photonic crystal although, due to the larger scale of
the periodicity, light of longer wavelengths will be unable to propagate through the crystal.
Unlike Bragg diffraction from crystals, the range of blocked wavelengths in a photonic crystal is
quite large as for a particular h, k, l. Bragg’s law can be satisfied for a range of wavelengths of order
4λ/λ ∼ 10−2 compared to 4λ/λ ∼ 10−6 for X-ray diffraction. This range of blocked wavelengths
is known as a band gap and in photonic crystals the band gap for one h, k, l can be large enough
to overlap with the band gap for another h, k, l. In particular this occurs if the symmetry of the
photonic crystal is hexagonal, as in the case of PCFs. This overlap means that, for any incident
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angle, a particular wavelength range of light will not be able to propagate. The properties of
photonic crystals that have just been described will allow guided modes to form in a PCF which
propagate in the hollow core but not in the photonic crystal cladding.
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15 Derivation of the NLSE
The following derivation mostly follows Agrawal [2] and Boyd [18] with added emphasis on certain
approximations which are not valid for short pulses and which will need to be removed in the more
general pulse propagation equation.
We are considering electromagnetic radiation passing through a fibre. The electric and magnetic
fields of the radiation will interact with the material of the fibre. Any treatment of the propagation
of electromagnetic waves must start with Maxwell’s equations
∇ ·D = ρf , (15.1)
∇ ·B = 0, (15.2)
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (15.3)
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
+ J. (15.4)
Where D and B are respectively the electric and magnetic flux densities in the medium, and E and
H are the electric and magnetic field vectors of the electromagnetic radiation.
For the case of light propagating in a fibre there are no free charges hence the free charge density
ρf is zero and also no currents hence the current density vector (J) is zero. Therefore the equations
become
∇ ·D = 0, (15.5)
∇ ·B = 0, (15.6)
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (15.7)
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
. (15.8)
The electric and magnetic flux densities are due to the electric and magnetic fields respectively
and the response of the fibre material to these fields. They are expressed in terms of the electric
and magnetic fields as:
D = 0E + P, (15.9)
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B = µ0H + M. (15.10)
Where P is the induced electric polarization of the medium. The electric field causes the bound
electrons in the medium (in our case the optical fibre) to realign. This produces a net charge
distribution which leads to an additional contribution to the electric field in the medium. Similarly
M is the induced magnetic polarization of the medium due to the magnetic field. The other symbols
are the vacuum permittivity 0 and the vacuum permeability µ0. For the following analysis only the
electric field will be considered although a similar procedure can be used to analyse the magnetic
field.
We can use the above equations to derive a wave equation for the electric field. First we replace
B in (15.7) with H using (15.10)
∇×E = −µ0 ∂H
∂t
− ∂M
∂t
= −µ0 ∂H
∂t
. (15.11)
Where we have set M to zero as an optical fibre is a non-magnetic medium and thus has no induced
magnetic polarisation.
Taking the curl of (15.7) and substituting in (15.8) leads to
∇×∇×E = −µ0 ∂
2D
∂t2
, (15.12)
∇×∇×E = − 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
− µ0 ∂
2P
∂t2
, (15.13)
where c2 = 1/µ00. Using the familiar relation for the double curl we get
∇(∇ ·E)−∇2E = − 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
− µ0 ∂
2P
∂t2
. (15.14)
The first term on the LHS is rewritten using (15.5) and (15.9)
∇(∇ ·E) = 1
0
∇ (∇ ·D−∇ ·P) = − 1
0
∇. (∇.P) . (15.15)
Where we have used the fact that there are no free charges and hence the divergence of the electric
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flux density D is zero. Substituting this into (15.14) leads to an initial form of the wave equation
1
0
∇ (∇ ·P) +∇2E = 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+ µ0
∂2P
∂t2
. (15.16)
The charge density due to the realignment of bound electrons by the electric field is referred
to as the bound or polarisation charge density ρb = −∇ · P [51]. For low intensity electric fields
this term will be zero as P will be a linear function of E and therefore E will be proportional to
D. However we wish to consider cases where the electric field will have a high intensity and P will
have a non-linear dependence on E.
The next step in the derivation is to express P phenomenologically in terms of E. We start
by writing P as a power series expansion in E. This approach is not valid if the frequency of the
electric field is near to a resonance of the medium. This is a frequency which will lead to resonant
oscillations of bound electrons and hence absorption of the electromagnetic radiation. For the fibres
and the laser light that we use we are far from resonance so the power series expansion will be valid,
P (r, t)
ε0
=
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1) E (r, t1) dt1 +
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(2) (t− t1, t− t2) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) dt1dt2
+
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(3) (t− t1, t− t2, t− t3) E (r, t1) E (r, t2) E (r, t3) dt1dt2dt3 + .... (15.17)
The coefficients of (15.17) χ(n) are known as the susceptibilities of the medium. As well as assuming
that the frequency of the electric field is far from a resonance, (15.17) also assumes that the medium
response is local. This means that P at a particular point in the medium is only affected by the
electric field at the same point [21].
Another feature of (15.17) is that it takes into account the fact that the response of the medium
to the electric field may not be instantaneous. This is why in order to find P at time t each term is
a convolution of a time dependent susceptibility and the electric field at different times. This time
dependence is only important if the propagating electromagnetic field is in the form of pulses with
a temporal length which is comparable or shorter than the response time of the medium.
The order of magnitude of each of the susceptibility terms is found by considering that the
electric polarisation is due to the movement of bound electrons. Therefore the size of each term
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would be expected to be related to the approximate atomic field strength Eatom = e/
(
4pi0a
2
0
)
,
where e is the electron charge and a0 is the Bohr radius of the Hydrogen atom [18] [7]. The second
term in the RHS of (15.17) (first non-linear term) will be of the same order of magnitude as the first
term (linear term) when the applied electric field E is of the same order as the atomic field strength.
This means that χ(2) ∼ χ(1)/Eatom and similarly χ(3) ∼ χ(2)/Eatom ∼ χ(1)/E2atom and χ(4) ∼
χ(1)/E3atom . As explained in Boyd [18] the linear polarisation of the medium is given by the product
of the density of atoms in the medium which is of order 1/a30, and to the atomic polarisability
which is of order a30. Thus χ
(1) is approximately 1, χ(2) is approximately 1.95 × 10−12 V−1m,
χ(3) is approximately 3.79 × 10−24 V−2m2 and χ(4) is approximately 7.39 × 10−36 V−2m2. From
these values we see that unless the electric field is very large i.e. of order the atomic field strength
Eatom = 5.13× 1011 Vm−1, the linear term will dominate.
If the field is of the order of the atomic field strength then the expansion in (15.17) will not be
valid and other methods to express P in terms of E will have to be used. In our case the maximum
electric field used is of order 109 Vm−1, considerably smaller than Eatom hence the expansion can
be used. As the higher susceptibility terms become increasingly small it is sufficient to consider
only terms up to χ(3). Additionally for centro-symmetric materials the χ(2) term will be identically
zero.
To explain the last comment in more detail, centro-symmetric materials (such as silica the
material of the fibres used) are formed of molecules with inversion symmetry. This means that if
the molecule is inverted (all points (x, y, z) in the unit cell moved to (−x,−y,−z) ) then it will
have the same physical properties. This means that if the direction of the electric field is reversed
then the direction of the polarisation should also reverse. however for the case of the second order
susceptibility term in (15.17) the polarisation will depend on the square of the electric field and
therefore it will not reverse [43]. For this reason the second order susceptibility must be zero.
We now simplify (15.17) further by assuming that the light propagating through the medium
is in the form of pulses with a longer temporal length than the non-linear response time of the
medium to the field. In this case it is possible to treat the response as instantaneous and replace
the time dependence of the susceptibilities in the χ(3) term with delta functions. This is valid for
pulses of 1 ps or longer [2]. Removing all susceptibilities higher than third order and the second
order susceptibility and treating the non-linear response as instantaneous leads to the following
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equation
P (r, t)
ε0
=
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1) E (r, t1) dt1 + χ(3)E (r, t) E (r, t) E (r, t) ,
= PL (r, t) + PNL (r, t) . (15.18)
Where we have split the induced electric polarisation P into a linear PL and a non-linear PNL
response to the electric field.
As a further simplification we assume that the electric field is polarized along one axis initially
and remains polarized along the same axis during propagation. An additional approximation as-
sumes that the pulse consists of a slowly varying pulse envelope over a fast pulse oscillation (slowly
varying envelope approximation). This is only valid for longer pulses and is one of the key features
which invalidates the NLSE for use with few-cycle pulses. With these assumptions the electric field
and the linear and non-linear polarizations are written as
E (r, t) =
1
2
xˆ
[
E (r, t) e−iω0t + c.c
]
,
PL (r, t) =
1
2
xˆ
[
PL (r, t) e
−iω0t + c.c
]
,
PNL (r, t) =
1
2
xˆ
[
PNL (r, t) e
−iω0t + c.c
]
. (15.19)
Where E (r, t), PL (r, t) and PNL (r, t) represent the slowly varying envelope propagating at the
group velocity vg = dω/dk where k is the wavenumber, and the exponential part represents the fast
oscillations within the envelope with frequency ω0 propagating at the phase velocity vp = ω0/k (ω0)
where k (ω0) is the wavenumber at frequency ω0.
Substituting the electric field into (15.18) and using Fourier transforms,
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E (r, t) = (1/2pi)
´∞
−∞ E˜ (r, ω) exp (−iωt) dω and similarly for χ(1) (t), we find an expression for PL
PL (r, t) e
−iω0t = ε0
∞ˆ
−∞
χ(1) (t− t1) .E (r, t1) e−iω0t1dt1
⇒ PL (r, t) = ε0
∞ˆ
−∞
 1
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
χ˜(1) (ω) e−iω(t−t1)dω
 .E (r, t1) e+iω0(t−t1)dt1
⇒ PL (r, t) = ε0
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
χ˜(1) (ω)
 ∞ˆ
−∞
E (r, t1) e
i(ω−ω0)t1dt1
 e−i(ω−ω0)tdω
⇒ PL (r, t) = ε0
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
χ˜(1) (ω) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω. (15.20)
In the first line of (15.20) we use the parts of E (r,t) and PL (r,t) oscillating with the same frequency
ω0 and (15.18). We the replace χ
(1) (t− t1) with its Fourier transform and rearrange to form a
term equal to E˜ (r, ω − ω0). This form for PL (r, t) in terms of Fourier transforms is useful as in a
later step we will want to express the wave equation in the Fourier domain. This will remove the
time derivatives in (15.16).
We carry out a slightly different procedure to find an expression for PNL. As a first step we
substitute the forms for E (r,t) and PNL (r,t) from (15.19) into (15.18)
PNL (r, t) e
−iω0t + P ∗NL (r, t) e
iω0t
=
1
4
ε0χ
(3)
[
E (r, t)
3
e−3iω0t + 3 |E (r, t)|2 (E (r, t) e−iω0t + E∗ (r, t) eiω0t)+ E∗ (r, t)3 e3iω0t] .
(15.21)
The terms oscillating at 3ω0 and −3ω0 (third harmonic frequencies) will be neglected in this deriv-
ation. The justification for this is that in this derivation we are considering parametric processes
where the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the medium happens instantaneously
and does not change the state of the medium. This means that no energy can be transferred from
the field to the medium or vice versa. All parametric processes which occur must therefore obey
phase matching rules which allow conservation of energy and momentum within the field. The
terms describing the third harmonic will require such phase matching and in most cases are small
compared to the other terms in (15.21) [2]. As discussed in section 4.2 it is possible to achieve
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phase matching between the pump pulse and a third harmonic but one or both of these has to be
in a higher order mode.
Considering just the part of (15.21) oscillating with ω0 leads to the following expression for
PNL (r, t),
PNL (r, t) =
3
4
ε0χ
(3) |E (r, t)|2E (r, t)
⇒ PNL (r, t) = ε0εNLE (r, t) . (15.22)
Where εNL = (3/4)χ
(3) |E|2 . This is a simplified form for the non-linear polarisation but it is still
non-linear in E (r, t), which means that we cannot easily convert to the Fourier domain where we
can obtain a simpler version of the wave equation with no time derivatives.
We avoid this difficulty by considering εNL to be a constant. This is justified by the slowly vary-
ing envelope approximation where we defined E (r, t) as a slowly varying envelope. Additionally we
assume that the non-linear contribution to the polarisation is small, which is a good approximation
as seen from the previous discussion of the size of the susceptibilities.
In this case it is simple to Fourier transform the wave equation (15.16). We start by substituting
the forms of E (r, t), PL (r, t) and PNL (r, t) from (15.19), into (15.16) and considering only the
parts oscillating at frequency ω0,
1
ε0
∇ (∇ · (PL (r, t) + PNL (r, t)) e−iω0t)+∇2E (r, t) e−iω0t
=
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
(
E (r, t) e−iω0t +
1
ε0
PL (r, t) e
−iω0t +
1
ε0
PNL (r, t) e
−iω0t
)
. (15.23)
As discussed previously the divergence of the linear part of the polarisation will be zero. Using
the assumption that εNL is a constant that was discussed previously, we can now also set the
divergence of the non-linear part of the polarisation to zero. We now insert the forms for PL (r, t)
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and PNL (r, t) from (15.20) and (15.22),
∇2E (r, t) e−iω0t = 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
(
E (r, t) e−iω0t
)
+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
(
1
ε0
ε0εNLE (r, t) e
−iω0t
)
+
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
 1
ε0
 ε0
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
χ˜(1) (ω) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω
 e−iω0t
 . (15.24)
The above equation is now expressed only in terms of the electric field. We now act with the
time derivative on the term on the RHS allowing us to cancel the exponential terms and rearrange
slightly
∇2E (r, t) = 1
c2
(
∂2
∂t2
E (r, t)− 2iω0 ∂
∂t
E (r, t)− ω20E (r, t)
)
(1 + εNL)
− 1
c2
 1
2pi
∞ˆ
−∞
ω2χ˜(1) (ω) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω
 . (15.25)
The next step is to replace the remaining E (r, t) terms with their Fourier transform allowing
us to remove the remaining time derivatives and collect the RHS terms under one integral,
∞ˆ
−∞
∇2E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω
= − 1
c2
∞ˆ
−∞
(
(ω − ω0)2 + 2ω0 (ω − ω0) + ω20
)
(1 + εNL) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω
− 1
c2
∞ˆ
−∞
ω2χ˜(1) (ω) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) e−i(ω−ω0)tdω. (15.26)
Further rearrangement leads to
∇2E˜ (r, ω − ω0) + ω
2
c2
(
1 + εNL + χ˜
(1) (ω)
)
E˜ (r, ω − ω0) = 0. (15.27)
We now use k = ω/c where k is the wavenumber and express the term in brackets as the dielectric
constant ε (ω) = 1 + εNL + χ˜
(1) (ω) with a non-linear contribution εNL. The equation is now in a
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form known as the Helmholtz equation,
(∇2 + k2ε (ω)) E˜ (r, ω − ω0) = 0. (15.28)
We can transform the Helmholtz equation into the NLSE in a few steps. The first is to express
E˜ (r, ω − ω0) using a separation of variables,
E˜ (r, ω − ω0) = F (x, y) A˜ (z, ω − ω0) eiβ0z. (15.29)
Here F (x, y) is the transverse modal distribution function. In a similar method to the slowly varying
envelope approximation we take A˜ (z, ω − ω0) to be a slowly varying function of z the propagation
distance along the fibre and the exponential function to represent the part which varies faster with
wave number β0. The form for the electric field in (15.29) is substituted into the Helmholtz equation
A˜ (z, ω − ω0) eiβ0z∇2xyF (x, y) + F (x, y) eiβ0z
d2
dz2
A˜ (z, ω − ω0) + iβ0F (x, y) d
dz
A˜ (z, ω − ω0) eiβ0z
−β20F (x, y) A˜ (z, ω − ω0) eiβ0z + k2ε (ω)F (x, y) A˜ (z, ω − ω0) eiβ0z = 0. (15.30)
Where ∇xy = d2/dx2 + d2/dy2. As mentioned A˜ (z, ω − ω0) is a slowly varying function of z so we
neglect the second time derivative with respect to z. We also cancel the exponential functions and
split (15.30) into two equations for the modal distribution and A˜ (z, ω − ω0). At the same time we
introduce the wave number β˜ as an eigenvalue
A˜ (z, ω − ω0)∇2xyF (x, y) + 2iβ0F (x, y)
d
dz
A˜ (z, ω − ω0)
−β20F (x, y) A˜ (z, ω − ω0) + k2ε (ω)F (x, y) A˜ (z, ω − ω0) = 0, (15.31)
⇒ 1
F (x, y)
∇2xyF (x, y) +
2iβ0
A˜ (z, ω − ω0)
d
dz
A˜ (z, ω − ω0)− β20 + k2ε (ω) + β˜2 − β˜2 = 0. (15.32)
This leads to two equations
∇2xyF (x, y) +
(
k2ε (ω)− β˜2
)
F (x, y) = 0, (15.33)
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2iβ0
d
dz
A˜ (z, ω − ω0) +
(
β˜2 − β20
)
A˜ (z, ω − ω0) = 0. (15.34)
Equation (15.33), the modal distribution equation, is used to find the transverse profile of the
electromagnetic field in the fibre. It can be used to find an approximation to the propagation
constant β (ω). Equation (15.34) describes how the field changes as it propagates along the fibre.
It is the latter equation that we can arrange into the form of the NLSE however to achieve this we
need to analyse the linear and non-linear contributions to the propagation constant using (15.33).
The modal distribution equation is first approached by neglecting the non-linear contribution to
the dielectric constant ε (ω), as discussed before this contribution is significantly smaller than the
linear contribution. The equation is then solved to find a solution for the zeroth order eigenvalue
β (ω). The inclusion of the non-linear contribution is treated using perturbation theory. To first
order this will leave the form of F (x, y) unchanged and alter the eigenvalue by a small amount4β.
With the inclusion of non-linearity to first order in perturbation theory the new propagation con-
stant is [126],
β˜ (ω) = β (ω) +4β. (15.35)
Rearranging (15.34) and then substituting in (15.35) leads to
∂A˜
∂z
= − i
2β0
(
β0 − β˜
)(
β0 + β˜
)
A˜ ≈ −i
(
β0 − β˜
)
A˜ = −i (β0 − β (ω)−4β) A˜. (15.36)
Where the notation has been simplified by dropping the dependence of A˜ on z and ω−ω0. Equation
(15.36) shows that a pulse propagating along a fibre axis will gain a phase which will be dependent
on frequency and on intensity through 4β.
In order to reach the NLSE we need to use a form for the propagation constant which makes
explicit the frequency dependence. In order to do this we expand β (ω) in a Taylor series about
the frequency ω0 of the rapidly oscillating part of the electric field from (15.19). The result can be
seen in (12.2) in section 12.3. Previously in this derivation we have used the assumption that the
pulses under consideration are long (> 1 ps), this will also mean that they are spectrally narrow
and hence the higher order terms in (12.2) will be negligible. In the derivation of the NLSE the
Taylor series is cut off after the β2 term.
Substituting this form for β (ω) into (15.36) and Fourier transforming
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(
A˜ (z, ω) =
´∞
−∞A (z, t) exp (−i (ω − ω0) t) dt
)
back into the time domain leads to a form of the
NLSE
∞ˆ
−∞
∂
∂z
A (z, t) e−i(ω−ω0)tdt
= −i
∞ˆ
−∞
(
β0 −
(
β0 + β1 (ω − ω0) + β2
2!
(ω − ω0)2
)
−4β
)
A (z, t) e−i(ω−ω0)tdt, (15.37)
∞ˆ
−∞
∂
∂z
A (z, t) e−i(ω−ω0)tdt = i
∞ˆ
−∞
(
β1i
d
dt
− β2 d
2
dt2
+4β
)
A (z, t) e−i(ω−ω0)tdt, (15.38)
∂
∂z
A (z, t) =
(
−β1 ∂
∂t
− iβ2
2
∂2
∂t2
+ i4β
)
A (z, t) . (15.39)
The form of 4β can be found using perturbation theory, here we will simply state that it can be
expressed as [2],
4β = γ |A|2 . (15.40)
Where γ = n2ω0/ (cAeff ) is the non-linear parameter, n2is the is the non-linear contribution to
the refractive index and Aeff is the effective core area which is a measure of the area of the mode
described by F (x, y). The NLSE now becomes
∂
∂z
A (z, t) + β1
∂
∂t
A (z, t) +
iβ2
2
∂2
∂t2
A (z, t) = iγ |A|2A (z, t) . (15.41)
The NLSE is often seen written in different forms. One common practice is to convert to the
frame co-moving with the group velocity of the central frequency ω0,
T = t− zβ1, z = ξ,
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂T
,
∂
∂z
=
∂
∂ξ
− β1 ∂
∂T
,
∂A (ξ, T )
∂ξ
+
iβ2
2
∂2A (ξ, T )
∂T 2
− iγ |A (ξ, T )|2A (ξ, T ) = 0. (15.42)
This is now the form of the NLSE that is used in section 8.
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16.1 Double chirped mirrors
As explained in section 12.3, the few-cycle pulses used in the experiments are extremely sus-
ceptible to the effects of dispersion. Early efforts to counteract the effects of dispersion in short
pulse lasers used prism pairs to introduce negative dispersion to balance the positive material dis-
persion [44]. However these prisms were found to introduce higher order dispersive effects creating
a limitation on the achievable pulse lengths.
An alternative to compensate positive dispersion is the Gires-Tournois interferometer [102].
This can be used to achieve tunable negative dispersion. It operates on the principle of trapping
different frequencies of light for different durations of time in a resonant structure. However the
resonant structure also introduces undesirable higher order dispersive effects due to variations in
the GDD across the reflected bandwidth.
Chirped mirrors for dispersion control were developed in an attempt to avoid the issue of
higher order dispersion. They make use of a different method to introduce negative dispersion.
Layers of coatings of varying high and low indices are used (also known as Bragg mirrors) which
led to wavelengths of light penetrating the multilayer structure to different depths [107]. Using
this method the group delay experienced by each frequency can be made an approximately linear
function of the frequency over a certain bandwidth. This in turn means that the GDD is constant
across this bandwidth. As an alternative the GDD can be made to be a linear function of frequency
which could then be used to compensate TOD introduced by the gain medium in the laser.
Further investigations into chirped mirrors found that partial reflections from the front surface
of the mirror and reflections from the back surface of the mirror (Bragg reflections) create an
interferometer effect leading to some of the same resonant design properties as the Gires-Tournois
[47]. In the same 1997 paper Ka¨rtner et al. developed a new design known as a DCM. The first
chirp refers to the chirping of the center wavelength of the Bragg mirror. The second chirp refers
to varying the ratio of the thicknesses of the high and low index layers of the mirror. In their work
they identify the issue with the chirped mirrors as an impedance matching problem. Their second
chirp is equivalent to tapering the impedance, which removes the problem leading to a uniform
GDD across a broad bandwidth.
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16.2 Autocorrelator
The Autocorrelator used in the experiments is an A.P.E pulseCheck. The primary use for the
device was to measure the pulse length as part of the experiment described in section12.3.1, where
the GDD of various optical elements was being measured.
The basic design of an autocorrelator is as follows [102]: The input light is split into two by
a beam splitter and each beam is incident on a pair of angled mirrors reflecting it back towards
the beam splitter. For one beam path the distance to the mirrors is varied electronically. The two
beams recombine on the beam-splitter and are then focused onto a BBO (Barium Borate) crystal.
The χ(2) non-linearity of the crystal allows sum frequency generation to take place ω1 + ω2 = ω3,
where ω1 and ω2 are the frequencies of the two incident beams and ω3 is the frequency of the
generated light. The intensity I (τ) of the generated higher frequency signal will depend on the
overlap of the two input beams:
I (τ) =
ˆ
P (t)P (t+ τ) dt (16.1)
By varying the beam path for one beam and hence the delay τ between the two beams, and
monitoring the output signal from the non-linear crystal, the pulse length is found. This process is
known as an intensity auto-correlation.
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